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The purpose of this study was to assess the impact of the Portland
(Oregon) public school district's ESL/bilingual program on the
academic perfonnance of limitErl English proficiency (IEP) students.
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The study attempted to correct a statistical bias that

~ght

underestimating the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual prcgrams.

lead to
This

statistical bias is caused by a negative correlation betw=en student
achievement and the c:taracteristics which result in a student being
placed in the ESL/bilingual program.

Several variables and proxies

representing characteristics of the school, the neighl:orhcod, and the
student's personal background were examined for their contribution to
explaining the academic progress of LEP students in reading, rrathematics, and English language usage.
This dissertation attempts to answer the following major
questions:
1.

Is the Portland school district's ESL/bilingual education
approach effective in increasing LEP students' academic
progress in reading, mathematics, and English language usage?

2.

Does the arrount of FSL/bilingual instruction influence the
academic achieverrent of LEP students in reading, rrathema tics,
and English language usage?

3.

Do the personal background characteristics of LEP sttrlents
influence their academic gains in reading, nathenatics, and
English language usage?

4.

Do neighOOrhcx:rl factors influence LEP sttrlents' gains in

reading, mathematics, and English language usage?
Achievement gains of LEP students in Grades 3-11 from the Portland
(Oregon) Public School district

~re

examined.

:r::ata on

~rtinent

characteristics relating to school, neighl:orhcod, and personal background inforrration were collected.

The data were analyzed using

3

multiple regression analysis and instrumental variable estimation.
Instrurental variable (IV) estimation was fourrl to be appropriate to
deal with the serious problem of "selection bias" in evaluating
achievement gains of LEP students in ESL/bilinJUal prcgrams.

The

problem of selection bias occurs when learners are selected for a
program or for evaluation study because of characteristics which will
also influence their scores on a test.

Subsequent effects of this type

of selection, and possible solutioos to this type of problem, are
discussed.
The findings suggest that the ESL/bilingual education approach
had a strong and statistically significant inpact in improving mathematics achieverrent.

'!he program's imp:tct on language usage achievanent

was w=ak, and it sha-Jed no consistent results relating to reading
achievement.

The findings indicate tmt the greatest impacts are in

academic areas rather than in language areas.
The results \\ere not strong, but the ESL/bi 1 ingual program
appeared to have sorre positive benefits in terms of achievenent gain in
matherre.tics arrl language usage which simpler statistical techniques
tend not to show.

However, because of the statistical problems and the

methods used to adlress them, confidence in estimates of the specific
pararreters is not great.

Studies covering different geographic areas

and longer periods of time are rec::nmmended.
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CHAPrER I

IN'IRODDCriON

BACKGROUND

Providing equal educational opJ;X:>rtunity for students who

Sp:xik

a

language other than English has been a policy problem in the Uni tErl
States for sane time now.

Educators, researchers, J;X:>l i ticians and

other J;X:>licy makers continue to grapple with the issue of educating
language minority children.

Millions of students attending the p.1blic

school systems in the United States st:eak little or no English, making
it difficult for then to perform academically at their grade level
(Cllarnot, 1988; Currmins, 1986; Gersten

&

W<Xrlward, 1985; McKay

&

Freed-

nan, 1990).
As a result of fErleral arrl state legislation, court orders, or
school district J;X:>licy, rrany educational programs have been designed to
help limited English proficient (LEP) students succeed in school.

An

example of a program which was designed to help LEP students improve
their academic achievement is the Portland Public School district's
English-as-a-Second-language (ESL) /bilingual education program.
One of the major goals of the present study was to assess the
impact of the Portland Public School (PPS) district's ESL/bilingual
education program.

The present study sought to evaluate the ESL/bilin-

gual education, assessing its imp:ict on reading, mathematics, and

2

English language achievement of LEP students.

The other major issue is

an attempt to corvect a statistical bias which may cause

underest~

tion of the effectiveness of the FSL/bilingual program.

Other issues

to be discussed which have generated considerable interest among educators and politicians concerning educating minority students include:
(a) the use of the sttrlent's first language as a foundation for learning English and other academic skills (Cummins, 1986; Currmins &
Skutnabb-Kangas, 1988; Gonzales, 1990), arrl (b) the notion that all
citizens of the United States should speak English (Harlan, 1991;
Madrid, 1990).
Aspects of bilingualism and bilingual education have consistently
been part of the American exp=rience.

This unique experience has

resulted in an ongoing language controversy since large numbers of
Germ:m, Irish, Polish, and other European irrmigrants settled in this

country during the late 1800s and early 1900s (Harlan, 1991; MbleSky,
1988; Raman, 1986/1987).
In recent years a large number of children whose first language is
not English have entered and settled in the U.S.

This influx of

students under 20 years of age has caused great concern for tea.chers
and anxiety for the students, who face totally new schools and new
lifestyles (Chung, 1988; Kleinmann, 1982).

According to Vamin (1981,

pp. 1-5) soiTE students and their parents have little or no previous
education or work experience relevant to an irrlustrialized economy, or
have little or no exp:>sure to urban life or W2stern technology and
values.

Mbst settle in cities where they can get supr:nrt from their

earlier irro:nigrant relatives.

In addition to the enonnous economic and

3

cultural adjustrrents facing .immigrants with such a background, special
problems in learning English seem to arise for these people arrl

t~ir

school-aged children.
M:my LEP students encnunter language problems which nay cause then
to have low academic achievarent and, possibly, drop out of school.
When LEP students speak English in class, their classnates and peers
tend to nake fun of them because of their heavy accents.

For example,

the LEP students nay be told that they talk "funny" arrl cannot be
understood.

This is difficult for students who are just beginning to

adjust to the "new language."

It makes it even more difficult for the

students to have academic success if the ESL/bi lingual education
toocher does not show any sensitivity to this situation (Kleven, 1988).
LEP students may also have same social adjusbment difficulties
which hinder acadEmic progress or comp:=tence in an employrrent interview.

For instance, sorre LEP students may be portrayed as not being

assertive enough when talking to a teacher or during an interview with
a possible e:rployer because they have been taught at horre to look dONn
or look away when talking to elderly p:=ople or anyone of higher social
econanic status.

To than, it is disrespectful not to do so.

Vanin

(1981) further explains that
a child who has been taught since childhood to respect arrl
obey elders and persons in authority is often oonfused and
bewilderErl by the direct and spontaneous behaviors of his
American peers toward adults. (p. 2)
These behaviors may seem odd to the LEP student's American peers,
who might think these actions are overly polite and fornal.

And if

these behaviors are misinterpreted by the teacher, the LEP stu:lent may

4

be placed in a situation that could affect the student's academic
progress.
Many urban school districts across the count:ry have experiena:rl
large increases in the number of language minority students.

Thus it

has become necessary for school districts to provide language assistance pro:rrams for their LEP students (Hakuta, 1986; Harlan, 1991;
~Kay &

Freedrran, 1990; Ruiz, 1988).

These programs have been estab-

lished as intervention strategies to give equal access to educational
OJ?IX>rtuni ty arrl to improve the educational achievarent and economic
p:>sition of LEP children.

According to McKay ( 1988) and Teitelbaum and

Hiller (1977) the programs are the result of several federal actions,
Supreme Court decisions, and the efforts of the Off ice of Civi 1 Rights
(cx:R).

The problem of educating LEP students has intensified in the last
decade in many school districts.

The number of eligible students and

LEP enrollrrents have increased while the financial resources for
alleviating the problem have became increasingly scarce.
The ensuing section of this chapter outlines the statanent of the
problem of this dissertation.

It is followed by a discussion of the

objectives and the imp::>rtance of the study.

Next, the definitions of

relevant tenns and sane goals of FSL;bilingual education are discussed.
Other topics discussed include furn.ing and federal sur::port, population
characteristics, data sources and the limitations of the study.

The

final part of this chapter descrires the organization of the remaining
chapters.

5

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
For decades researchers, educators and politicians have been
trying to find the best nethod to educate inmigrant students whose
native language is not English.

The rrajor question is whether or not

bilingual education and its many alternative approaches are effective
in teaching English arrl other academic skills to LEP students (Baker &
de Kanter, 1981;

~ns,

1986;

~s

& Skutnabb-Kangas, 1988;

Gersten & Wbodward, 1985; Gonzales, 1990; Harlan, 1991; Long, 1983;
Ruiz, 1988; Willig, 1985, 1987).
Presently many states have mandates to provide bilingual education
to LEP students, while other states have employed ESL or other alternative approaches placing the LEP students in the all-English instructed
curriculum (Bennett, 1986a).

There have been continued efforts by rrany

researchers to evaluate the effectiveness of different approadles.
Specifically, this dissertation attempts to answer these and other
related questions:
1.

Is the Portland (Oregon) Public School district's ESL/bilingual approach an effective method for teaching the English
language and other academic subjects to LEP students?

2.

Does the arrount of ESL/bil ingual instruction influence LEP
students' perfonmnce in English, mathematics, arrl reading?

3.

Do the

~rsonal

characteristics of IEP students (age, gender,

hane language, and race) influence their academic perforrrance
in English, mathematics, and reading?
4.

IX:> neighlx>rhcx:rl factors affect LEP students' gains in

English, matherratics, and reading

~rfonnance?

6

Most previous studies.have not addressed these issues appropriately and
as a result have cane up with contradictory reports arrl inconclusive
findings.
Many studies and evaluations have retnrtErl for arrl against bilingual education and/or ESL instruction (Willig, 1985).

For example,

Baker and de Kanter ( 1981) examinErl the results of 28 studies on the
effectiveness of bilingual education and concluded that the case for
bilingual education was very

~ak.

Baker (1987), in a::mmenting on

Willig's (1985) earlier research, stated that existing research failed
to provide significant sur:port for marrlating bilingual education.

He

felt a bilingual education approach had no academic effect or "had a
negative effect" (p. 356).

Ravitch (1986) observErl that the research

available is too weak, too inconclusive and too p:)liticized to serve as
a basis for national pol icy.

other research efforts on the effective-

ness of bilingual education have been favorable (Burnham

&

Pena, 1986;

Crawford, 1987; Cummins, 1986; Hakuta, 1986; Krashen & Biber, 1988;
Long, 1983; Willig, 1985, 1987).

These studies have derronstrated that

bilingual education seems to be effective in increasing gains in
English language and other academic subjects.
But there continue to be discussions about the effectiveness or
lack of effectiveness of ESL/bi lingual education.

According to Hakuta

(1986) and Willig (1985, 1987) the majority of studies on bilingual
education effectiveness have serious methodological shortcomings.

In

another statement on the quality of bilingual education research
Rossell (1988) states that the quality is deplorable and consists of
local evaluations with inadequate research designs and analyses.

7

Sone of the major nethodological weaknesses of bilingual education
research and evaluation have been discussa:l by many researchers
(Chamot, 1988, p. 24; McLaughlin, 1985, p. 233; Rossell, 1988, p. 26;
Willig, 1985, p. 270).

Most of the criticisms can be summarized in the

following way:
1.

M::>st studies lack a control or canparison group similar to the
treatment groups.

2.

M::>st studies lack rarrlom assignment of subjects to treatment
and control groups.

3.

M::>st studies lack a statistical control for differences that
existed prior to the time one group received ESL/bilingual
education, i.e., social economic status and other variables.

4.

Most studies lack a definition and description of bilingual
education.

Willig's (1985) meta-analysis of Baker and de Kanter (1981) attempted
to correct rrost of these flaws.

Other recent studies have also had

better methodological designs and descriptions of ESL/bilingual education and sorrewhat better control groups ( Cbnzales, 1990; Kamn,
1987/1988; Krashen & Biber, 1988).
The efforts of these researcrers and others have not solved the
najor research problem, the "selection bias" of students to programs.
This problem must be corrected statistically.

Willig (1985) alludes to

this problem when she states:
Groups slated to participate in bilingual programs in the
United States usually are from a population whose distribution of language scores falls at the lower errl of a scale (at
least in English). On the other hand, the comparison groups,
who for same reason have not been provided with a bilingual
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program, usually represent a population whose distribution of
scores would fall in a higher range than the p::>pulation of
the experirrental group.

{p. 300)

Willig ( 1985, 1987) therefore calls for inproved statistical techniques
to deal with this problem in order to truly detennine the effectiveness
of ESL/bilingual education.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The first objective of this dissertation was to assess the impact
of an ESL,/bilingual education program.

The program aspects urrler

scrutiny involve LEP students who receive an ESL/bi lingual trea bnent
and those who receive no treatrrent.

The Portland Public School program

is basically an FSL program with a bilingual education support.
The program is used in tooching Eng 1ish and other subjects to LEP
students in Portland's public schools.

What needs to be detennined is

whether or not the st\rlents woo were exposed to the ESL/bilingual
program had differential academic achievement results fran other
students with similar backgrounds who had less or no exposure to the
ESL program.

Sane earlier researchers concluded that pr<:X3rams such as

ESL/bilingual do not help and have little effect on certain aspects of
language learning (Dulay & Burt, 1973; Fathrran, 1975).

Others found

the ESL instruction to be beneficial, especially during the first 2 or

3 years (Chamot, 1988; Kamm, 1987/1988; Long, 1983, p. 359).
The second objective of this resoorch was to detennine the extent
to which selected personal characteristics of LEP students relate to
their gains in English language arrl other subjects.

The limited

English speaking students in the PPS system are a diverse group.

They
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cane fran divergent cultural and geographic l::ackgrounds.
exist in the language
district.

SI;XJken

Differences

at hare and length of tirce in the sclnol

It is assumed that these differences have differential

irrpacts on their gains in English language and other subjects.
Finally, the last objective of this study was to determine whether
or not neighborho<rl c:taracteristics--e.g. , percent of students with
little or no English, percent high school graduates, etc. --relate to
gains in English and other academic subjects.

These and other neigh-

oorhood factors are said to be considerably rrore imrx>rtant in determining children's language achieverrent than is the particular
instructional approach used (Molesky, 1988;

c.

B. Paulston, 1978).

The

present study attempts to adequately deal with the issue of the effectiveness of the ESL/bilingual pr()Jram using a more refined and rrore
sophisticated statistical method than previous stu:lies.
To sumrrarize the foregoing statanent of the problem and the objec-

tives in sanevmat different words, there \\ere thrre purposes for this
research.

The first was to provide information that could be useful in

the evaluation and planning of language minority students' education by
the program administrators.

The information contained in this study

was also interrled to be beneficial to the officials of the PPS district
in its district-wide planning for LEP students' education.

'Ihe second

purpose was to increase urrlerstanding of sane empirical ph2norrena, such
as effect of FSL hours and environmental factors on English language
acquisition.

The final purpose was to suwly public I;Olicy suggestions

l:::ased on the empirical results as well as provide suggestions for
further research.
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THE IMPORTAOCE OF THE STUDY
Presently ESL/bilingual education practitioners are questioning
the effectiveness of various approaches to second language learning.
The conclusions of many studies in the field both supp:>rt and refute
the effectiveness of bilingual education and ESL instruction.

Orfield

suggests that the continuing criticism of bilingual education programs
is due to the lack of consistent and significant outcanes of ma.ny
research efforts (Orfield, 1986).

Applying a rrore refined and improved

quality of research as suggested by Willig (1985, 1987), Medrano (1988)
and others, the analysis of the PPS district's ESL/bilingual program
and the conclusions to be drawn from this investigation should help
the policy makers and the pract.i tioners make important decisions alx>ut

educating LEP students.
Detenmining the effectiveness of the PPS district's ESL/bilingual
program is necessary for program administrators and classroom teachers
who need to plan and implement prCXJrams for the academic success of LEI?
students.

The knowledge gained from the

imp:~.ct

of the ESL/bilingual

program is essential for future planning, especially, as the fX)pulation
of school-aged IEP students continues to grav.

For various reasons

(e.g., legal imnigration, refugee settlement, and undocumented workers)
the number of LEP students in the PPS district has increased dramatically since 1987.

From 1987 to 1992 the total LEP enrollment has grown

by more than 43% (see Figure 1).
The enrollment growth is not consistent arrong language groups, as
Figure 2 indicates.

'M'lile the number of students in so:rre language

groups has gravn substantially (e.g., Romanian, Sp:mish, and Russian),
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others have decreased.

The Russian language group, with only one LEI?

student between 1986 and

198~,

has becane the second largest group,

with an enrollment of 699 students.

The Viet.nanese group has always

been the largest group of LEP stud:mts in the PPS district.

Ccrnpared

to the previous data, the 1992 ESL/bilingual education enrollnent is at
an all-time high (see Figure 3}.
The present study is both imrnrtant and timely because of the

current budgetary constraints.

'Ihe PPS district and others involved in

making policy need all the relevant infonration they can get to make
sound, pedagogical decisions for future refinement of the district's

[ l:1:iZi

ITUO«NTI

l

Figure 1 . LEP students' FSL;bi 1 ingual education total
enrollment 1986-1992.
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ESL/bilingual programs.

'Ihe district is currently "dON.O-sizing" or

eliminating programs because of the impact of the passage of the
recent Ballot Measure

s1

that altered the way school districts are

financed.
Overall, the detennination of the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual
erlucation prcqrams is iitlfX'rtant at this time.

It is imp:>rtant to know

whether ESL/bilingual hours had any inpact in increasing the acadanic
1Ballot Measure 5 is an initiative passed by Oregon voters in
Novanber 1990. It arrends the Oregon Constitution by setting a limit on
property tax rates for schx>ls and other local goverrurent operaticns.
OVer a 5-year period, the measure phases in prop:rrty tax rate limits
to a maxinum of $15 per $1,000 real market value. The limit is $10 in
Fiscal Year 1991-92 for non-school local governnent operations and
phased-in reduction for schools to $5 in Fiscal Year 1995-96 (Multnomah
Oounty Auditor, 1991, p. 2).
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gains of LEP students in English and other subjects.

It is also

important to know whether environrcental or personal factors contribute
to LEP students' academic gains.
It is hop:rl that the results of this dissertation will contribute
to the field of educating LEP students and increase program administrators and p::>licy makers' understanding of ESL/bilingual education
programs.
BRIEF DEFINITICNS AND DISCUSSICN

OF RELEVANT TERMS
Sane definition of tenns and conrepts will be helpful at this

point.

These definitions are based on federal guidelines (U.S. General

Accounting Office [GAO], 1987) and will be referroo to througrout this
study.
Limited English Proficiency
LEI? describes sttrlents whose native language is a language other

than English or who come fran environments where a language other than
English is dominant.

LEP students matching this description have

difficulty s:p=aking, reading, writing, or understanding the
Eng1 ish language sufficient to be denied the opportunity to succeed
academically.
Home Language or First
Language (Ll)
This is any language other than English that is frequently used
arid spoken in the hane environment.

The home language is also known as
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the native language or the primary language.

The LEP studentS' target

or seoond language (L2) is the lanJUage which is being acquirEd.

In

the United States this would mean English.
Bilingual Education
Bilingual education is a general approach used by a variety of
instructional prcqrams in schools in which students are taught in t\\0
languages, English and the native language of the LEP stu<i=nts.
English is taught as a second language.
Transitional Bilingual Education
Transitional Bilingual Filucation (TBE) errphasizes the developrent
of English-language skills in order to enable LEP students to shift to
an all-English pr<:XJram of instruction.

Some

programs include English

as an L2.
Bilingualism
Bilingualism is the ability to use two languages for comrrunication.

A balanced bilingual

~rson

can use both languages equally well

but usually pref.ers one language or the other.
Additive Bilingualism
This refers to a situation in which instruction in the second
language is given in addition to the LEP students' first language.
Additive bilingualism encourages LEP students to rraintain their first
language in addition to learning the second language.
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Subtractive Bilingualism
In subtractive bilingualism the focus is on replacing or eliminating the effect of the students' Ll and culture during the process of
assimilating them into the dominant language and culture.
Elerrentary and Secondary Education
Act Title VII
Title VII 2 is the Bilingual Education Act, which is p:1rt of the
Elerrentary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 1968.

The Act p:1ssed

in 1968 and was reauthorized in 1974, 1978, 1984, and 1988.

The law

mandates the provision of bilingual Erlucation to LEP students when
there are enoUJh students of the same language group atterrling the sarre
school.
Lau Category
Lau 3 categories ~re established to designate a student's degree
of bilingualism in English and a native language.
2
The Title VII legislation, or t!E Bilingual Education Act, was
first enacted by Congress in 1968. It was one of several major pieces
of educational legislation passed by Congress during the 1960s designErl
to serve students with special educational needs--students who are lawachieving, have physical or mental harrlicaps, come fran lON-income
families, or have limited English proficiency.
3Lau v. Nichols is a class action suit. It was brought by nonEnglish speaking Chinese students against officials of the San
Francisco Unified School District. This school system failed to provide adequate language assistance to 1,800 students of Chinese ancestry
who do not speak English. The Supreme Court ruled that languageminority children receive sane type of special assistance to enable
them to participate in the regular scmol program (for details, see
Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563, 1974).
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English-as-a-Second-Language
ESL is English taught in an English-speaking country to ron-

English speakers who need to study or work in English.

'Ihe instruction

is based on a special curriculum that typically involves little or no
use of the student's native language.

The instruction takes place only

during a specific school period.
Pull-out ESL Approach
In a pull-out method LEP students attend separate classes in
English language developnent part of the day.

The students leave (are

pulled out of) their class daily for a specific school period.

They

attend regular English-only classes for the remainder of the school
day.

The time that LEP students spend per week in pull-out ESL class

nay vary greatly.
Illm2rsion Programs
Irrmersion refers to the teaching approacres for language minority
students not involving children's native language.

'IWo specific

t~s

of immersion are structured immersion and submersion.
Structured Irrmersion.
English.

In structured .imrersion, instruction is in

The teacher usually understands the students' native

language, and students nay sp:;ak it to the teacher, although the
tea.cher generally ansy;ers only in English.

Students' knowledge of

English is not assurred; therefore, the curriculum is sirrplified so that
the content will be urrlerstood.
Suhnersion ( "Sink or Swim" ) •

In submersion programs LEP students

are placed in ordinary classrooms in which English is the language of
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instruction.

The students receive no special pr<:xJram to help them

overcare their laDJUage problans, and their native lim3Uage is not userl
in the classroom.

Sul::mersion was found unconstitutional in the Supreme

Court decision, Lau v. Nichols (1974) (Ruiz, 1988; Wong, 1988).
THE GOAlS OF ESL/BILINGUAL EDUCATION

One of the goals of ESL;bilingual education and other alternative
programs is to teach LEP students to read, write, and speak English.
Another irrportant goal is to give students full access to the educational programs of the schools (Vargas, 1986).
According to Ruiz (1988} nost U.S. bilingual educatim programs
are of the transitional type.

The goal is to keep the students in the

ESL/bilingual program only as long as it takes to learn English well
enough so that they may then be enrolled in the regular Englishspeaking classroom.
Arriving at a consensus on specific goals and policies cmceming
the education of LEP students is difficult.

Etlucators, I;XJliticians,

and researchers all have different opinions on this issue. , Arguments
surrounding this issue often end up in ideological and political controversy

(~ns, 1987~

Harlan, 1991; Judd,

1987~

Lannouth, 1987;

Ma.rshall, 1986; Skutnabb-Kangas, 1988; Stalker, 1988}.
The vieWfX)ints of two distinct groups sean to shape the discussions in the literature on this issue.
the opponents of bilingual education.

These are the proponents and
The pro:ponents argue that the

goal of bilingual education should include (a) helping LEP students
learn English, (b) improving self-esteem and self-concept of LEP
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students through the use of the students' native languages, and (c)
raising the academic achievement level of LEP stud;mts, thus (d)
creating a rrore productive citizenry and (e) praroting languages other
than English as a national resource (Vargas, 1986).

The opp:>nents argue that bilingual erlucation and pull-out ESL will
(a) decelerate the entranCE of non-English speakers into the Arrerican
nainstream, (b) segregate LEP students from their regular class, (c)
slow down the rate of English acquisition for LEP students, arrl (d)
cause political and social conflict and national disunity (Gonzalez,
Schott, & Vasquez, 1988).
Same opponents of bilingual education sought to amend the U.S.
Constitution to make English the "official" language of the United
States.

The opponents have not succeErled in making any constitutional

changes at the federal level.

HONever, as Harlan ( 1991) p:>ints out,

the Official English advocates have ~n several victories in
the U.S. political arena in the 1980s, convincing voters and
legislators to pass English-language laws and constitutional
amendments at the state level. (p. 59)
Gonzalez et al. (1988) e:xamine the ideas of U.S. English, an
organization that these researchers believe represents the English
Language Arrendment movement.

These investigators disagree with three

of the organization's primary contentions, tenning them "myths. "

They

argue that: (a) it is a myth that "linguistic diversity inevitably
causes p:>litical conflict"; (b) it is a myth that "an official language
is the primary determinant of national unity"; and (c) it is a myth
that "bilingual education decelerates the entrance of non-English
s:p=akers into the American mainstream" (Cbnzalez et al., 1988, pp.
24-29).
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Ronan ( 1986/1987) asserts that rrany politicians and sorre educators
in the 1980s continue to regard bilingual education as a threat to
American unity.

She explains that the r:erceived threat is due to the

rapid growth of the minority population in the United States and the
extent to which it is holding on to the rninori ty language and culture
through the bilingual education programs.
An example of the r:erceived threat of the goal of bilingual educa-

tion programs is expressed by Westell {1981).

Westell argues that

the rom:mtic view of the United States has always been that
it is a gigantic melting pot in which immigrants from all
over the world rapidly learn English, aCX1Uire Arrerican
values, and becorre proud Yankees. But instead tre inmigrants
are transfonning the United States urban landscape into sorrething that it has not beEn for decades: a mosaic of exotic
languages, faces, costurres, custans, restaurants, and religions. And in the alarmed view of sane Arrericans, the trend
is likely to accelerate because instead of being forced into
the melting pot, newa::mers are holding onto langmge and
culture, becoming "hyphenated Arrericans" rather than fully
carrnitted Americans. {p. 54)
Similar views were expressed earlier by Glazer {1974).

He

believes that
irrmigrants who carre to this country willingly to work and to
bea:me citizens of the new land were not deprived when they
gave up an old language for English, old culture for a new
emerging culture, old allegiance for new allegiance. {p. 59)
The notion that the English language is the social glue that holds
this multi-cultural country together and rrakes all of us, regardless of
national origin, Airericans is well disputErl by Harlan (1991).

Accnrd-

ing to Harlan the bilingual supporters agree that English is important
in order to function ~11 in this society and that it is p:rrt of the
American culture.

HCMever, they argue that the English language is not
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the best nor the only social glue that Arrericans have.

For exanple,

bilingual supporters assert that
more important than language in uniting Arrericans is the
American sense of shared destiny. The freedans and op};X)rtunities that attract people f~ all over the world to the
United States unite us all. {p. 54)
Continuing with the

SanE

line of thought, Harlan explains that "Ameri-

cans are more than just a group of people who live near each other and
s_reak the same language" {p. 54).

She argues that the adopted culture

for many immigrants is an elastic culture that allows for much individual expression.

According to her, the best social glue in the United

States is shared opportunities.
The discussions in this section have focused on sane goals of
ESL/bilingual education programs.
s~cific

There was also a discussion of ha.v a

goal and p:>licy of including the students' native language in

classroan instruction may end up in ideological and p:>litical centroversies.

The remaining part of this section looks at the sumrrary of

other goals of ESL/bilingual education.
Bilingual education rreans many things to a lot of people.
goals and purJ;X)ses are many (C. B. Paulston, 1980).

Its

Paulston lists 10

major goals:
1.

'Ib assimilate individuals or groups into the mainstre:un of

society.
2.

'Ib unify a multi lingual ccmmuni ty.

3.

'Ib enable people to communicate with the outside world.

4.

'Ib gain an economic advantage for individuals or groups.

5.

'Ib preserve ethnic or religious ties.
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6.

To reconcile different political or socially separate ccmnuni-

ties.

Understanding each other's languages can enhance

relations.
7.

'lb spread and maintain the use of a colonial language.

'Ihis

goal is to socialize an entire population to a colonial
language.
8.

'lb strengthen the education of elites.

9.

To give equal status to languages of unEqUal praninence in the

society.
10. 'Ib deepen understanding of language and culture.
For detailed explanations of these goals, the reader is referred to
Paulston (1980, pp. 1-2}.

A comparison of the goals of bilingualism

and the degree of success in educating LEP students in different countries is given by

Skutnab~Kangas

(1988, pp. 22-27).

FUNDIN; AND FEDERAL SUPIDRr

Issues surrounding ESL/bilingual education are many but r:olitics
and finance are arrong the top of the list.

As Harlan ( 1991) has

ol:served, politicians, not educators, control the government's budjet.
To same extent they also control what kinds of programs schools will
offer to children with limited English skills, and they control the
financing of these programs.
The UnitErl States Congress passed the Elarentary and Secondary
Education Act in 1965 (P.L. 89-10}.

The amendment of this Act in 1968

added Title VII, which is known as the Bilingual Education Act.

Funds
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were appropriated at this time to support a few programs designed to
serve the needs of children of limited English-speaking ability.
Although Title VII did not specifically require local school
districts to establish bilingual programs, it did encourage treir
development.

This arrendment provided federal appropriations in the

fonn of discretionary grants to school districts interestEd in plannin:J
and developing programs to rreet the special educational needs of LEP
students.

The federal furrls explicitly identified for su:r;p::>rt of

bilingual programs are provided under Title VII, Title 1--Migrant,
Title VIII-c (Indochinese) and Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA}
(Rotberg, 1982).
From 1969 through 1973 most of the funds appropriated under Title
VII went for the support of bilingual programs in the elementary
schools.

Federal financial support continued under the 1974 Bilin:JUal

Education Act through the end of 1978.

The level of federal financial

support increased progressively beginning with the Johnson presidency
and on through the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations.

The finan-

cial support grew over the years from $7. 5 million in fiscal year (FY}
1969 to about $160 million in FY 1981 (Huffman, 1980, p. 30; Rotberg,
1982, p. 154).

These funds provid2 support for aooitional teachers,

para-professionals, staff development activities, development and purerase of rraterials, parental involvement, administration, evaluation
and other supp:>rt functions (Huffman & Samulon, 1981, p. 33).
This level of federal financial support diminished considerably
after President Reagan took office.

For exanple, the level of support

in 1981 was $161 million; in 1982 it diminished to $138 million and
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remained the sane in 1983.

In 1985 and 1986 the level of support was

$145 million.
Spending for Bilingual Education Act (BEA) programs was cut during
the 8 years of the Reagan presidency.

M:ii tionall y, his administration

focuserl its energies on t:rying to get rid of one of the BFA' s requirerrents that stipulates that programs must use students' native languages
in the teaching process (H:rrlan, 1991, p. 103).

As

Harlan rer:orts, the

Reagan administration wanted Congress to rerrove the 4% limit of funding
for English-only programs.
ment to the BEA.
to 25%.

Finally, in 1988 Congress passed an arrend-

Instead of lifting the 4% limit, Congress changed it

Thus bilingual education programs that use students' native

languages would continue to get at least 75% of the BEA budget, and
English-Only programs would get up to 25% (Harlan, 1991, p. 105).
It is important to state here that federal funding for the
ESL/bilingual education program is a sna.ll fraction of the

pr~ram.

For exarrple, the federal contribution to ESL/bilingual education for
LEP students is less than 10% in the PPS district, and across the
nation rrost school districts provide most of their support to LEP
students through their district's general fund.

4

According to Durgan

(1991) the PPS's ESL program budget has increased fran $3.7 million in
FY 1987-88 to $5.6 million in FY 1990-91.
Although federal financial supPJrt for the PPS district's
ESL/bilingual program is insignificant, there are many reasons for
investigating the

pr~ram's

effectiveness.

First, there is a pragmatic

4A carment made by Darlene Durgan, Director ESL/bilingual PrCXJram,
Portland Public Schools, October 6, 1991.
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interest in evaluating the effectiveness of an educational service
program since educational phenomena have implications for the social,
I;Ol itical, econanic and cultural grc:wth of the target group.

Seoond,

there is a theoretical interest in identifying possible major factors
influencing academic gains in English, rrathamtics, and reading for LEP
students.

Fina.lly, education is one of the largest items of public

expenditure and among the most important ways in which cities can
influence their economic future.
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
AND DATA SOURCES

Population Characteristics
Federal and state legislation includes non-English s:p=aking
students in the target J;Opulation for bilingual education prOJrams.
There is no unifonnity in the criteria for admitting students into
programs.

For example, the process for inclusion of students who

s~_:eak

sane English has ranged fran selecting those who are culturally different to selecting only those who perform below a certain percentile an a
standardized English language test.

The Portland public schools have

rrany ethnic group students who have difficulty speaking, reading, and
writing English.

In the 1982-83 school year rrost students in the

ESL;bil ingual pro:Jram came from Southeast Asian countries, as sho.vn in
Table I.

Five major language groups constituted rrost of the students

in the program:

Vietnarrese, Hrnong, Laos, Cantonese, and Kturer.

recent years there has been a drarratic increase in the nurrber of

In
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TABLE I
ErHNIC CCMPOSITICN OF ESL/BILINGUAL SI'UDENI'S

1982-83
Ethnic Group

n

lmerican Indian

Percent
2

0.2

Black

80

6.5

White

25

2.0

1,031

84.3

81

6.6

Southeast Asian
Hispanic
Other

4

.03

students from Eastern Europe in the Portland public schools dt.E to the
I=Olitical conditions in that part of the world (see Figure 2).
At the inception of the ESL/bilingual prcqram there -w=re 983
Hrrong-sp2aking students and 1, 148 Vietnarrese-speaking students in the
Portland public schools.

These students represent over 50% of the

major ethnic groups from Southeast Asia in the school district who were
in the pr<:XJram.

There is also a host of other nationalities (see

Appendix A and Appendix B).

All but five ethnic groups (Pengali,

Burmese, Slovak, Slovian, and Yiddish) listed in the 1982-83 school
year are also listed in the 1990-91 school year.
The subjects for this stlrly v-.ere LEP students across several
schools who net the criteria for inclusion.
student:

The criteria were that the
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(a} attended Portland public schools between fall 1982 and spring
1983;

(b) had test scores on Portland Achievement level Test in reading,
language and mathematics for fall and spring;
(c) had ccmplete personal background records on file; and
(d) had a rating of A, B, or C in the English language screening
proficiency test given by the stt.rlent's r:arents and the
FSL/bilingual program staff.

A student with a rating of "A"

sp::>ke no English, "B" spoke the native language nore than
English, and "C" sp::>ke English as

~11

as the native language.

A total of 1 ,223 students were identified as :rreeting the criteria
for inclusion in the study p::>pulation for the 1982-83 school year.
This number was later reduced by 87 cases.

There were 7 2 students who

changed schools during the year; 12 had test scores for fall and not
spring, or vice versa; and there

~re

three incidents of duplicate

cases.
Data Sources
The principal sources of data for this study were the sttrlent' s
rraster files, the testing data base, and the census data records.
these sources personal, school, arrl neighOOrhCXJd characteristics
extracted.

From
~re

The student's master file was kept for all LEP students

in the special ESL/bilingual program.

Information was available on all

the p:=rtinent variables for every student who had participated in the
Portland public schools' Achievement level Test.

The master file

contained the student's identification number, his or her ethnicity,
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age, gender, language s:p::>ken at home, and the number of years since the
student had been enrolled in the PPS systan.

Other variables extractErl

from the master file included the weekly hours of ESL instruction,
schools attended, and current grade level.

The proportion of Southeast

Asian LEP students :p=r school was calculated fran the 1983 Enroll.nent
RePJrt by PPS Management Infonnation Services (see Ap[Endix C) .

Every fall and spring the Portland public school district's
Evaluation Dep:trt:ment administers the Achieverrent Level test to all
students fran Grades 3 to 11.
testing program.

All LEP students particip:tte in this

From the testing data base, perfonnance records on

reading, math, and language usage were obtained for fall tenn 1982 and
spring tenn 1983.
:f:€riods

~re

Only those students who had records for the two

included.

Information obtained here enabled the calcula-

tion of the percentage gains.

The 1982 data provide an o:tservation

:p::>int which can reveal the effectiveness of the ESL/bilingual program.
Prior to 1982 only scattered and often non-comparable data were available for the ESL/bilingual programs in the PPS system.

'Ihe data on the

general neighborhood characteristics of the population where a particular student lives were taken fran the 1980 census tract records .

From

this source the percentage of the :p::>pulation in the neighborhood 'Nho
speak little or no English, :f:€rcent high school graduates, and :f:€rcent
below poverty level were extracted.

Finally, average family size of

the neighborhood population was obtained.
included for "tY.D rrain reasons.

These variables w=re

The first reason was to determine which

neighborhood variables, if any, contribute to English language gains of
LEI? students.

Second, it has been shavn that several important
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societal factors, such as the language of the surrourrling cannunity,
impacts the language perfonnance of LEP students (Rotl:Erg, 19 84) .
ORGANIZATION OF THE S'IUDY

The next chapter presents a review of the literature pertinent to
the educational opportunities of LEP students.

It discusses sorre

relevant theories and socio-political issues as they r:ertain to education of LEP students.

other topics reviewed include:

historical

perspectives of ESL/bilingual education, legislative and judicial
influence, enrollrrent and number problem, and current research on the
effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education.
The rrethodology used in the analysis of the data is descril:Ed in
Chapter III.

Chapter IV presents the empirical results.

chapter a surrrna.ry and staterrent of conclusions are given.

In the final
The findings

are canpared to those of other sttrlies and sorre irrplications for p:>licy
and future research are offered.

CHAPrER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

To have a broader view arrl better understanding of ESL/bilingual

education programs and their effect on acadanic achievement, several
theories and issues pertinent to education of language minority
students need to be addressed.

This chapter reviews the literature on

aspects of ESL/bilingual education and its effectiveness.

It provides

further insight and information on the underlying theoretical perspectives and assumptions of ESL/bilingual education.
The major topics included in the literature review are:

theories

and issues relevant to ESL/bilingual education, a brief historical perspective on ESL/bilingual education, the imp:tct of legislative and
judicial actions on ESL/bilingual education, an estimate of the number
of IEP school-aged children, underlying assumptions of ESL/bilingual
education, and relevant research on effectiveness of ESL/bilingual
education.
THFDRIES AND

ISSUES

RELEVANT 'ID

ESL/BILINGUAL EDUCATION
The Equilibrium Paradigm
As stated earlier in Chapter I, there is considerable controversy
and no consensus when discussing LEP students' school performance,
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suggested treatrrents or solutions, and expected outcanes.

One helpful

way to understand this disagreement is to examine Kuhn's (1971) conceptual frarrework of paradigm shift.

C. B. Paulston ( 1980} defines a

paradigm as "the way a scientific/professional comnunity views a field
of study, identifies appropriate problems for study, and specifies
legitirrate concepts an::l methods" (p. 15).

She continues to explain

that people whose research is based on shared paradigms are

~tted

to the sarre rules and standards.
Kuhn's theories w=re further developed by R. G. Paulston (1976) in
his rroncgraph, Conflicting Theories of Social and Educational Change:
A Typological Review.

This monograph was reviewed extensively by

c.

B.

Paulston (1980} in her attempt to outline same major theories of social
and educational ch:mge and to identify and interpret sane variables of
ESL/bil ingual education within the framework of each p:trticular theory.
~

major paradigms w=re discussEd:

(a) the functiona.l or "EqUi-

librium" paradigm and (b) the conflict p:rradigm.

Theories which fall

under the equilibrium paradigm are {a) evolutionary arrl noo-evol utionary, (b) structural-functional, and (c) systems analysis.

As C. B.

Paulston (1980) states, all these theories are "concerned with maintaining society in an equilibrium through the hannonious relationship
of the social comrnnents, and they em{ilasize srrooth, cumulative chmge"
(p. 16).

Theories which fall under the conflict paradigm are (a) group
conflict theory, (b) cultural revitalization theory, and (c) an anarchistic utopian awroach.

The em{ilasis on the conflict paradigm is in

the inherent instability of social systans and the conflicts over
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values, resources and

~r

Paulston, 1976, p. 7).

that follow as a natural consequence (R. G.

Economic conflict, conflicting values and

cultural systems, and conflict due to oppressive institutions and
irrperfect human nature are the rna jor issues here.

Although references

wi 11 be nade to a discussion of theories under the oonf lict p:rradigm,

the major cono=rn here is the theories which fall under the equilibrium paradigm.

'Ihls is appropriate because the equilibrium p:rradigm

approach tends to be the };X)Si tion of the ESL supporters in the ESL
versus bilingual education controversy.

The equilibrium paradigm

assumes that LEP students have an unequal opportunity to succeed
academically and that an effective ESL/bilingual program can provide
that equality.

This is the awroach of the majority of ESL programs.

The Evolutionary Theory
Citing previous studies, R. G. Paulston (1976, p. 7) states that
the evolutionary theories are strongly influenced by Darwin's work on
biological evolution.

He states that these theories are characterized

by notions of prCXJress--by stages of developrent fran
order form.

l~r

to higher

Etlucation, he says, is an integrative structure which

functions to maintain stability and changes from sinple to rrore oomplex
mcx:lern forms in response to chmges in other structures.
As previously rrentioned in this dissertation, nany have questioned
the lack of academic achievement by many LEP students.

The evolution-

ary theorists tend to give a simple answer to this question, usually
attributing academic failure of LEP students to hereditary inferior
intelligence quotients (IQs) (Jensen, 1969).

C. B. Paulston (1980,
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p. 17) roints out that this idea has since been dismissed by many, but
warns that sorre people still believe that the ans\\er given by evolutionary theorists is correct, and she asserts that rrany of these people
serve in our public schools.
Structural-Functional Theory
According to R. G. Paulston (1976} structural-functional (S/F)
theory is a "discrete set of interrelated assumptions aoout values,
nonns, and appropriate questions and rrethcrls" (p. 13).
ces exist between evolutionary theory and S/F theory.

Major differenThe evolution-

ists place primary emphasis on linked stages of eoonarrdc and cultural
developrrent, while the S/F theorists focus on hareostatic or balancing
mechanisms by which societies naintain a unifonn state (C. B. Paulston,_
1980, p. 20).

C. B. Paulston indicates that S/F theory has not only

been important to social change in the United States but has also had a

trerrendous influence on the interpretation of educational systems and
valid educational refonns.

She gres on to say that most of the writ-

ings on aspects of ESL/bilingual education fall under S/F theory.
The equalizing awroach of S/F theory is recognizable in the
Bilingual Education Act.

The United States Oongress recognized the

problems of l.imitErl English sp?aking children from low-ina:me families
and proposed measures to solve these problems by stating:
The Congress declares it to be the policy of the United
States, in order to establish equal educational opportunity
for all children, to encourage the establishrrent and operation, where appropriate, of educational programs using bilingual educational practices, techniques and methods--to enable
LEP students, while using their native language, to achieve
canpeten02 in the English language. (Geffert, Harper,
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Sanniento, & Schert100r, 1975, p. 13; see also Gray, Convery,
& Fox, 1981, p. 7}
With this action Congress has rroved to eqtalize the unequal educational
opportunity for LEP students.

The goal of these mandated prcqrams is

to equalize educational opportunity for children from limited
English speaking families by carpensatory training in English
where such training can be theoretical! y interpreted as a
balancing rrechanism to rraintain the equilibrium of society.
(C. B. Paulston, 1980, p. 21}
To surmarize, two najor assumptions underlie the S/F theory research

in ESL/bilingual education.

Ole is that LEP students are assumed to

have had uneqwl educational opportunity because of their language
situation.

The other assumption is

and cultural diversity in schools.

~e

importance of cultural contact

From this assumption rrany school

districts, including the PPS district, have

es~ablished

the Newcaners

Center for the prarotion and interaction of different cultures.
Social and Cultural Factors Affecting
Education of LEP students
Research on ESL/bilingual education has shown that social and
cultural factors may affect LEP students' language learning and
academic success (Collier, 1987; Ogbu, 1982; Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi,
1986; Pearson, 1988; Schumann, 1978).

Critics have often commented

that many American schx>ls fail to understand the cultural differences
which LEP children bring to the classroan situations.

It is argued

that sane teachers and educators nay not quite understand the complex
relationship between cultural beliefs and family values and expectations, and

ha-~

these influence the way a child responds to the

academic demands or expectations of the school (Sugai, 1988).
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While the experiences of learning the English language and succeeding academically in school may be inspiring to sone students, the
same exr:eriences may be mystifying to most LEP students.

Students from

culturally and linguistically different backgrounds are more likely to
experience significant adjustment problems and discontinuities between
their home environment and that of the sch:x>l (Ogru, 1982).

According

to Padilla ( 1980) and Ogbu and Ma.tute-Bianchi ( 1986) LEP students
undergo a process of adaptation or acmlturation when they enter
school.

The prOC'ess of acculturation is defined here as the changes

that occur when members of one culture corre into direct and continuous
contact with another culture.
When LEP students enter school, rrost usually encounter changes in
language, customs, values, social interactions , learning envirol111'Eilts,
and educational materials.

These changes have been shown to have

negative effects on school success (Ogbu, 1982).

But the irrq;act of

these changes is harder on sorre LEP students than on others.

For

example, the LEP students whose parents came to this country involuntarily may have many rrore problems in their adjustlrent than those
whose parents migrated here of their own volition.

Those who are here

involuntarily might be refugees who had to der:art their place of birth
without planning or prep:rration.
tion of their new home.

Refugees have no choice in the loca-

A host country is chosen for them acmrding to

the original 1951 laws of the United Nations High Cannissioner for
Refugees (Strouse, 1988, p. 115).
Initial adjustments to the ne.w educational system may present
problems to many LEP students.

Sane aspects of the system of education
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in the United States are by far different fran what the LEP students
experienced in their native cOilllt:ry.

In the .American schools, the

particip:ttory Ofen-discussion type of classroom is carman.

Many LEP

students who experienCEd the Euroi;ean type of educational systan learn
in a well structured classroom envirornnent with a lot of direction and
guidance.

In the United States 1 earning is more dynamic, with strong

anphasis on searching, p:trticipation, testing, and questioning.
In their fonrer educational experiences, LEP students do not
question their teacher's knavledge.

The teachers have the last

~rd

in classroom situations; they are generally highly respected and have
complete authority over the students in class.

Unlike in the United

States, students stand up before every class as the tea.cher enters the
room and rerrain standing until they are told to be seated.

cnce the

lecture begins, there is no talkin<:J and no moving aromd to sharpen
fencils or to get a drink of water.

The students do not ask questions.

They can only talk when they are called ur:on to do so.
Unlike in the United States, the fonner educational exferience of
sare LEP students is highly canpetitive.

Prep:tring for and succeErling

in college entrance examinations are of p:trarrount imp::>rtance for the
students and their parents.

The urge and pressure to study and succeErl

academically are extrernel y high because, when a student fails in
school, the whole family fails.
Recognizing these adjustment problems and how they might affect
academic success of LEP students, the Portland Public School district's
ESL/bilingual program department established the Newcomers Center in
1985.

According to Durgan (1992) the center was financed by Title VII
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IIDney up until last year.
district will fund the

This is the second year that the PPS

Ne~mers

program.

The sttrlents in this program

receive intensive instruction in English and in their native languages.
They get help to adjust socially and academically.

The Newcomers

program is a self-contained program which lasts 6 months.

Because the

program seans to be successful, it has been recomrrendErl that rrore
centers be established that could last 2 or 3 more years (Durgan,
1992) .

Presently there are two centers, one at Vestal Elanentary

School and the other at Hosford Middle School.
One significant aspect of this program is the involvanent of the
LEP students' parents who can nav directly discuss the academic progress of their children in the language they fully understand.

Another

significant aspect of the prcgram involves the students themselves.
Where cultural diversity exists, as in the Portland Public Sch;:x)l
district, it is important that all students are aware of differences as
well as sllnilarities in the values and cultural traditions of those
. with whan they interact on a daily resi s.
Finally, the Newcx:roers program is significant because it enables
LEP students to develop to their full potential socially and academically.

Research has shown that sane aspects of bilingual education

techniques that are being used for educating language minority children
have negative effects on academic success and may be producing castelike minorities (Spener, 1988).

Participation in the Newcomers

program may prevent new LEP students from becaning members of these
caste-like minorities who, according to

C~bu

(1978), occupy the least

desirable p::>sitions in society and face job ceilings 'Nhich only a few
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nay surrrount.

LEP students who are nainstreamed into English-only

classrooms may be presenterl before their teachers and classmates not as
equal-but-different representatives of another language and culture,
but rather as imperfect or inferior me:nbers of the rna jori ty culture
(Skutnabb-Kangas, 1981).

Spener (1988) explains that education is an

integral part of the socialization of LEP students and may also be used
effectively to promote negative attitudes towards these students.
Spener states that
educatioml {X)licy can serve to reinforce caste distinctions
in the society by providing LEP students with an inferior
education. In doing so, the educational system plays a role
in creating a p:x:>l of adults who are "qualified" to be
econanically exploited, unemployed, or underemployed.
(1988, pp. 149-150)
Other researchers have contributed different factors to the discussion of social and cultural experiences of LEI? students.

Fbr

example, Northcutt and Watson (1986) added personality, age, Erlucation,
and natural ability of the student within the construct of the affective filter.

In addition the student's preferences for certain input

rrodels (e.g., peers over parents or teachers, teachers over p3.rents,
similar etlmic individuals, or sane-gender teachers), amount of daily
social oammunity interaction with L2 speakers, and positive or negative
errotions towards the rrajority culture were examinErl by Ovando

&

Collier

( 1985).
The affective filter theory is irrportant in explaining students'
differences in language nastery when they have identical corrmunity,
school, and language acquisition experiences.

Oftentirres teachers

report students who appear to be anxious about learning new infonna.tion
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in L2 and others who seem not to want to learn (Curtain
1988) .

&

Pesola,

It has been shown that these psycoological factors influence

the rate of language acquisition.
In ccmnenting on these ideas, Schumann (1978, 1986} addresses the
socio-cultural and psychological variables as they affect the learner
and the target language group.

Socio-cultural factors such as domi-

nance, integration strategy, and enclosure are said to affect social
distance between a learner and the target language group.

This dis-

tance, in turn, detennines the learner's success in acquiring L2 and
other academic subjects (McGroarty, 1988, pp. 318-326).
Curnrrdns's Developmental
Interdependence Theory
Cummins's (1979b) early WJrk stressed the interrelationships that
may exist between the tWJ languages of a bilingual child.
asserts that, in order to understand how L2
nrust first understand the connection

a~isi tion

be~en

Ctmnins

occurs, one

Ll and L2.

The developmental interdependence theory states that
the level of L2 CO!llf:etence which a bilingual child attains is
partially a function of the type of cx:mpetence the child has
develop:rl in Ll at the time when intensive exposure to L2
begins. (Cummins, 1979b, p. 233)
Cummins and Swain's ( 19 86) study on contextual interaction theory is
particularly relevant here.

The theory describes how student input

factors interact with instructional treatments to contribute to LEP
students' academic achievement.

For LEP students, proficiency in both

Ll and L2 is input which may be [X)Sitively associated with academic
achievement (California State Department of Education, 1982, p. 7).
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Additionally, CUnunins has proposed a frame\\Urk for language skill
to elucidate types of language acquisition.

One type is similar to

camnunicative canpetence which other researchers have discussed.

It is

characterized by the surface level skills evident in everyday cornmmicative exchanges.
skills, or BICS.

CUmmins calls this basic interpersonal communication
He describes the other type as language abilities

which are needed to succeed academically and calls these cognitive
academic language proficiency (CAIP) (CUrmnins, l979a).
Cumnins's framaiDrk gives "a strong rationale for using a minority
language student's hone language as the language of initial schoo 1 and
literacy extErience" (McGroarty, 1988, p. 306).

Cumnins's hypotheses

also support his assertion and that of other researchers that the
developrrent of a strong Ll skill is necessary for the ac:x::pisition of
L2.

He stresses that the stronger the Ll skill, the easier

efficient the transfer to L2.

arrl more

According to Cummins, the most effective

way for LEP students to learn English is throl..1qh additive bilingualism.
Subtractive bilingualism, such as ESL and submersion programs, is not
effective and nay be harmful to the academic success of LEP students.
This section has reviewed many theories and their possible relationships to LEP students' academic achievement.

The importance of

this connection is often emitted in studies about LEP students' education.

Additionally, it is suggested by Currmins (1984) that educators

and policy nakers have failed to appreciate the role of theory in the
fonnulation of policy.

Unless the under 1 ying theories and concepts

about ESL/bilingual education are understood, providing a meaningful
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education that is effective and formulating appropriate r:olicies nay be
difficult.
BRIEF HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES OF
ESL/BIL:m:;tJAL EDlr.ATION
Anyone reading the present national r:olicy debate on FSL;bilingual
education may think it is a new phenanenon.

But ESL;bilingual educa-

tion has been present in the United States since it became a nation
(Anderson

&

Boyer, 1978; Harlan, 1991; Ovando

&

Collier, 1985).

According to Anderson and Boyer, education in another language was
a carrron practice in colonial ArrErica, and Dutch bilingual public
schools flourished in New York state after Indeperrlence.
upheld

~ti tions

Congress

requesting the use of French in the schools in the

Northv.est Territory in 1796.

The first public scl:'nol in Texas used

Gernan as a language of instruction, and Geman bilingual schools were
established in Marylarrl in 1874 (Anderson

&

Boyer, 1978).

Wlat is evident at this tirre is that "millions of imnigrants who
arrived in the United States after 1820 needed to learn English in
order to make economic and social adjustll'ents to the way the rrajority
of the population lived" (Karski, 198 7, p. 10) .
Ehtry into "World ·war I by the United States seared to end cultural
tolerance.

The entry also brought aboot a sul:sequent rise in the

downgrading of foreign languages,

es~cially

Geman.

At the sarre time

the developnent of nationalism within the United States errerge:L

Some

nationalists started to demand the assimilation of new arrivals into
one cultural and linguistic group.

The public schx>ls were given the
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res.I;XIDsibility to "Airericanize" the newest inmigrants (Stacy

&

Lutton,

1985).
In the 1950s and 1960s there was a gn::Ming public awareness of the
msic rights of various groups, incltrling those with limited English
proficiency.

The problem of achieving eqrnl educational opportunity

for all was addressed in the farrous Supreme Court case of Brown v. the
Board of Education of 'Ibpeka in 1954.

The Court ruled that

segregation of children in public schools solely on the basis
of race, even though the physical facilities and other tangible factors may be equal, deprives the children of minority
group; equal educational opportunity. (fboker, 1978, p. 78)
Although this case originally focused on the issue of black children,
the ruling forever changed the ways in which educators visved linguistically different children.
During the early 1960s there was a mass exodus of Spanish-speaking
Cuban refugees from Cuba to Miami, Florida (M"3.ckey & Beebe, 1977) .
Responding to the needs of many non-English speaking refugee students,
Dade County started to experiment with ways to improve the education of
these students.

According to Mackey and Beebe, a forrral ESL/bilin-

gual education program was initiated for 350 LEP children in the first
three grades at the Coral Way Elerrentary School in Miami.

This made

these children "the first group in the United States to partici:p::1te in
an ESL/bilingual school program specifically designed for both Spanishspeaking and English-speaking students" {p. 4 7) .
As other schools in Dade County noted the success of the Coral Way
program, FSL/bi lingual instructions w=re started for their LEP students.

Several similar LEP programs w=re begun in various counties
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throughout Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and california prior to the
signing of the BFA of 1968 (Amerson

&

Boyer, 1978; Harlan, 1991,

p. 93).

THE IMPACT OF LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL
AcriONS ON ESL/BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Federal policy in bilingual education is based primarily on the
Supreme Court Lau v. Nichols decision and on the 1978 arrendrrents to
Title VII of the ESEA of 1965 (Bilingual Education Act of 1978).

The

Supreme Court decision was based on Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 which states:
No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race,

color, or national origin, be excluded from particir:ation in,
be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistanCE. (Economic OpPJrtunity Act of 1964)
The OCR translated Title VI to include the denial of equal educational opr:ortuni ty to language-minority children.

A staff merrorarrlum

stated:
Where inability to s~ak and understand the English language
excludes national origin minority group children from effective r:articip3tion in the educational prCXJram offered by a
school district, the district must take affirmative steps to
rectify the language deficiency in order to open its instructional program to these students. (Wong, 1988, p. 372)
The OCR m:morandun was upheld in 1974 by the Supreme Court in
Lau v. Nichols.

The federal court had rrade many decisions that con-

tributed to the grcwth of bilingual education, but it was not until
1974 that the Supreme Court, in its landnark decision Lau v. Nichols,
ruled on what to do about children who arrive in the classroom knowing
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little or no English.

The COurt found that Chinese-American, nan-

English s:r:eaking students were denied equal educational o:g;x::>rtuni ty
under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act when instructed in English, a
language they did not understand (Rotl:::x=rg, 1982).

This case staterl:

There is no equality of treatment rrerely by providing
students with the sane facilities, textbooks, teachers, and
curriculum, for students who do not understand English are
effectively forecloserl f~ any meaningful education.
(Lau v. Nichols, 1974; Ovando & COllier, 1985, p. 34)
The Court ordered that sclnols must rectify the language deficiency,
but how this should be done was not specified.
Lau Remedies
In 1975 a task force was set up by the

orn

of the U. S. D=partment

of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to find ways to enforce the
Supre~re

Court's decision.

The task force issued sane guidelines that

are now known as the Lau Rena:lies.

These Remedies are not laws but

serve only as guidelines to be usErl in determining whether or not a
school district is cx:mplying with the Suprerre Court's decision (HEW,
1975).

The Lau Raredies outline procedures to be used in identifying

linguistically different students.

The Remedies supJ;X>rt a program that

considers the learning of English the prirrary goal and the use of nonEnglish language only as a dispensable vehicle.

The Remedies do not

accept ESL as a method of instruction in bilingual education (HEW,
1975).
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Oregon Laws Relevant to
ESL/bilinqual Education
The Equal Education c:pportunities Act of 1974, Section 1703(£)
states:
No state shall deny equal OpPJrtmrity to an individual on
acoount of his or her race, color, sex, or national origin by
--(f) the failure by an educationa.l agency to take awropriate action to overcame language barriers that impede equal
participation by its students in its instructional programs.
(Wong, 1988, p. 372}

In resp::>nse Oregon has enacted various laws in the fonn of the Ore:jon
Revised Statutes (ORS 343) and Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR} which
directly or indirectly address educating language-minority sttrlents
(Gray et al., 1981, pp. 85-88; Smith & Heflin, 1988).

These statutes

and rules are divided into sections.

Each section addresses different

aspects of ESL/bilingual education.

Districts must develop and irnple-

ment a plan for identifying LEP students and provide them with appropriate programs until they can benefit from p:=1rticip:1tion in regular
academic programs.

Districts are required to develop "Eqwl Oppor-

tunity Plans" which must include corrponents of rrulticul tural education.
Districts must instruct LEP students in English, but instruction nay be
conducted in more than one language so students can develop bilingual
skills and benefit fran increased educational opportunities.

LEP

students must receive sr::ecific instruction in speaking, reading, and
writing the English language, beginning at the first-grade level.
Parental consent is required in writing before any intelligence or
personality tests can be given an LEP student.

Such consent must be in

the :r;:erents' primary language if a language other than English is
sr:oken at horne LEP sttrlents must be assessed and instruction given
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according to the desired achievement, considering the needs and interests of each student, requirerrent to evaluate all instructional prograns regularly, requirement for each district school board to adopt
written policies and maintain plans and programs that assure equality
of opportunity for all students, and requirarent for continued state
funding.
ESTIMA.TIN3 THE NlMBER OF LEP
SCHOOL-AGED CHilDREN
No one knCMs exactly how many sch:x:>l-aged LEP sttrlents rEqUiring

special assistance attend

pr~ry

schools in the United States.

Fsti:rrates of actual number have ranged fran 1.2 mil lim to 5. 3 million
(Chamot, 1988).

TWo studies first attempted to estimate the number of

LEP school-agErl children.

The first study was done by the Children's

English and Services Study in 1978.

This study found that 2.4 million

school-aged children were limited in English proficiency.

A second

LEP enrollment estirrate was rrade by the English Language Proficiency
SUrvey in 1982, arriving at a figure ranging from 1.2 to 1. 7 million
(Chamot, 1988, p. 16).
Other researchers have given diverse estinates.

For exanple,

Waggoner (1986) estimates 5.3 million, using the 1980 census data, and
Oxford et al. ( 19 81) project that the LEP population aged 5-14 years
will increase from 2.5 million to 3.4 million by the year 2000.
In a rrore recent study of LEP enrollrrents, the GAO reJ;X)rted 1. 5 to
2.6 million students for school year 1985-86 (GAO, 1987).

similar to those of the GAO were also

est~ted

Figures

by the Office of
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Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs (CEEMIA) for school
year 1986-87 (English Language Consultants, 1988).
In a survey of LEP students' enrollments Olsen (1989, p. 470)
gives three reasons for the nationwide diverse estimates.
all states refX)rt LEI? students' enrollments.

First, not

According to him, 7 of

the 50 states were not requirErl to rep::>rt because they had not soUJht
federal funds.

Second, there are no uniform repJrting practices fran

state to state.

For example, some states only repJrtErl LEP students

receiving services and not others who are identified as LEP students.
Finally, Olsen reports that identification criteria vary widely.

Not

all states define LEP students in the same way; thus variations are
found in the criteria used for LEP identification.
Studies by Olsen ( 1991} and others project that enrollment of LEP
minority students in UnitErl States elementary schools will continue
to rise in the CXllling year.
As Table II shows, all Pacific Northw=st states identifie:l here
have substantial increases in LEP school enrollments fran 1986 to 1990.
This is typical in many other states as well, such as Tennessee,
Indiana, utah, and Arizona (Olsen, 1991, p. 6).
here suggest two cone lusions:

The data presented

(a) there is an increasing number of

LEP students in the nation's schools (reported IEP student enrollment
K-12 continued to increase from 1986-1990), and (b) more school systems
reported LEP student information (only 30 states rep::>rted K-12 LEP
enrollment data in 1989; all the states repJrted in 1990} (Olsen, 1991,
p. 4).
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TABLE II
REOORTED LEP STtDEN'IS' ENROLI.MENI' BY STATE

AND BY YEAR, 1986-1990
State

1986

1987

1988

1989

California
Hawaii
Idaho
Oregon
vashington

567,564
8,836
1,990
3,988
17,151

613,624
10,884
2,399
5,216
18,138

652,439
10,585
2,884
5,578
20,131

742,559
9,028
2,503
6,578
21,082

1990

861,531
9,077
3,440
7,5.57
24,279

NOI'E: From reported K-12 LEI? students enrollments in U.S. schools 198 6
to 1990 by state, Olsen, 1991, San Francisco, CA, Table I, p. 6.

W"ly is accurate documentation of LEP school enrollrrent important?
As the furrls becorre increasingly scarce for bilingual education programs, it is necessary for program and J;Olicy planners to have an
accurate number of enrollrrents.

It is imtortant to k:n<:M heM :rrany

students are LEP so that adequate services can be provided for them.
LANGUAGE PlANNING PERSPECTIVES

The basic I;X)licy of ESL/bilingual education may be resed on a
philosophy Of "language-as-right, II

11

language-as-resource" Or

11

language-

as-problem, n a classification which was proi;X)Sed by Ruiz (1988) and
used by McKay in discussing orientations in language planning.

A

language-as-problem perspective states that LEP children are basically
deficient in English and, thus, all they need is special attention to
their language skills.

The key to acadanic and vocational success is

seen to rest in the a<XIUisition of English (~Kay, 1988, p. 347).
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In discuSsing this issue, Ruiz (1988, p. 7) .[X)ints out that the
B:ffi of 1968 arrl the state statutes that follow started with tre assump-

tion that LEI? students have a handicap to overcare.

Acquiring English

through transitional bilingual education and at tre expense of Ll
became the objective of school programs.

The social assumption for

pull-out FSL and the suhnersion programs is language-as-problem.

These

programs adhere to assimilationist theory which states:
Assimilationist .[X)licy seeks to rrerge the minority members
into the wider society by abandoning their own cultural
distinctiveness and adopting their superordinates' values
and style of life. (C. B. Paulston, 1980, p. 46)
Language-as-right can be expressErl in many ways, as shown by the
following authors.

Del Valle ( 1981) .[X)ints out that the right to

effective participation in governmental

p~rams

has several aspects:

providing unemployment insurance benefit forms in Spanish for Spanish
s~akers;

bilingual voting materials, such as ballots and instructional

pamphlets; and interpreters.

Hemandez-chavez (1978), in looking at

the legal system, adds the right to the use of ethnic language in legal
proceedings and the right to bilingual education.
(1979) cites

~

types of language rights:

Finally, Macia

(a) tre right to freedom

from discrimination on the basis of language, and (b) the right to use
one's awn language in the activities of communal life.
According to McKay (1988, p. 352} bilingual education programs
ref_lect a perspective _of language-as-right in that they are tre result
of federal and local mandates.

To emphasize this point, the U.S.

Supreme Court decision in Lau v. Nichols decreed that LEP students
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have a legal right to bilingual instruction as part of equal
educational opportunity.
In a language-as-resource orientation there is a demcnstration of
a ccmnitment to preserving and developing minority languages.

As

Ruiz

( 1988, p. 15) has indicated, developnent is an im{X)rtant aspect of any
resource-oriented policy, and preservation is irnrx>rtant as

~11.

He

gees on to say that there is no acknowledgement of the fact tmt
existing language resources are reing destroyed.

As he :puts it,

language planning efforts which begin with the assumption
that language is a resource to be managed, developed and
conserved would tend to regard language-minority commmi ties
as ~portant sources of expertise. (Ruiz, 1988, p. 17)
:rmrersion and two-way bilingual programs are examples of language-asresource.

Here students can acquire the language by using it as the

medium of instruction, and the skills learned in ·one language can
transfer to another.
Cummins (1986) arrl others have slx:Mn

~at

i.mrcersion, two-way

bilingual, bilingual education, and ESL programs that incorp::>rate the
native language will have beneficial effects on both English speakers
and LEP students.

Other bilingual education advocates have canrrented

that these·programs give English-speaking students an excellent opportunity to develop an understanding of other cultures and languages.
For example, Fishman (1976) expresses satisfaction with programs that
value bilingual education as enrichment for one and all, rather than as
merely conpensation for d<Mn-and-out minorities.

He continues, saying

that "bilingual education is gocx:l for everylxrly and particularly for
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the relatively hanogeneous and rronolingual populations of the world"
(p. viii).
The enrichment mentioned above is a sort of "elitist" bilingualis:n
where an individual rray consciously decide to acquire another language
either formally in a classroom setting or informally.

For instanre,

those who study foreign languages and seek out contacts with speakers
of these languages are referrErl to as elitist bilinguals.

Bilingualis:n

in this case is a matter of choice and has never been an educational
problen.

Elitist bilingualism can be distinguishErl fran folk or

"natural" bilingualism, a situation in which ethnic groups become
bilingual involuntarily when their Ll will not suffice to meet all of
their cannunication needs.

To function fully in the society or simply

to survive, many LEP students have to acquire an L2 (C. B. Paulston,
1980, pp. 2-3; Valdes, 1988, pp. 113-116).
As previously mentioned, the PPS district's EEL/bilingual program

is really not a bilingual program since its emphasis is only on English
language acquisition.

This program is a type of pull-out ESL program.

According to Ruiz ( 1988) and

~Kay

( 1988, p. 346) the pull-out ESL

program, such as the PPS district's ESL/bilingual program, "reflects a
language-as-problem-tErspective."

It is the view of this program that

LEP children rray be deficient in English and, therefore, rray need
special attention to improve their language skills.

It is assuned that

LEP students' acadEmic success, their quick initiation into the mainstream culture, and effective functioning in the U.S. seem to depend on
their acquisition of English.
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The PPS district's FSL program is transitional in nature.

One of

the major objectives of programs such as ESL has been to raise the
English proficiency of non-English speaking children quickly so that
they may be able to participate effectively in
(Ovando & Collier, 1985).
Bilingual Education.

Englis~only

classrooms

ESL can be differentiated from Transitional

In a TBE pro:Jram the sttrlents' native languages

are necessary to introduce content materials.

Native languages are

also used to develop the literacy competencies that may help students
learn to read and write English.

The main focus of this type of

program is on the developrrent of students' oral ccmnarrl of the language
as well as oammunicative competencies in English (Spener, 1988, p.
147).

The TBE lasts from 2 to 3 years before students are rnainstrearnerl

into the regular English-only c lassrCXJills.

By this time the use of the

primary languages of the students for any type of instruction has been
terminated.
languages.

Sorre believe the students may beco:rre limited in both
According to Spener (1988, p. 148) this limited bilingual-

ism "has been associated with

i~ed

cognitive developrrent and lowered

academic achievement" (California State Dep:1rtrnent of Education, 1982;
Hakuta, 1986).

It has also reen shavn by Cunmins ( 1984, 1986) and

Hakuta ( 1985, 1986) that L2 acquisition is most successful when trere
is a strong foundation in the mother tongue.

These authors also state

that conversational skills in an L2 are learnErl earlier than the
ability to use the language for academic learning.
Research evidence indicates that early mainstreaming as is done in
TBE programs is flawed as a compensatory education program for LEP

students.

LEP sttrlents who are mainstrearred out of TBE may not be
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ready to fully participate and compete in English-only classrooms in
which English is the rrother tongue of the majority of their peers
(Spener, 1988, p. 149).
The role of ESL/bilingual education in educating LEP sturents is
slowly changing.

Presently there is an increasing number of ESL pro-

grams implementing a content-based syllabus through which teachers
attempt to relate the curriculum of the ESL class to regular classroom
content areas (Milk, 1985).
also changing.

The PPS systen's ESL/bilingual program is

According to Durgan (1991) the district's ESL program

is moving away fran its English-only instruction and language-asproblem orLentation towards the language-as-resource perspective.
RELEVANI' RESEARCH CN THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF

ESL/BILINGUAL EDUCATION
For rrore than two decades nunerous attempts have been made to
evaluate the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual· Erlucation programs.

The

findings and conclusions from these studies have generally been mixed
and inconclusive.

A majority of these studies have reen faulted for

methodological weaknesses (McLaughlin, 1985; Willig, 1981-1982, 1985,
1987).
One of the major large scale research stlrlies on the effectiveness
of bilingual education in the 1970s was done by the American Institute
for Research (Charrot, 1988; Danoff, Coles, McLaughlin, & Reynolds,
1978}.

This study examined about 11,000 Spanish/English-speaking stu-

dents from 38 school districts around the country.

These Title VII LEP

students were canpared to students not in bilingual programs.

The
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purr:ose of this study was to see if bilingual prcgrams nade any
dramatic increases in LEP students' gains in English language and other
academic skills.

The study found no significant gains in either

English or mathematics for LEP stt.rlents in the prCXJram when a comp3.rison was nade with the control group.
During the 1970s much more research on the effectiveness of ESL
and bilingual education was conducted (Fathman, 1976; Krashen, IDng,
Scarcella, 1979; Mbore & Parr, 1978).

&

These studies did not receive as

much attention as the study done by the American Institute for Research.
The study by Moore arrl Parr (1978) resembles the one that is being
discussed here.

The researchers attempted to measure and carpare the

effectiveness of four aspects of ESL/bilingual education programs.
These prCXJrams are:

(a) a naintenance bilingual program; (b) a transi-

tional bilingual program; (c) a minimal bilingual program; and (d) a
non-bilingual pr<:xJram in one school district.
The subjects were 130 children of limited English speakinj ability
and 77 English-daninant children fran four elementary schools, Grades
K-2.

Students were selected for the project on the basis of their

ethnic background and their limited skills in speaking English.
Students in the naintenance group received at least 50% of their
instruction in Spanish.
in Spanish as needed.

In transitional classes, instruction was given
1\.venty minutes per day of instruction was given

in Spanish in the minimal classes, and in non-bilingual classes no
instruction was given in Spanish.
Students' measures included a pretest in the fall and a I_X)sttest
1n the spring.

Posttest scores Yvere analyzed using analysis of
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covariance, with the pretest scores as covariates.
non-exper:i.nental instructional variables

~re

Several social and

comprred.

'Ihese vari-

ables included sex, socioeconanic level, and language daninance.

The

result of the study sh:Jwed that students not receiving bilingual support scored significantly higher than those receiving help in reading,
mathenatics, and language achievenent.

The canparisons of various

levels of non-experimental variables showed that females scored significantly higher than males on reading arrl 1anguage neasures.
Westlander and Stephany (1983) evaluated the ESL prexJram in the
Des Moines, Io.va public schools.

The population incltrled 577 Southeast

Asian students in Grades 2-10 who were receiving ESL instruction.
Background data such as age, place of birth, ethnic group, primary
language, number of rronths in Des Moines schools, and arrount of ESL
instruction per week
included were:

~re

The student performance data

(a) Bilingual Syntax M=asure; (b) grades in classes;

and (c) a teacher rating.
~re

collectErl.

Correlation analyses arrl multiple regressicn

used to examine the relationships of background variables and the

learning of English.

The authors fourrl that length of tirre in Des

M:>ines schools was the single best predictor of how
perfonned on the performance test scores.

~11

students

The researchers concluded

that rrore instruction in Ehglish seared to be beneficial during the
first year of schooling, but had diminishing effects thereafter
(Westlander & Stephany, 1983, p. 473).
There are two rna jor problems with this study.
which variables

~re

included in the regression.

of any kind of comparison group.

One is the order in
The other is the lack
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A multiple regression program requires that the order of predictor
variables be fixed by the researcl'Er prior to run time.

This is in

contrast to programs which use the so-called stetMise procedures,
allowing the data to dictate the order of the predictor variables.
StetMise procedures seek a subset of predictors that allow for maximal
prediction using a minimum nurrber of antecedents.

The procedures

assume that the researcher is ignorant about the processes that give
rise to the outcorre measures.

Any sttrly using this method must be

regarded as exploratory and requires confirmation with a second data
set.
In the 1980s one of the rrost widely reviewed and often cited
studies on the effectiveness of bilingual education is the research
synthesis by Baker and de Kanter (1981).

These researchers examined

rrore than 300 evaluation studies and selected 28 which net their established criteria.

From the analysis of these studies the authors

intended to determine whether or not LEP students achieve English
language skills better than students in non-traditional bilingual
education programs.

These authors ooncluded that "the case for the

effectiveness of transitional bilingual education is so weak that
exclusive reliance on this instructional method is clearly not justified" (Baker

&

de Kanter, 19 81, p. 1 ) .

Many have strongly criticized Baker and de Kanter's rep:>rt, not
only for its methcrlological inadequacies, but also because their "conclusions have been disseminated widely and have misled policy makers
and researchers who are concerned about issues in bilingual education"
(Willig, 1987, p. 363).

Additionally, the report has been quite
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influential in guiding the

~licy

of the Dep:rrtnent of Education for

the education of LEP students (Chamot, 1988, p. 25).
A re-analysis of the Baker and de Kanter

re~rt

by Willig (1985),

as briefly discussed in Chapter I of the present study, is another
study of the effectiveness of ESL and bilingual Erlucation which has
received much attention in the 1980s.

Willig (1985) used a meta-

analysis method to review the same 28 evaluations used by Baker and
de Kanter (1981) in their analyses.

By using a meta-analysis method,

Willig (1985, 1987} intended to avoid the major pitfalls of the narrative review method that Baker and de Kanter used.

Willig identified b\o

najor pitfalls:
1.

Fai 1ure in the narrative review to keep track of all factors
that might have an impact on study findings.

2.

The tendency in sane narrative reviews to aggregate infornation in ways that nasked

i~rtant

characteristics of the

studies or their outcanes (Willig, 1987, p. 365).
After eliminating these pitfalls and other study design problems,
Willig fotmd that "there \rere overall significant, positive effects for
bilingual education programs, both for tests

a~nistered

in English

and tests administered in Spanish" (Willig, 1985, p. 277).

Other

findings included the irnp:lct of the research design problem.

Willig

found that the quality of the research design had significant effects
on the outcares.
Willig (1985), for example, cited studies that included comparison
group students who had completed bilingual programs and \rere functioning successfully in the regular English-only classrooms.

She also
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cited other cases in which the student attrition rate between pretest
and posttest lowered posttest scores

~ause

better students w=re

exited into the rrainstream and replaced by others who were less proficient in the English language.

According to Willig's research, studies

that employ better quality research methodology demonstrate the most
positive effects of bilingual education.

She strongly criticized the

inadequacy of the research methodology on the effectiveness of bilingual education.

Willig encouraged more studies that canpare program

types, since true random assignment of students to programs is not
legally possible (Chamot, 1988, p. 26).
Another

im~rtant

the one by the GAO.

study conducted in the latter part of 1980 is

Prior to this sttrly there were ccnstant cri ticisiTE

of the effectiveness of bilingual education.
effort to deregulate bilingual education
istration was being carried out.

Additionally, the federal

~licy

Financial

education at this time was grootly reduced.

under the Reagan admin-

sup~rt

for bilingual

'Ib this end, the Depart-

rrent of Education proposed to not adopt regulations for the BEA that
would require school districts to provide native language instruction
{ GAO, 19 87 ) •
To strengthen their :p:>si tion, many officials of the Department of

Education, including the Secretary of Education, made staterrents supporting alterrative a:r:proaches to bilingual education.
often cite research, such as the B:lker and de Kanter

These officials

re~rt

(1981),

claiming that the resoorch on bilingual education's effectiveness is
inconclusive.

According to these officials the bilingual education
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nethod should not be the rna. jor approach to educating LEP students.
Instead they favor English-only instruction.
M:iny, including members of the United States Congress, saw this
as indicating a policy shift on the part of the adninistration.

'!he

01ainnan of the Congressional Carmi ttee on Education and Laoor therefore requested that the GAO investigate arrl determine the validity
of the statements and claims of the officials of the Dep:rrtrrent of
Education.
According to the GAO report 10 nationally recognized experts in
bilingual education, general education, and educational research were
selected to examine these official statements and judge their validity
(GAO, 1987, p. 37).

These experts

~e

to review 10 syntheses of the

effectiveness of different approaches to language minority sttrlents'
Erlucation, inc 1 uding the B3.ker and de Kanter re.{;X)rt ( 19 81 ) and a review
of this study by Yates and Ortiz (1983), two irrrnersion sttrlies by
Gersten and W:>odward (1985) and Hernandez-chavez (1984}, Willig's metaanalysis (1985), and five other reviews.
The 10 experts

~re

asked to address the following issues:

1. The native language instruction requiranent and the learning
of English.
2. The native language instruction requiranent and the learning
of other subjects.
3. The merits of alternative language instruction approacres.
4. long-term educational outcomes of students receiving
bilingual education.
5. TargetErl versus generalized conclusions aboot LEP students'
education. (GAO, 1987, p. 6}
The GAO report irrlicated that most of the

ex~rts

give no crErlence

to the D=parbnent of Education's claim that (a) there is insufficient
evidence to support the law's present requirement, (b) evidenCE
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supr:orts the pranise of teaching methods that do not use native
languages, and (c) there was inadequate evidence to pennit than to
reach a conclusion about the research basis for the legal requirement
(GAO, 1987).

When the viEWS and judgnents of the expert revia-Jers were

recorded,
1. Only two of the ten e~rts agree with the department
that there is insufficient evidence to supr:ort the law's
requirement of the use of the native language.
2. Seven of the ten believe that the dep:rrtrrent is incorrect in characterizing the evidence as showing the pranise of
teaching methods that do not use native languages. . . • Few
agree with the department's general interpretaticn that evidence in this field is too ambiguous to penni t conclusicns.
(GAO, 1987, p. 3).
Although the experts acknowlErlge the overall weaknesses in
research and evaluation in bilingual education, rrost of them indicate
that there is adequate research evidence to support the legal requirernent of native language instruction in LEP students' classrCXlllS.

A

number of other private and government-sponsored studies were conducted
examining the issue of Ll instruction.

These studies suggested that

initial learning in the native language might be desirable, bath
acada:ni call y and psychologically {Cumnins, 198 6 ; ·Kleven, 19 88 ) .

These

researchers believe that initial learning in the native language nay be
necessary for LEI? students who S:feak little or no English, cane from
lorincorne families, live in canmunities where the horre language has
low status, and where teachers nay not be members of the sa.rrE etlmic
group as students {Currmins, 1986; Kleven, 1988).

LEP students who

experience these conditions rray have low academic perfo:rrrance.
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Early Exit in ESL/bilingual
Programs
Another issue that relates to native language instruction and
academic achieverent is early-exit in ESL/bilingual programs (Ramirez,
1986).

In early-exit programs LEP stooents are exited fran the

ESL/bilingual program within 2 or 3 years.

ESL ha.s often been used in

early-exit pro;Jrarrs to su:r;:plenent the time necessary to master English.
M:tny attempts

~re

rrade in the last decade to detennine the rela-

tive impact of early-exit programs.

For example, Ovarrlo and Collier

( 19 85) indicated that ear1y-exi t ESL/bi lingual programs have been shavn
to be min.inally effective.

These authors fourrl tmt the students in

these types of programs scored below a ccmparable group of students in
English-only programs.

The researchers note that the acadEmic perfor-

nance of LEP students starts to accelerate during the third or fourth
year in the program.
study this assertion.

More methodologically sound research is needed to
As Rossell (1988) indicates:

All children will shCMT progress in academic :P=rformance in
English language knCMledge over tine. LEP children will
know more English the longer they are in this country,
regardless of the effectiveness of the program in which they
are enrolled. (p. 26)
The debate over early versus late exit fran the ESL/bilingual program
and the use of native language instruction continues to dominate the
research discussion in this area.

The educational im:r:act of this type

of program has been particularly debated widely.
Ramirez (1986) examines the relative effectiveness of both earlyand late-exit ESL/bilingual programs.

The author rep::>rts that teachers

in early-exit programs use native language more frequently to issue
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cormands or to question students.

In contrast, teachers in the late-

exit programs use native language more frequently to explain acadanic
content.

As

ex~ted,

the early-exit ESL/bilingual programs have been

found to be minimally effective.

Stud=nts in these programs are often

rnainstreamed before they are academically and linguistically ready to
succeed in the English-only classroom (Baker, 1987; Ramirez, 1986).
In another study, Burnham and Pena (1986) report the academic
perfonnanre of language-divergent stud=nts who have been studied from
Grades 1-5.

The authors indicate that LEP students in the fifth grade

surpassed national nonns on all academic evaluations.

They also found

that the fourth-graders r:x=rformed above national nonns in matherratics
and reading.

From this arrl other studies one can state tha.t LEP

students who are all<:Med to stay in the ESL/bilingual program for more
than 3 years seem to achieve better academic r:x=rfonnance.
Krashen and Biber ( 1988) supports this view.

The stlrly by

This study reJ;X)rts that

by the fifth grade LEP stlrlents in the late-exit FSL/bilingual prcgrarrs
are at or above the national and district nonns in rnathamtics, reading, and language.
A stlrly by Milk (1985) examined the changing role of ESL in
bilingual education.

Milk observed that the traditional way of con-

ceptualizing ESL as an isolated element within bilingual programs is
declining.

His review of recent literature finds supi_X)rt for an

integrative awroach to second language develq:ment.

In this approach

classroom situations focus on grouping strategies that allow students
to receive appropriate inp.1t in the second language (Milk, 1985,
p. 657).
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Referring to previous research, Milk defines an integrative
language development approa.ch as

a method that involves develcping English-language a01U1Sltion during on-going instruction in the regular classrocm. .
• . Students learn the language of instruction when engaged
in classroan instructional tasks using that language. Thus,
if one intended outcane of bilingual instruction is to
develop LEP students' English proficiency . . . then such
proficiency is best developed in relation to learning the
language of instruction while learning to participate oampetently in instructional activity. {1985, p. 660)
cne imp:>rtant element that must be present refore this approoch
can work vvell is that the classroan must re organized to enable students to obtain the kind of linguistic input that will stimulate second
language acquisition (Johnson, 1983; Milk, 1982).

A growing number of

ESL teachers are now implementing a "content-based syllabus" approach
where the ESL curriculum is relatEd to the regular classrcx:m content
areas (Long & Crookes, 1992; McKay, 1988; Milk, 1985}.
Other stu:lies, sp:>nsored by the Office of Bilingual Education and
Minority Language Affairs, have examined various as:p=cts of ESL/bilingual education, including:

(a) descripticn of stu:lent characteristics;

(b) bilingual teacher training programs; and (c) COJl"'fE.rison of effectiveness of current instructional programs for LEP sttrlents ( Cbarnot,
1988, p. 29).

In one OBEMLA-suf?PJrted study, Baker and Ramirez ( 19 87 ) a::rnpared
the relative effectiveness of three instructional methods over a 4-year
period.

The apprcaches these investigators studiErl were imnersion

strategy plus early exit and late-exit ESL/bilingual programs.
authors rep:>rt that students in the late-exit program made more

The
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progress in roth Spanish and Fnglish and other academic subjects
canpared to students in the other two programs.
The derete on the effectiveness of FSL/bilingual education and the
controversy over the use of the students' native langua.ges continues to
attract interest among researchers in the 1990s.

For example, Gonzales

( 1990) examinErl three types of ESL/bilingua.l Erlucation prcgrans arrl
how each program imp3.cts LEP students' academic r:erfo:rmance.
ESL/bilingual programs analyzErl were:

The

(a) the in-class instructicn in

which the classroom teacher gives the LEP students a comprehensive
lesson in their classlXX)m; (b) the team-taught approach in which the
certifiErl bilingual teacher and the Fnglish teacher provide the
instruction; and (c) the pull-out approach in which students atterrl
separate English classes in English language developrent for pa.rt of
the day (p. 63).

The focus of Gonzales' research was the ccrnparison of different
instructional approaches usErl to educate LEP students.

The researcher

sought to disoover whether the level of use of LEP sttrlents' native
language influences the students' mastery of Fnglish proficiency,
matherratics achievement, and reading skills, and whether different
types of ESL instructions influence LEP students' academic achievement
(Gonzales, 1990, p. iii).
Using descriptive and inferential statistics, Gonzales analyzed
the standardized achieve:rent data that were collectErl using M:;Graw-Hill
and Data Collection Survey instrurrents.

The author found that, while

bilingual education programs were effective in producing higher
academic

~rfonnance

for LEP students, ESL instruction insignificant! y
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improved their academic performance.

According to Gonzales a bilingual

program in self-contained classroans or through te:un-teaching showed a
much higher academic performance for LEP students than an English-only
pvogram (1990, pp. iii-iv).
Gonzales' research is similar to the present dissertation in
several aspects:

(a) both studies attempt to carpare the effectiveness

of variants of special education (ESL;bilingual) programs for LEP
students in a school district; (b) both studies analyze standardized
achievanent scores in reading, mathematics, arrl language arts; and (c)
lx>th studies use data fran a relatively rredium-sized schcx::>l district.
In spite of these similarities major differences exist between
Gonzales' study and the present dissertation.

One rrajor issue ani tted

in Gonzales' study is a possible bias in the selection process of LEP
students into the ESL,Ibilingual programs.

This is a problem that is

overlooked by rrost sttrlies, yet it is serious enough that it nay
becloud any research findings if it is not addressed.

Another rrethodo-

logical problan overlooked by Gonzales' study is the initial differences in the knaNledge of various groups that she carpared.

Because

there can be no true randan assignrent of students into programs, if
this problem is not statistically corrected for, the research results
may be misleading.

Finally, Gonzales' stu:ly does not include some

important variables that may influence academic learning (e.g., heme
language; proxies of neighborhood factors, such as percentage of high
school graduates; and percentage of little or no English spoken).
Gonzales has attanptErl to correct the methodological weaknesses by
using what was thought to be a large sample (132 cases) and utilizing
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null h}'tX)thesis testing.

However, the p:::>pulation sanple of 132 sub-

jects is too small to min.:iroize the systematic errors in the sarrple, arrl
without a truly random assignment of subjects to programs her analysis
is inadequate.
The present dissertation on the effectiveness of FSL/bilingual
education recognizes the problem of selection bias as students are
assign:rl to programs.

Therefore, it has enpl oyed a more p:Merful

statistical technique that is appropriate to deal with this type of
problEm.

The use of a more sophisticated statistical analysis is

needed to show how variables in the study relate to, each other.

Addi-

tionally, important inforrration tha.t muld influence acadanic learning
might be omitted if proxies of sane important rieighoorhood variables
are excluded from the study.
Recently a study conductErl by Ramirez, Yuen, and Ramey ( 1991) was
released by the U.S. Dep::trbrent of Education.
Spanish-s~aking

The study examines 2 , 00 0

elementary school children in california, Texas,

Florida, New York, and New Jersey.

The subjects in this study p:rrtici-

pated in three main bilingual programs in which different arnot.mts of
English and Spanish are used in the classroan.
the program examined

~re:

The three aspects of

(a) imrrersion--programs in which LEP

students received instruction in English, with Sp:mish used only for
clarification.

The goal was to move students into all-English classes

within a 2-year :p:=riod; (b) early-exit--programs in which LEP students
received initial instruction in Spanish and slowly moved into Englishonly instruction by the second grade; (c) late-exit--programs in which
LEP students use Spanish about 40% of the time.

LEP students often
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stayed in this program through sixth grade {Ramirez et al., 1991}.
rna.jor findings of this sttrly

~re

The

that LEP sttrlents who received bilin-

gual instruction advanced at the sarre rate as other students and were
not hindered in obtaining acad:mic achievanent.
SUMMARY

This chapter reviewed relevant studies pertinent to same aspects
of ESL/bilingual education.

The review started with theories and

issues relating to ESL/bilingual Erlucation.

It discussed several

theories on L2 learning, a brief historical perspective of
ESL/bilingual education, and the influence of the judicial system in
Erlucating LEP students.

The last section dealt with the relevant

research on the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education.
The Contextua 1 Interaction 'Iheory (Curmnins

be useful in making policy decisions concerning
LEP students.

&

Swain, 19 86) seems to

p~rams

for educating

According to these authors, this theory accotmts for the

interaction of several variables with instructional treatments and
their effects on students' outcrnes.

The variables accotmted for in

this theory may relate to proxies_ of neighborhood factors, student
input factors, and instructional factors (California State Department
of Education, 1982).
'IWo important educational policy implications can be identified in

reviewing this theory.

First, instruction of LEP students in t'V\Q

languages does not necessarily confuse them nor hann them cognitively.
Research has

sh~

arrong LEP students.

that it may, in fact, increase academic achievement
Secord, the principles behind Currmins's (1981)
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BICS and CALP may be applied to Erlucational I;Ol icies that deterrnP1e the
length of time stlrlents ranain in FSL/bilingual programs and the process for exiting LEP students into the regular English-only classrooms

(Smith & Heflin, 1988, p. 8).
The literature review has shONn that empirical studies on the
effectiveness of FSL/bilingual programs are profuse but that methodolcx3ically sourrl studies are scarce.

A methodologically sound study is

described by Rossell {1988 , p. 26) as a study that has a treatment
group and a control group similar to the treat:ment group.
explains that in the absence of

~rfect

Rossell

randanization there must be

statistical control for pre-existing differences J:etween grour:s of LEP
students.

Statistical control is necessary J:ecause students with

higher achieverent before FSL/bilingual education often have higher
achievement after participation in the program {Rossell, 1988, p. 27).
Another problem that has been igoored by most sttrlies in this aroo
is the selection issue.
here.

Two

t~s

of selecti.on issues are discussed

First, there is a self-selection bias.

The sarrple of subjects

suffers from self-selection bias if selection is based only on those
subjects who agree to be studied.

One recent exanple is walsh and

Carmllo's {1986) evaluation of the effectiveness of FSL/bilingual
education programs in five Massachusetts ccmnunities.

The authors

studied only those school districts that agreed to participate in the
study.

But Rossell ( 1988) explains that choosing only scl:x:>ol districts

willing to be studied is unacceptable by social science research standards.

The sc:OOOl districts that refuse to participate are likely to l:e

those with unsuccessful programs.

Second, there is a selection bias
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due to sane predetennined corrli tions.

For example, LEP students are

selected into programs because they have law achievement and langua.ge

problems.

This type of selection bias is the concern of this study.

The problan of selection bias is rarely discussed. in rrost studies
dealing with the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education.

'Ihe present

dissertation on the effectiveness of the PPS district's ESL/bilingual
education recognizes the problem of selection bias and has used an
appropriate statistical technique to address it in the next chapter.

CHAPrER III

MEIHOOOLOGY

JNrRQ)UCTION

The review of the literature on the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual
education has shown that there are few conclusive and consistent
findings to indicate that the ESL/bilingual education approach is
effective.

Most of the studies cooducted thus far have had nurerous

rcethcrlological

~nesses

and conflicting results (McLaughlin, 1985;

Rossell, 1988; Willig, 1985, 1987).
STATISTICAL PROBLEM

cne of the major methodological problems to which previous
researchers have paid little or no attention is the issue of selection
bias.

Selection bias occurs when students, through a selection

process, are identifiErl as having substantial problems in learning
because of language difficulty and are subsequently placed in an
ESL/bilingual education program.

If the achievement gains of these

students are compa.red with other compa.rable LEP students who are not in
the ESL/bilingual program, it may appear as if the sttrlents in the

program

~re

performing b:ldl y.

The major statistical problem in this sttrly is that, if the number
of hours in the FSL/bilingual education program is used as the
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regression variable and a straight simple regression is run, it will
appear as if ESL/bilingual pro:Jrarrs have a very negative effect on
students' achieve.rrent gains.

Stx=eifically, the problem is that the

independent variable (FSLHRS) is highly correlated with tre error term.
The rna. jor focus of the present dissertation is to correct for this
statistical problem caused by the selection bias.

To accomplish this

and find out what the real impact of an FSL/bilingual education program
is, the researcher employed the statistical technique of instnnnental
variable analysis.
Error Structure
The problems of errors in variable arrl error structure in single
equations as presented here and how to treat them have been discussed
by many researchers ( Heckrran, 1990; Johnston, 1984; Kennedy, 1984;
Lansing & Morgan, 1977; Wonnacott & Wonnacott, 1984).
ables occur when either the dependent or the
both are rreasured with errors.

Errors in vari-

inde~ndent

variables or

Errors in variables involve incorrect

rneasurernents of sore of the variables in survey or any other rrethcrl of
data collection.

When an independent variable has a rreasurarent error

and is usErl in a regression, its reported regression coefficient (or
related statistics) is biased.
To illustrate, references were made to the works of Lansing and

Morgan (1977, pp. 309-335) and Johnston (1984, pp. 12-47).

Imagine a

situation in which two observed variables, X (FSL;bilingual hours) and
G (achievement gains) were rreasured with errors.

If x and g are the

true variables, X and G are equal to the true variables plus errors:
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X=x+u

(3-1)

G=g+v

{3-2)

A

simple linear relationship between the true variables can now be

postulated:

g

=a

+ ax

(3-3)"

With this, one nay then find the correlation between the observed
variables by substitution:
G- v

=g

x-u=x
G - v = a + B(X - u)
G =a +BX -au+ v

Therefore, G

=a

+ aX + w, where w

( 3-4)

=v

- Bu.

Ho~ver,

w is not

independent of X.

It includes the term su, and u is a cx:mponent of the

observed value, X.

Accordingly, ordinary least squares procedures will

yield biased estimates of a and a even if the sarrple is infinite and
even if the mean values of the error terms are zero.
The ·specific statistical problem in the present dissertation
involves selection of LEP students into the ESL/bilingual program due
to their low achievement and language problems.
If we begin with a single equation with two variables, tre mcrlel
can be assumed to postulate:

G

= f(X)

(3-5)
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Where G (achievement gains) indicates the

de~ndent

variable and X

(number of actual FSL;bilingual hours) the indeperrlent variable.
A linear s:p=cification rreans that G, or sorre transformation of G,

can be expressed as a linear function of X, or sorre transformation of
X.

Therefore, it can be assl..liTed that G and X denote appropriately

transformed data.
G =a +

Where

~

Thus one can postulate the linear relationship:

sx

(3-6)

irrlicates the intercept made by the line of the vertical , G,

axis and!!_ indicates the slope of the line.

If this stated simple

regression model were really true, one would have no problem.

How=ver,

the exact functional relationships as s1:1avn here are inadequate
descriptions of eronorretric analysis.

The specification of th2 linear

relationship is expanded to:
Gi = a + BXi + Zi

i = 1, 2, ---. n

Where Z denotes the disturbance term in the equation.

(3-7)

The purpose of

the z term is to characterize the discrepancies that arerge between th=
actual,. observed values of G and the values that would be given by an
exact functional relationship (Johnston, 1984, p. 14).
In the present. study, z is defined as sane unobservable characteristics.
G

For example, if

=

f(x

+ z)

(3-8)

but
X=

f(z)

(3-9)
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W'lere z denotes sane unobserved characteristics that influence G.
G and X are as previously defined.

:Both

If G, the dependent variable, is

just regressed on X, the independent variable, without removing the
influence of z fran X, the indeperrlent variable would show biased
effects on G.

This is what happened in the regression results when the

actual nunber of ESL/bilingual· hours was used to assess the students'
achieverrent gains.
By assumption_~ in equations (3-8) arrl (3-9) is detenninErl outsid=

the system of equations; therefore, it is called predetennined (or
exogenous variable).

The rrain point is that its values are determined

elsewhere and are not influenced by G or X.
predetennined, z and

~

Therefore, since z is

(error terrrs) are statistically indeperrlent.

Unlike Z, X and G are determined within the system and thus are
influenced

by~

arrl

~·

The variables X arrl G are often called

mutually dependent (or endogenous) .
The problem involved here is that of simultaneous relationships.
The single equation technique commonly used by many researchers in
dealing with this problem is not adequate.

Ordinary least squa.re (OLS)

is inconsistent and biased at best when estimating an equation that
involves a system of simultaneous equations.

The assunption that the

error term is independent of X, which held so well for the single
equation m::rlel, cannot be sustainErl for the simultaneous equation
rrodel.

Thus in a simultaneous equation system, regressors that are not

predetermined are not independent of the error tenn e.

For the

simultaneous equation system a mutually dependent variable gives an
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inconsistent and biased estimate.

A predetermined variable gives a

consistent estimate.
Johnston (1984) has proposed three general awroaches to the
problem of how to conduct statistical analysis of data subject to
errors of neasurerrent.

The first is the classical approadl which

involves making stringent assumptions about the error terms.
procedure depends on what is known aboot the errors.

This

The second

approach involves grouping the data and making less stringent assumptions about the error terns.

The third a:r;proach, which is usErl in the

present dissertation, is the method of instrurrental variables ( Ns) .
The IV technique is chosen because of its appropriateness in
dealing with most situations in which a regressor (an independent
variable) is contanporaneoosly correlated with the disturh:mce.
such a case, a new

inde~dent

In

variable must be found which will be

correlated with the original variable and be contanporaneoosly unrorrelated with the disturbance.

If an appropriate instrumental variable

can be found for each endaJenous variable that ap:P=ars as a regressor
in the simultaneous equation, the IV estlinator can then be calculated
using a formula involving both the original arrl the new IVs {Kennedy,
1984, pp. 96-115; Wonnacott & Wonnacott, 1984).
One can obtain the instrurental variable est.irrator 8 IV by
regressing the dependent variable on the estimated values of the
irrlependent variables obtained fran regressions of the indeperrlent
variables on the instrumental variables (see Goldberger, 1964; Kennedy,
1984, p. 104).
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RESEARCH DESIGN
In using statistical tests to analyze any data, the researcher
needs to consider many things.

For example, consideration srould be

given to the manner in which the sample was drawn, the nature of the
population from which the sarrple was drawn, and the levels of measurement of the variables to be used.

The following statistical approoches

w:=re used to analyze the data in this study.

Frequency Distribution
Preceding all the other statistical techniques, an initial exarnination of the test score distributions in reading, natharatics, and
language usage was

mare.

The absolute and relative frequencies, aver-

ages, etc. provide a simple description of the nain characteristics of
the sarrple data.

Additionally, other sunmary statistics of the central

tendency and dispersion give clues to the use of more sophisticated
statistical techniques.
Breakdown Analysis
Breakdown provides a simple technique for examining the means and
variances of a criterion or dependent variable among various subgroups
in a sample or total population.

Like fra:JUencies, the breakdown

rrethod gives clues to the use of more

~rful

statistical techniques.

Regression Assumptions
Regression analysis involves statistical assumptions which ra:JUire
sane comnent.

Research has shown that the OLS estirrator is the

optima.l estimator where none of the assumptions of the classical linear
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regression rrodel are violated.
regression model state:

The assumptions of the classical linear

(a) that the dependent variable is a linear

function of a specific set of independent variables plus a disturbance
tenn; and (b) that the

e~terl

value of the disturbance term is zero,

that is,
E(U) = 0
(c) that the disturbance terms all have the sane variance and are not
correlated with one another,
2

U""NID(O, 0' u)
where the syml::x)l _,means "is distributed," and NID stands for "noriilCllly
and indepmdently distributed" (Johnston, 1984, p. 15); (d) that the
o:tservations on the in:lependent variable are fixed in repeated sarrples;
and (e) that the number of observations are greater than the nurnter of
irrlependent variables, and the variables are linearly independent of
each other.

For further descriptions of these assunptions, see Kennedy

(1984, pp. 36-37).

Violation of any of these assumptions would create

a methodological problem requiring a different kind of estimator.
IDENTIFICATION OF VARIABLES
Through a review of the relevant literature the key variables are
hereby identified.

Nearly all the variables examined here have been

identified previously by other researchers as variables that could
affect ESL/bilingual program effectiveness (Anderoon, 1990; Chamot,
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1988; Gonzales, 1990; Krashen et al., 1979, p. 573; Long, 1983; Moore &
Parr, 1978, p. 94; Westlarrler & Stephany, 1983).

The Dependent Variables
The ESL/bilingual pro:Jram evaluation involves the measuring of
relationships between pro:Jrarn goals, the dep211dent variable, and a
coosen group of irrlependent variables.

The evaluation attanpts to

detennine which independent variables are imp:>rtant and the nature of
the relationship.

It is assurred that the dependent variable is a

function of rrore than one independent variable.

The dep211dent vari-

ables for which an explanation is sought are indirect Ireasures of
program effectiveness.
tilre.

These measures show students' pro:Jress over

Measures of effectiveness for an irrli vidual stlrlent include

progress rreasures such as test gains in reading, ma.thanatics, and
language usage.

For this study, fall 1982 to spring 1983 achieverrent

gains for students in reading, rrathanatics, and language usage

~e

selected as potential variables describing effectiveness aspects of tre
ESL/bilingual pro:Jrarn.
Students in Grades 3 through 11
IPa. tics,

~re

tested in rmding, rrathe-

and language usage each fall and spring.

in each subject area

~re

The percentage gains

cal mla ted for each student by subtracting

the fall term 1982 test score from the spring tenn 1983 score and
dividing by the fall score.

The result was then multipliEd by 100 to

obtain the percentage gain in reading (PRG), mathematics {PM;), and
language usage ( PI.G) .
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The present study has chosen percentage gain rather than level or
absolute change for students' achieverrent measure.

The percentage gain

is used in an attempt to control for the students' level of achievement.

Obviously, students in the FSL/bilingual program start at a

lower level of achievement than students who are not in the FSL/bilingual program.

Percentage gain may be Irore imi;Ortant and desirable than

either the level or the absolute gain.
The Independent Variables
A variety of characteristics have been identified as influencing
school

~fo:rnance.

They fall into four main categories:

(a) varia-

bles p:=rtaining to praJrarn variants such as weekly ESL and bilingual
hours; (b)

~sonal

background characteristics such as age and gender;

(c) school characteristics such as tirne in PPS system, grade level,
and P=rcent Southeast Asian p:=r school ; and (d) neighborhood characteristics such as percent high school graduate arrl family size in the
student's cannunity.

Several selected independent variables were iden-

tified for this study.

The non-program ch:rracteristics are included to

control for other factors which may influence perfonnance and also be
correlated with the program variables.
There was a certain arbitrariness in putting these variables into
one category or another.

The definitions of the variables and their

expected relationships to gains in reading, English language usage, arrl

rna.thana tics ( positive and negative) were as fo llONs :
Hane Language.

This is a binary variable that has the value of l

if the usual language of the student's heme is any language other than
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English; otherwise it was 0.

It was hyt:X)thesized that LEP students

living in households in which the usual language srx:>ken at hoire is one
other than English VvOuld shav less gains in reading and English language usage than those living in heroes where the usual language is
English.

It was also anticip:tted that the students whose hone language

is one other than English would do less well in matherratics, since the
nathanatical concepts and operations which they have to learn are
written in English.

The signs on the home variable were expected to be

negative for all the dependent variables.
Age.

The stlrlent's age is measured in years.

It was expectErl

that older LEP students VvOuld have rrore acadanic achievarent gains in
reading, rratharatics, and English language usage.

Collier ( 1987) and

Ovando and Collier (1985) made sane .important observations regarding
age of LEP stlrlents arrl learning of academic skills:

Younger LEP

students acquire and learn ccrrrnunicative language faster than older LEP
students, and older LEI? students who are proficient arrl literate in Ll
acquire cognitively demanding aspects of L2 faster than younger LEP
students.

A saneltvhat different opinion is presented by Collier ( 1987)

and Krashen et al. (1979, pp. 573-579).

These authors argue that age

of arrival in the country where the language is sp::>ken is the best
predictor of LEP students' eventual achieverrent gains; h.<:Mever, these
researchers also found that older children are faster learners of
academic skills.
MALE.

This variable was included to differentiate between male

and female achievement gains.

It is a binary variable, having a value

of 1 if the student was male and 0 if female.

A positive sign was
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expected for mathematics, and negative coefficients
reading arrl language usage.

~re

expected for

Traditionally gerrler is one of the major

determinants of forrral education in rrost Southeast Asian countries.
Differences exist in rrale and female's social roles in their traditional culture.

M:tles usually have rrore op:[X>rtunities for engaging in

outside contacts and for going to school.
VIE!'.

This is the selected language group to which a p:rrticular

student belonged.

It is a binary variable, having a value of 1 if a

student was Vietnamese and 0 if otherwise.
group has the largest numl::x=r of students.

The Vietnamese language
This group accounts for more

than 50% of all Southeast Asian LEP students.

Of all the Southeast

Asian language groups coming into this country, the Vietnamese may be
the group with the best fornal education.
in their

CMn

Most Vietnamese are literate

native language; the Mien and Laos groups had little or no

forrral education before corning to the United States .

Havever, being

literate in one's native language alone may not be enough to do well in
school.

Che cannot say definitely whether this variable will have a

negative or positive sign.
ASIAN.

This is a dumny variable having a value of 1 if a sttrlent

is an Asian and 0 otherwise.

There

~re

five rna jor ethnic groups

enrolled in the ESL/bilingual education prCXJram in the PPS system.
These were Arrerican Indian, Hisp:mic American, Asian ffilerican, African
American, and European American.

In 1982-83 rrore than 84% of the total

enrollment in the ESL/bilingual program was Asian Arrerican (Table I).
Because of the large nlUTlber in this group, the researcher wanted to
know if the group was significantly different fran all other groups.
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DLl.

This is a rating of English proficiency.

It is a durrmy

variable having a value of 1 if the student s{:Eaks little or no English

and 0 otherwise.

A negative regression sign was expected for this

variable in all subject areas.
DL2.

This is a rating of English proficiency.

having a value of l if

a student

than English and 0 otherwise.

It is a durrmy

speaks his/her native language tetter

Since the students are not proficient in

English, a negative sign·was expected for all subject areas.
Time in PPS (TIPPS).
number of years.

The unit of measurarent for TIPPS is the

It was designed to rreasure the effect of the length

of tirre a student had been in the PPS system.

One would expect that

time spent in school in the United States would have a p:>sitive association with oral English acquisition and that the longer an LEP ·
student had been in school the higher his/her achievement gains in
English knoNlErlge.

HCMever, Collier (1987) arrl Long (1983) found time

to be one of the determining factors of achieverrent gains in the first
and second years only.
negative.

After this period the time factor becares

Since the mean time in the PPS system is about 3. 5 years, it

was exp=cted that TIPPS would have negative signs for reading,
oothematics, and language usage.

This is another selection variable.

Those who learn quickly are out of program while those who do not are
still in.
Instructional Intensity (FSLHRS) .
ESL instructional hours :p=r v.Jeek.

This refers to the nurrber of

It sho.vs the relationship betv.Jeen

the arrount of instruction and achievenent gains.

It is anticipatErl

that LEP students who were enrolled in an ESL program and received
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w=ekly ESL instructional hours Y.Uuld have a higher achievement gain in
reading, matheratics, and English language usage.

The sign on this

variable was ex~tErl to be ~sitive for all. subject areas.

However,

if ESL hours alone is used in the regression nodel, it is likely to
lead to biased estirrates because of the selection issue.

If students

are placed in an ESL/bilingual pr()3"ram on the basis of their low
achieverrent and serious language problems, and if the number of weekly
hours these students receive is used to explain th=ir achieverrent
gains, the result will be negative.

c:ne will have to generate pre-

dicted values of ESL hours (EHAT) and use this new variable to estimate
the true impact of ESL hours on achieverrent gains.
Percent Asian Per School ( PAPSCH) .

Limited Eng1 ish speaking

students with a lower concentration of students from the sane ethnic
and cultural group in their school have higher gains in English k:rovledge.

It is believErl that a higher

pro~rtion

of a particular ethnic

group in a sclxx:>l exaCErbates that group's English speaking problans.
Students who speak the same language tend to congregate outside the
classroom or in the cafeteria and hold discussions in their native
language.

A negative sign was hypothesized for this variable in read-

reading and language usage.

Because rrathenatics involves less verbal

canrnunication and students can get help from their :p=ers, a I_X)sitive
sign was predicted for this subject.
Grade.
sign.

The student's grade level was exr:ectErl to have a J.X>Sitive

With increased years of schooling and higher education, gains in

English language are incrEE.sed.

\then older children in higher grades

are comp:rred with younger children, it has been found that older
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children consistently learn English faster than their younger counterparts.

This is especial! y true when the duration of the exposure is

identical.
Percent Little or No English (PrmE).

The proportion of :people in

the student's neighborhood who speak little or no English was included
to test the neighl:x>rhood effect.

The LEP students who live in comnuni-

ties where little or no English is spoken may not have adequate
exposure to English for developing gocxl carrnunication skills.

The

language skills which LEP students learn at school need to be reinforced at home and in their ccmnunity during play and other neighlx>rhood activities.

This opportunity nay. be limited if a large proportion

of the corrmunity speaks little or no English.

The coefficient of this

variable was expected to be negative.
Percent High School Graduate ( PHg;) .

The percent of neighborhood

population 25 years and over completing a high school education was
expected to influence gains in all subject aroos.

Research has slnvn

that interaction betv.een a student and his/her environment does affect
academic achievement.

It was expected that LEP students who live and

interact with adults and children from an environment with a higher
PHSG 'WOuld have better achieverent gains in rooding, English language,
and rratherna.tics tests.

Thus a I;X)Sitive sign was anticir:ated on this

variable.
Percent Below Poverty Level (PPLEVL) .

This variable is the per-

centage of local neighborhood families below the poverty level in the
census tract in which the student lives.

Since poverty is associated

with less opportunity to succeed, it is conceivable that LEP students
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living in a low-incane environment
gains.

A

~uld

have lCM achievement

study by Perl (1973, pp. 156-180) found an inverse relation-

ship betw=en an incane rreasure and a measure of students' ability.
Thus it was hYI;Othesized that the PPLEVL variable would have a negative
association with English reading, matherratics, and English language
usage gains.
Family Size (FSIZE).

It has been sha-m that verl::al and reading

achievement is inversely related to family size

(~chelson,

1970).

Children from large families learn verbal skills less well because
their principal rrodels are p:;ers rather than adults.

A negative sign

was expected for this variable in all subject areas.
M:lny pro{X)sed variables were dropped, such as rreasure of the
student's prior education before cx:ming to the U.S., the teacrer' s
number of years teaching LEP students, and socio-economic status.

Data

on the stlrlent' s prior education and the teacrer' s teaching experience
w=re not available.

The study fX>pulation was found to be harogeneous

on the socio-econanic stab.ls variable.

Nearly all sttrlents carre from

the low-incane group.
Description of ESL/bilingual
Instructional Variants
ESL Only Hours. · There are variations in the instructional mcrlels
of bilingual education.

Ho~ver,

it is difficult to predict whether

ESL hours have more inpact on language usage and bilingual hours on
reading and rrathenatics.

As previously explained, ESL is instruction

about English for limited and non-English speakers.

It focuses on oral

language developrent, introduction to reading, writing and reading
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improverrent, and English vocabulary.
monolingual English SI;eakers.

Courses are usually taught by

All ESL sttrlents in

the

Portlarrl case

receive direct ESL instruction from a certified ESL teacher each day.
They are pullerl out of the regular classrcx:m for this class.
students in this group take only ESL classes.

The

They do not have any

bilingual instruction.
Bilingual Only Hours.

Instruction is provided by the bilingual

aides or teachers under the direction of a classroom teacher.

These

people use the sttrlents' native language to help them with concepts
presented in English.

They confer with the classroan teacher to deter-

mine the student's greatest need.

In certain cases a bilingual aide or

the classroom teacher provides bilingual support within the classroam.
After ideas are presented in Eng1 ish, the teacher or the aide explains
the ideas to groups of non- or limited-English speakers in the students' native language.
The canparison Group Characteristics.

The canparison group

students are those students who have gone through the same processes as
those in the program.

They must have been rated as follows:

speak no

English (A), speak native language rrore than English (B), or speak
native language as well as English (C).

They must have been enrolled

in Grades 3 through 11 in the PPS system.
This group of sttrlents did not participate in the prCXJram for one
or a combination of the follCMing reasons:

(a) there was no program in

the neighlx>rhocrl school; (b) the students were unwilling to move to
another geographic location; (c) the students' p:rrents deniErl
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~rmission

to enroll their children in the program; and (d) there were

not enough sttrlents in a particular building to warrant hiring an ESL
teacher.
MEASURES OF PRCX;RESS IN THE PPS SYSTEM

The PPS district's ESL/bilingual program, with the

ooo~ation

of

the district's Evaluation Department and Management Inforrration,

rraintain a special testing record.

This record contains information on

measures of progress for all ESL/bilingual education program students.
The PPS system uses two

t~s

of measures of projress.

The first

is called the Rasch Unit (RIT) achievarent score, which is analyzErl in
the present study.

The RIT scores range fran about 140 to 280, with

the average score increasing from grade to grade.

A student' s real

achieverrent level may be slightly higher or lower than the rep:>rted RIT
score.

The RIT soores represent the midpoint of a range of error band

of plus or minus 3 to 5 p:>ints.
The tests are designErl to measure specific goals (see App2ndix D)
in subject areas.

All of the reading and most of the matherratics goals

are tested at every grade.

Other goals for matherratics are tested only

in the laver and upr:er grades to shav hav LEP students develop with
regard to the district's curriculum.

The students rereive a letter

grade for each goal on which they were tested.

A letter H (High) is

given if the student answered rrore items correctly than awroximately
80% of students at the same grade level.

An A (Average) is given if a

student perfonned within the average range for sttrlents at the sane
grade level.

An L (Low) is given if a student rEquires additional help
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to meet the basic skills graduation standard by the end of eighth
grade.
All students in the PPS systan are expected to achieve the basicskills standards for high school graduation.

These standards are RIT

scores of 212 for reading and 222 for mathematics.

The gains on the

score have sane rreaning as long as the longer tenn p:1ttern is one of
gains.

The tests given each year are in effect over the same knowl-

edge, thus one v.ould expect continuing progress.
The second progress rreasure is the Portland score ( P-score) , which
is a standard soore.
below 30 to arove 80.

The average score is 50, and soores range from
A P-score shows how a student is perfonning in

relation to all PPS students at the same grade level.

A student's

P-score that remains about the sarre over the years indicates steady
progress.
MJDEL IDENI'IFICATION

This study was an attempt to assess the effectiveness of a special
ESL/bilingual education program arrl bON tlire in the program affects the
students' outcorre measures.

It also attempted to determine the extent

to which selected characteristics influenCE the students' achieverrent.
In the nost general tenns, an individual student's gains in reading, English language, and mathematics (over a period of time) were
viewed here as the result of variations in personal characteristics
(P), school characteristics (S), and neighborhood characteristics (N).
Thus percentage gains can be seen as the

11

0Utput 11 of a production
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process that assumes that an LEP student's percentage gain is determined by personal, scmol, and neighbarhoal characteristics.
In the input-output approach, the school in which the students are
enrolled affects their achievenent only to the extent that it serves as
the channel through which inp1.ts flav to them.

This approach does not

examine the school's organization, structure, and what takes place in
the classroan (Averch, Carroll, IX>naldson, Kiesling, & Pincus, 1974,

p. 39).
'Ihe production function is carmonly expressed in an equation by
nost researchers.

It states· that the perfo:rnance on a given task is a

function of several factors.

The matherna tica 1 re latian used by Averch

et al. (19 7 4, pp. 4 0-41 ) is follaved here.

The

~rcentage

gains in

students' achieverrent can be expressed as:
G

= f(Pl'

---, Pn' sl' ---, sm' Nl' ---,

Nk)

(3-10)

where it is assumed that there are n relevant personal characteristics,
m relevant school-related characteristics, and k relevant neighborhood
characteristics that influence learning gains.
G '--'G
1
c

=

a student's output--for instance, the student's
achievement in test scores measured on rreding,
mathenatics, and language usage;

pl'

Pn

=

the amounts of personal characteristics 1 thTIOugh
n, that are attributable to the student-for
example, P might be the stu rent's age, P might
1
2
be hane language, and so on;
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s , ---, sm
1

=

the amounts of school-related characteristics 1
throUJh m, that the student has been exposed to-for exarrple, s
hours, s

2

1

might represent the amount of ESL

might be tre students' length of time in

PPS system, and so on;
N , ---,
1

~

=

the arrounts of neighl:x>rhood characteristics 1
through k, that are ex};X)Sed to the student--for
example, N might stand for the proportion of the
1
student's neighborhood that are high sclnol graduates, N might denote the mean family size in the
2
student's neighborhood, and so on.

The above equation is a general representation of an educational
production function.

To make a quantitative estimation of the impact

of any particular input UI:XJn the output, a procise relationship must be
stated.

The relationship may or may not be a linear functional form

since detenninants of functional relationships can also be imt:ertant.
The linear prcrluction function assurres that each unit of a particular
input contributes a constant anount to sttrlent gains and that the
amount of any one characteristic does not influence the contribution of
any other.

This linear relationship can be expressed as:

G = a + a P + --- + a P + b S + - - +
1 1
n n
1 1

m m + c 1N1 + --- + c.K Nk

b S

(3-11)

As previously defined, G represents the student's gains in English
language and mathEm3.tics, P. denotes the arrount of the ith personal
l
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factor received by the student ( i = 1, --, n) , Sj is the arrount of the
jth school inPJt ( j

=

1, ---, m) , and Nk denotes the arrount of the kth

Also, a. is the \mit contribu-

neighbormod influence (h = 1, --, k) .

1

tion of the i th personal characteristics, b . the unit contribution of
J
the jth ~rsonal characteristics, and ~ the unit contribution of the
hth neighborhood input.
Possible interpretation of this equation is presented here.
for exarrple, a student receives P

1

If,

units of the first personal factor,

and if each of these units contribute a

1

to his/her gains independently

of the quantities of any other inputs, the total contribution of the
first personal factor to his/her gains is a

1

times P .
1

This argurrent

is true for the total contribution to achievement gains of any other
personal factors in the study; it is a. tines P..
l

the rest of the inputs.

l

The sanE is tru= for

It is assurred that the contributions are

independent of one another and that every input that influences a
student's gains is included in the relationship.
The :rrajor research question in this study addressed the effectiveness of ESL and bilingual pro:Jrams.

Others included the controls for

biases of likely correlations and possibility of specification bias.
The objective here was to estimate the numerical values of parameters
in the equation.

Knowing these values enabled the researcher to

predict what would happen if students were given rrore or less of any
particular inp1t.

Fran this knowledge one could detennine whether

increasing or decreasing the amount of one particular input \\Ould
influence students' achievement gains rrore or less than increasing or
decreasing the anount of any other input.

The multiple regression
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analysis is canrronly used to estimate the values of the pa.rarreters a,
b, and c nentioned abO\Te.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRELIMIN'-\RY FINDit\K;S
LEP Students' Initial Achievement
A brffikdavn analysis was conducterl to examine the initial LEP
students' achievements in reading, rrathamtics, and language usage.
The result (Table III) indicates that the LEP stu<Ents who were
sel~ed

to receive ESL/bilingual hours and those receiving
TABLE III
MFAN OF INITIAL LEP SIUDENI'S' ACHIEVEMENT BROKEN
JXX.\rN BY SUBOOPULATION GROOPS
Mean

Std. Dev.

n

Reading
Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

196.57
181.50

17.38
15.33

641
329

School with no ESL program
School with ESL program

194.23
190.08

17.09
18.53

321
649

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

205.63
192.50

19.26
18.51

618
414

School with no ESL program
School with ESL program

203.36
198.98

19.39
20.16

325
707

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

201.29
183.64

14.68
13.34

610
258

School with no ESL program
School with ESL program

199.46
194.15

15.09
16.82

310
558

Mathena.tics

Language Usage
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ESL/bilingual hours in schools with FSL/bilingual prcqrams consistently
had lONer achieverrent rreans in all subject arms than their counterparts not receiving ESL/bilingual education hours.

The statistical

problen which this initial selection bias may cause arrl an attEmpt to
correct it so that the true effect of an FSL/bilingual program can be
detennined are the major focus of this dissertatioo.

Further analysis,

as shown in Table IV, attests to the fact that students receiving
ESL/bilingual education hours and those not receiving any FSL/bilingual
hours have substantial differences in initial achievement and achievement gains.
Results of the t Test
for 1983 Achievement
The results of the t tests for achievanent gains in all academic
subjects shav that IEP students who received no ESL/bilingual hours in
rooding, rrathematics, and language usage outperfonned LEP students who
received FSL/bilingual hours.

Tables V, VI, and VII shON a systerna.tic ·

statistically significant difference (2. < .01) between the means of the
achieverrent gains of the two groups.

Addi tiona 11y, the .!. test results

indicate that the LEP students who attendEd schools with no ESL/bilingual programs had better perforrrances on achievement gains in reading,
matherratics, and language usage than students who attended sch:x:>ls with
FSL/bi 1 ingual prcqrams.
One must be careful in interpreting these results to show that
FSL/bilingual education programs were not effective.

The differences

in the perforrrances of the two groups may reflect the bias in the
selection of students into the different programs at the outset.
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TABLE IV
MEANS OF ACHIEVEMEN'IS IN READING, MATHEMATICS, AND lANGUAGE
USAGE BROKEN DCWN BY SUBFOPULATION GROUPS AND BY YEAR
1982
Means

1983
M=ans

Gains

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

196.57
181.50
(15.07)a

203.10
186.97
(16.13)

6. 53
5.47

Schoo 1 with no ESL pr<:XJram
School with ESL program

194.23
190.08
(4.15)

201.15
195.89
(5.26)

6.92
5.81

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

205.63
192.50
(13.13)

213.38
199.90
(13.48)

7. 75
7.40

Schoo 1 with no ESL pr<:XJram
School with ESL program

203.36
198.98
(4.38)

210.86
206.65
(4.21)

7.50
7.67

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

201.29
183.64
(17.65)

206.63
189.44
(17.19)

5. 34
4.80

Schoo 1 with no ESL program
School with ESL program

199.46
194.15
(5.31)

204.91
199.64
(5.27)

5.45
5. 49

Reading_

Mathematics

language Usage

aNumbers in parentheses indicate rrean differences between the two
groups.
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TABLE V

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF 1983 ACHIEVEMENT FOR
READING BY SUBPOPULATION GROOPS
Std.
Dev.

t
Value

2-Tail
Prob.

203.10
186.97

15.93
14.48

15.38

.00*

321
649

201.15
195.89

16.30
17.42

4.52

.00*

Students with no bil. hours
Students with bil • hours

882
88

198.82
185.64

17.12
13.39

7.01

.00*

Harne language is English
Hane language is not English

461
509

199.96
195.51

17.10
17.09

4.04

.00*

Ferrale sttrlents
Male students

480
490

198.19
197.08

17.57
16.89

1.00

NSDa

n

~n

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

641
329

School with no ESL program
School with ESL program

aNSD stands for No Significant Difference between the t\\D groups of
means.
*Significant at the • 01 level or better.
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TABLE VI
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATION:> OF ACHIEVEMENT GAINS FOR
MATHEMATICS BY SUBPOPUIATION GROUPS

n

M=an

Std.
Dev.

t
Value

2-Tail
Prob.

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

618
414

213.38
199.90

19.18
18.30

11.22

.00*

School with no ESL prcqram
School with ESL program

325
707

210.86
206.65

19.18
20.29

3.15

.00*

Students with no bil. hours
Students with bil. hours

920
112

208.86
200.69

20.29
16.06

4.10

.00*

Home language is English
Hane language is not English

467
565

210.91
205.55

19.90
19.84

4.31

.00*

Ferral e stlrlents
students

497
535

207.53
208.39

19.56
20.47

0.69

NSDa

Ma.l e

a.NSD stands for No Significant Difference between the two groups of
means.
*Significant at the • 01 level or better.
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TABLE VII
MEANS AND S'mNDARD DE.VIATION3 OF ACHIEVEMENT GAINS FOR
IANGJAGE USAGE BY SUBPOPULATION GROUPS

n

M2an

Std.
Dev.

t
Value

2-Tail
Prob.

Students with no ESL hours
Students with ESL hours

610
258

206.63
189.44

15.83
15.23

14.79

.00*

School with no ESL program
School with ESL program

310
558

204.91
199.64

16.61
17.73

4.29

.00*

Students with no bil. hours
Students with bil. hours

792
76

202.59
190.43

17.48
13.61

5.89

.00*

Harne language is English
Hane language is not English

414
454

204.67
198.65

16.99
17.50

5.13

.00*

Fenale sttrlents
Male students

434
434

202.89
200.15

17.89
17.03

2.31

.02**

*Significant at the . 01 level or better.
**Significant at the .05 level or better.

Regression Results for
Achievement Gains
Several regression runs

~re

done on LEP stud:mts' achievement

gains in reading, matherratics, and language usage.

The objective was

to detennine the relationship between achieverrent gains (the deperrlent
variables) and the actual number of ESL/bilingual hours (the independent variables).
The results of the regression analyses are presented in Tables
VIII -X.

In the first set of regression analysis (Table VIII) ,

reading achievement was regressed on the number of actual FSL/bilingual
hours and the other indep:mdent variables.

As the results have
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TABLE VIII
RffiRESSION RESULTS FOR READING ACHIEVEMENT GAIN3

bl

s2

p3

Actual ESL hours
Actual bilingual hours
Male dummy variable
Age of student
Student's race

-3.32
-0.01
-2.07
-0.27
1.46

o. 43
0.05
1.69
1.21
1. 36

57. 40*
0.04
1.50
0.05
1.14

Vietnamese dummy variable
Hare language
Student's grade level
Time in Portland Public Schools
Percent Asian per school

-0.66
6.84
5.30
4.67
-3.08

0.45
1.80
1.33
o. 67
-8.79

2.14
14.41*
15.88*
47 .49*
0.12

Percent neighbor. high school graduate
Percent neighbor. little or no English
Percent neighbor. poverty level
Neighborhood family size

-2.38
-4.59
-9.67
-0.14

10.97
7.40
17.39
3.03

0.04
0.38
0.30
0.00

Independent Variables

Constant
R2

54.88
0. 24

lThe parameter estirrate •
2standard error of the estimate.
3The F ratio.
*Significant at the • 01 level or better.
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TABLE IX
REX;RESSION RESUL'IS FOR MATHEMATICS ACliiEVEMENI' GA.INS

bl

s2

p3

Actual ESL hours
Actual bilingual hours
Male dummy variable
Age of student
Student's race

-2.32
-0.12
1.13
-1.18
-0.25

0. 67
0.08
2. 62
1.87
2.11

11.74*
2.19
0.18
0.40
0.01

Vietnamese dummy variable
Hare language
Student's grade level
Time in Portland Public Schools
Percent Asian per school

-0.48
5.17
3.14
4.15
13.26

0.70
2.79
2.06
1.05
13.62

0.48
3.43
2.32
15.65*
o.-94

-30.00
13.63
-42.48
6.44

17.00
11.47
26.96
4.70

3.11
1. 41
2.48
1.88

Independent Variables

Percent neighOOr. high scmol graduate
Percent neighbor. little or no English
Percent neighbor. poverty level
Neighborhood f~ly size
Constant
R2

90.54
0.07

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The F ratio.
*Significant at the . 01 level or better.
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TABLE X

REI;RESSION RESULTS FOR LAlG.JAGE US1\GE ACHIE.VEMENT GAIN3

bl

s2

p3

Actual ESL hours
Actual bilingual hours
Male dummy variable
Age of student
Student's race

-3.97
0.23
-2.70
-3.38
-4.41

0. 63
0.08
2.45
1.75
1.97

39.37*
8.86*
1.21
3.75
4. 99**

Vietnamese dummy variable
Harre language
Student's grade level
Time in Portland Public Schools
Percent Asian per school

-0.98
7.96
5.12
5.52
11.94

0.65
2.60
1.92
0.98
12.71

2. 27
9.33*
7.09*
31. 70*
0.88

-11.71
-3.55
-25.72
2.39

15.87
10.70
25.16
4.38

0.54
0.11
1.04
0.29

Independent Variables

Percent neighbor. high school graduate
Percent neighbor. little or no English
Percent neighbor. poverty level
t-eighborhood family size
Constant
R2

112.09
0.14

lThe pararreter estimate.
2standard error of the estDnate.
3The F ratio.
*Significant at the .01 level or better.
**Significant at the .05 level.
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shown, the actual ESL/bilingual hours had a negative correlation with
reading achievement gains.

The najor variable, ESL hours, has a negative correlation with
reading achievenent.

Its coefficient is statistically significant (E

<

. 01), indicating that the program has a negative. effect on reading
achieverrent.

An identical negative and statistically significant

result was fotmd on matherratics adrievement gains (Table IX) .

For

language achiev€ment gains, ESL hours also had a negative and statistically significant effect.

In all these analyses the actual

n~r

of

ESL/bilingual hours appears to have a negative effect on the achievement gains in reading, mathematics, arrl language usage.
The reason for these negative results is the issue of selection
bias, which was mentioned previously.

Given that the stud:mts who were

in the ESL/bilingual education program were students who were expected
to have learning difficulties because of their language problem, the
number of instructional ESL/bilingual hours which these students
received YX>uld then be correlated with the low achievanent gains associated with their language problem.

The relationship between the

actual nunber of ESL/bil ingual hours and the achievement gains as shown
by the

s~ple

regression analysis tells the reader little about the

effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education programs.
To

detennine the true effect of an ESL/bilingual education program

and what impact the number of ESL/bilingual hours has on achievement
gains, one has to use a rrore powerful statistical technique.

The

problem here is that of simultaneoos relationships due to the selection
issue.

The single equation technique commonly used by many researchers
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in dealing with this problem

ap~rs

not to be adequate.

An econo-

metric method known as instrurrental variable analysis was chosen to
deal with the issue of selection bias.
THE CHOICE OF INSI'RUMENTAL VARIABLES
How does a researcher decide which variables may be identified as
IVs?

The rese:rrcrer who specifies the model rrekes this decision choos-

ing from the list of the predetennined variables.

'Ihus all exogenous

variables are potential candidates for being chosen as the IV.

There

are two variables which could not be selected as instrunental variables
in the present stu:ly.

These are ESLHRS {~ ) and BHRS {x ) .
6
17

These

variables are mutually dependent and thus are correlated with the error
e.

They are detenninErl by sorre of the other predetermined X variables

and the errors.

These two variables violate the require:rent of noncur-

relation with the error e.
The author has to do two things.

x17

of their deP=Ildence on e.

First he has to pu:rge

To do this

x16

x16

and

is regressed on its

coosen correlates to generate predictErl values

(x16 ) •

Similarly,

x1 7

is regressed on the exogenous X variables, resulting in the predicted
values """
x

17

.

. these b\D new
In the sa:;ond step the researcher appl1es

variables along with the other predetermined variables for the estimation.

The Two Stage Least Squares (2SIS) comprises these two step:;.
There are three dependent variables in this study which require

explanations.

These are (G ) percent reading gains, (G ) percent
2
1

mathematics gains, and (G )
3

~rcent

language use gains.

There must be
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as m:my equations as there are de_pendent variables for the systen to be
canplete.
Gl

Thus we have:

=

A1x 1 + A2X2 + A5x 5 + A6x 6 + A8Xg + A9x 9 +
AlOXlO + AllXll + Al2Xl2 + Al3Xl3 + Al4Xl4 +

-

Al6xl6
G
2

=

-

Al7xl7

+ e

(3-12)

Bx + Bx + Bx + Bx + Bx + Bx +
5 5
8 8
1 1
2 2
6 6
9 9
BlOXlO + BllXll + Bl2Xl2 + B1JX13 + Bl4Xl4 +

-

Bl6xl6
G3

=

-

Bl7xl7

+ e

(3-13)

clxl + c2~ + csxs + c6x6 + caxa + c9x9 +
c10x1o + cllxll + c12x12 + cl3xl3 + cl4xl4 +

-

cl6xl6

-

cl7xl7

+ e

(3-14)

W1ere:
G
1
G
2
G
3
x
1
x
2

= ( PRG) percent reading gains

=

(PM3) _percent mathamtics gains

=

(PLG) percent language gains

= (AGE)
=

student's age in years

(HMLANG) home language; 1 if home language is
not English, 0 otherwise

x

5

=

{PLONE) _percentage neighlx>rhcx:xl in census tract with
little or no English

x
x

6
8

=

(TIPPS) t1me {years) in Portland public schools

=

(GRADE) student's grade level
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x9

= (VIEI') language group to which the student belongs, a
binary variable; 1 if stl.rlent is Vietnamese, 0
otherwise

x10

= (MALE) student's gender; 1 if stu:lent is nale, 0 if
female

x11

= (PPIEVL) percent neighborhood families in census
tracts below poverty level

x12

= (PHSG) percent neighlx>rhcxxl fX>pulation 25 years and
over in the census tract carpleting high sc:tx>ol
education

x13

= (FSIZE) family size, number of people in family

x14

= (PAPSCH) percent of Asian origin per sc:tx>ol

x15

= (SCH) whether the sclnol in which the sttrlent is
enrolled has ESL/bilingual program or not; a dummy
variable

.,....;

x

16

ei

""""
, x
17

= estirrated values of ESL and bilingual hours
=error term

One problem with IV analysis is the arbitrary nature of choosing
an IV.

There is no way of knowing whether the rrost efficient of the

IVs available has been chosen.
As stated previously, the major purpose of this study was to
detennine the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual program COirp:)nents.

The

first task was firrling variables that could be usErl as instrurrents for
ESLHRS (x ) and BHRS ( x ) .
17
16

Second,

x16

and

x17

were regressed
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resP=Ctively on their instruments.

Their respective estimates were

then included in the regression analysis.
To find IVs for

instructional hours.

x16 ,

one needed to ask why subjects receive FSL

Two helpful tools were useful here.

One was

econanetric theory; the other, and :t;erhaps the nost important in this
case, was the knowledge of how the data are generated.
LEP students receive ESL hours for the follCMing reasons:
s~k

they

no English (X ) ; they sp;=ak much less English than they speak
3

their native language (X ); they attend a school with a reasonable
4
percentage of Asians (x ); arrl they are ITillCh older than their grade
14
level (X ).
1
The first part of the 2SIS was to purge
e.

~

6

To accomplish this, the researcher regressed

relevant variables.

of its dependence on

x16

on the identified

When Theil (1957) introduced 2SLS, he specified

the whole system of equations.

It is, h<:Mever, acceptable to just use

whatever exogenous variables are reasonably relevant and available in
the data bank.
To obtain prErlicted values for

x16 through an OLS regression, the

researcher specified this mcrlel:
~

Xl6 = bO + blXl + b3X3 + b4X4 + bl4Xl4 + e
Where:
~

x16

=

predicted values of

b

=

constant

=

the coefficients of the regression equation

0

b ---bn
1

x16

(ESL hours)

(3-15)
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x 1 ---Xn =

the relevant variables

e

the error tenn

=

The exogenous X variables in this eqtation are irrlependent of the
error tenn e.

Thus the linear canbination xl6 will also be independent

of e and can be used as an IV for consistent estirmticn.
The procedure just described in obtaining the predicted values for
ESL hours is similarly followErl for bilingual

5 hours.

Two major

factors detennine whether or not LEP students rec:ei ve bilingual
instructional hours:

(a) if their sclx>ol has an ESL program, it tends

to also have bilingual assistance (x ), and (b) if the student s:peaks
15
a language other than English at hane (X ).
2
To purge BHRS (X

17

regressed x

17

) of its dependence on e, the researcher

on all the relevant exogenous X variables.

The regres-

sion equation required to estimate the predicted value for this variable is as follows:
~

xl7 = bo + b2x2 + blSxlS + e

(3-16)

All the variables and the coefficients are as previously definErl.
As with equation (3-15}, the exogenous variables here are independent
of the error tenn e, and likewise their linear canbination xl7 is
uncorrelated with the error tenn.
5Bilingual instruction is not a separate instructional service
m::rlel. However, few enough cases are found in the data bank that make
it necessary to treat it as separate and examine its effect on achievement gains of LEP students.
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In the final stage of the analysis (x ), the predicted values of
16

(X1 7 ) ,

ESL hours named EHAT, and

the predicted values of bilingual

hours named BHAT, were ar:plied with the other exogenous variables to
the system of equations (3-12 to 3-14).

SPOCIFICATION OF THE M:DEL

As a first awroxiroation, the model is s:p=cified as a system of

simple, linear additive equations.

The system provides a statistical

analysis which includes all the variable rreanings and neasurenents.
The equations are expressed as:

17

l

G

=c

+

I

j=l

l

i

l

bX + e

(3-17)

j j

Where:

Gl

=

( PRG) percent reading gains

G2

=

(PMG) percent rrathematics gains

G3

=

(PLG) percent language usage gains

xl

=

(AGE) student's age in years

x2

=

( HMLANG) hane language; 1 if hare language is not
Eng 1 ish, 0 otherwise

x

3

=

(DLl) English proficiency rating; 1 if student speaks no
English, 0 otherwise

x4

=

(DL2) a dumny variable; 1 if student s:r;:eaks native
language better than English, 0 otherwise

x

5

=

( PIDNE) percentage neighborhood in census tract with

little or no English
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x6

=

(TIPPS) time (years) in PPS system

~

=

(ASIAN) sttrlent' s racial group, a durrmy variable; 1 if a
student is Asian, 0 otherwise

x8

=

(GRADE) stu:lent' s grade level

Xg

=

(VIET) language group to which the student belongs, a
binary variable; 1 if student is a Vietnamese, 0
otherwise

~O

=

(MALE) student's sex; 1 if student is male, 0 if fenale

x11

=

(PPLE.VL) :p=rcent neighborhood families in census tracts
below poverty level

x12

=

(PHSG) percent neighborhood population 25 years and over
in the census tract oampleting high school education

13

=

(FSIZE) family size, number of people in family

x14

=

(PAPSCH) percent of Asian origin per school

x15

=

(SOl) whether the school in which the student is

x

enrolled has ESL program or not; a dunmy variable

x16

=

(ESLHRS) ESL instructional hours per week

x17

=

(BHRS} bilingual instructional hours :p=r v.-eek

=

error tenn

=

the constants of the re:;ression equation
(e 1 ,c.
i = 1,2,---n)

e
c

i
l

l

b.
J

=

coefficients of the variables in the regression system
(b.
j = 1,2,---n)
J

One serious problem with these variables for a researcher is
isolating the effect of a variable such as ESL/bilingual hours from the
influences of personal, neighrorhcod, and other school factors in
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producing students' achieverrent.
issue in placing

LEI?

students with substantial lan:JUage di£fi01lties

into ESL/bi lingual programs .

Because of this selection bias, one gets

a negative correlation between
gual hours.

Another problen is the selection

st~ents'

achierement and the ESL/bilin-

.Additionally, there is the issue of multicollinearity in

which the independent variables are highly correlated with each other.
'Ihe present study uses variables that relate to p:rsonal, scrool, · and
neighborhood characteristics.

Figure 4 clearly depicts this serious

nethcdo lcxjical prob len.
The selection of LEP stu<Ents into ESL/bilingual educaticn programs involves two rrajor processes.

The first is the initial identifi-

cation and assess:rrent for stu<Ents transferring within the district arrl
·· those new to the school district.

Both new and transferring students

PERSONAL
AND OTHER
SCHOOL

FACTORS

STUDENTS'

ESL
BILINGUAL

HOURS

,..

r

.i~

. NEIGHBORHOOD

_FACTORS

Figure 4.

..

causal rrcdel.

PERCENTAGE
GAINS
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should have a Harne Language other Than English (HLOTE).
cation and assessment procedures involve oampleting a
Identification (HLID) form (see Apperrlix E).

The identifi-

Harne

Language

The inforrration obtained

here detennines whether a stu<Ent needs language assistanCe services or
can function in a monolingual English classrocm.

Students who have low

achievanent arrl serious language difficulties are placed in ESL/bilingual education programs.

Parents or guardians of students new to the

district and living in a hane where a language other than English is
spoken oamplete the HLID fonn.

Both transferring and new students

follow assessment procedures established for all schools.

This assess-

ment typically includes the following steps:
1.

A hare language screening questionnaire is provid:rl.

2.

Parents corrplete the questionnaire.

3.

School staff review the answer to the question aoout the level
of the student's English proficiency.

If the answer states

that the student speaks the English language nore than his/her
native

l~guage,

classes.

the student is enrolled into the regular

If the answ=r is that the student speaks no English

(A), or that the student s:p:xlks the native language nore than
English (B), or that the student speaks the native language as
well as English (C) , the student is referred to the Assessment
Center for further evaluation.
4.

An English proficiency test is given and evaluated.

The second process is the enrollrrent of students who speak or
understand little or no English into ESL/bilingual education programs.
The ESL/bilingual student profile is canpleted for each student who is
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assessed at the ESL/bilingual Newcorrer Assessment Center.

The profile

contains student personal data, such as family, educational level, and
registration information.

Using the profile, the sctvol building

representative determines proper placarent of the sturents into tre
building's EEL/bilingual program.

This is done in oonsultation with

classnoam teachers, counselors, and ESL/bilingual program staff.
Also related to the selection process are the "Iau" ratings or
categories mentioned earlier.

Full descriptions of each category as

listed in the PPS ESL/bilingual Staff Handbook (Portland Public Schools
ESL/bilingual Education Dep:trtnent, 1983) are as follavs:
When s:r;:>eaking or reading about the District's 1 imitedEnglish proficient (LEI?) sturents, reference is often mare
to the "Iau Categories." These five categories, A through
E, were developed by the U.S. Office of Education in order
to help identify the degree of oral English proficiency of
children in relation to their first language or the
language sr::oken in their hare. Placanent in a category
helps a school district detennine whether or not a child is
in need of additional English language instruction. Portland Public Schools offers this English instruction to all
students who are categorized by their p:rrents as Lau A and
B and sorre Lau C students.
I.au Category A includes stlrlents who sr:eak little or no
English. They are proficient in one and possibly more
other languages, but English is new to them. Since I.au
categories refer only to oral proficiency, they cannot be
used to judge 1 i teracy. Other measures are anployed when
developing an appropriate instructional program for these
students.
I.au Category B includes stlrlents who s:p=ak some English,
but who still must prirrarily cannunicate in another
language. This is a large category into which Lau A's
rapidly rrove but from which rrovanent is deJ?e11dent on a
number of factors including individual aptitlrle in language
learning, age and the amount and quality of language training provided. A child's stay in Lau ~can last anywhere
fran a few rronths to several years. An imr::ortant factor in
detennining the duration of this stay is the degree of
first language literacy :possessed at the time of entry.
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Lau category c includes students who speak their first
language and English equally well. For same students this
means they no longer need additional assistance in learning
English and are ready for full mainstreaming. But, since
the I.au categories do not neasure actual proficiency or
literacy, sorre Lau C students may still not have a high
degree of cx:mpetenre in either English or their first
language. Additionally English language instruction nay
therefore still be required before full nainstreaming can
take place.
Iau category D includes sttrlents who s:p=ak prirrarily
English, but have sane degree of proficiency in another
language. These nay be students who have picked up this
second language fran a parent or relative or who may have
lived abroad for a year or more. These nay also be
students who have forgotten nn.1ch of their first language
and/or whose families are keeping it alive at horre.
Lau category E includes students who speak only English.
In most all cases these are students whose first language
was English, but whose parents or relatives speak another
language, also. ( p. 4)

CHAPrER IV

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

DESCRIPriVE S'mTisriCS

The findings of the empirical v.,ork are presented in two main
sections.

The first CX)ntains the descriptive statistics enconpassing

frequency counts, percentages, neans, and standard deviations of
selected variables.

The second section presents the results of various

regression analyses and their possible interpretations.
DUring the 1982-83 school year more than 2,900 LEP students
attended elementary and secorrlary scmols in Portland.

The majority of

these students (84%) were from Southeast Asia (see Table I).

Appendix

F sh<:Ms the Asian student distribution arrong the district's high
schools.
The students' age distribution ( Apperrlix G) ranged fran 8 years to
21 years.

The majority of the students, 81. 9%, were between the ages

of 9 and 14 years.

The 8- and 21-year-olds were represented by just

.1% and .3%, respectively.
As Appendix H shONs, there was no significant difference in the

distribution of students betw=en Grades 3 and 8.

The students

~e

also evenly divided arrong the high sc:tnol grade levels that were
included in the study.

As previously mentioned, students fran Grades

1, 2 and 12 were not included.

Data on them were not CX)mplete, and
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their number was so small that including them in the study yielded no
additional info:rroation.

Of the 1,136 stuclmts in the study, 52.6% were male and 47.4% were
female; 54. 6% of the students had a hane language which was other than
English, as against 45.4% who used English as their merlium of corrurunication at hane.
Students were categorized into three levels of English proficiency
(Ap:t;:endix I).

The sma.llest group, 4. 2%, was not proficient in English.

Those whose proficiency in English was less than their native language
was 40%.

The largest category, 55. 8%, were as proficient in the

English language as they were in their native language.
Table XI sh<Ms the distribution of students in their major language groups.

Only five rrajor language areas were identified, with too

rest of the groups forming the other language group.

Sane of the major

language groups were a corrbination of one or two sma.ller groups.

For

example, the Cantonese (China) language group canbined with Cantonese,
Vietnamese, and Chau Chu to constitute the Cantonese language group.
TABLE XI
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF SIUDENrS INTO
THEIR lANGUAGE ffiOUPS
La.nguage Groups

Percent

Vietnarrese
Hmong
La.o
Cantonese-China
Khrrer
other

38.2
7.5
17.1
9.7
5.7
21.8
100.0

TOrAL

-n

434
85
194
110
65
248
1,136
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All five of the major language groups were from Southeast Asia.

The

Thai, Kore:m, and Japanese language groups were incl ud:rl in the "other"
language group category.

The Vietnarrese language group was by far the

largest group, 38.2%, and was rrore than twice the size of the laotian
language group ( 17. 1%) •

The other languages were carp:>sed of groups

fran Europe, Africa, Middle East, Pacific Islands, and other Asian
countries.

Altogether they were 21.8 %.

Most of the ESL students in this study, 67%, had been in the PPS
system from 2 to 4 years (Appendix J).
Table XII shavs the average weekly ESL arrl bilingual hours each
student received.

The ESL students received an average of over 5 hours

of ESL instruction, arrl those in the bilingual program receiverl over
6 hours of bilingual instruction.
Only 125 students shaved up in the data as taking bilingual
instruction, while rrore than 3 ti.Ires that number ( 4 79 students) ha.d ESL
instruction.

There were 532 students with neither ESL nor bilingual

hours.
TABLE XII
AVERAGE "WEEKLY ESL AND BILIN3UAL HOURS
RECEIVED BY EACB S'IUDENr

-Mean

Standard
D2viation

Minimum

M3xirrum

n

-

ESL hours

5.51

3.12

1

20

479

Bilingual hours

6.57

2.12

2

9

125
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Surrrrary Findings of the BreakdONn
Analysis of LEP Students' Initial
Achievement
In the previous chapter, the prelimina.ry results of the breakdown
analysis were presented.

The means of the LEP students' initial

achievement in recrling, matherratics, and language usage were a:mpared
bet~n

different sub:population groups of students receiving

ESL/bilingual hours an:l those who received no ESL/bilingual hours.

The

romp:rrisons w=re also made between LEP students attending schools with
ESL/bilingual programs and these atterrling sc:OOOls with no ESL/bilingual hours.

In all subject areas the non-ESL/bilingual students had

higher initial achieverents than those in the ESL/bilingual program.
When 1982 initial achievement was canpar:ed with 1983 achieverent (Table
IV), the non-ESL/bilingual sttrlents continued to have higrer scores
than ESL/bilingual students.
The purpose of this section was to establish that the non-ESL/
bilingual program students started at a much higher achieveiiEI1t level
than their cotmterparts in the ESL/bilingual program.

The br63kdCM111

analysis did not indicate whether the observed differences in the
initial achievement were statistically significant.

Thus a stronger

descriptive statistic (!test) was used.

Summary Findings of t Tests Comparing
Means for Reading, .M:ltherra.tics
and Language Usage Gains
The summary of the ! tests (reported in Chapter III) is presented
for all subject areas.

In reading, four of the five subpopulation

groups had statistically significant results, 2. < .001.

When the means
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of students' achievarent in reading w=re CO:mp::ired, the result shc:Med
that LEP students receivi:rlg' no ESL instruction hours P=rformed better
than those students in the ESL program receiving ESL hours.

Similar

results were true for (a} students who attended schools with no ESL
program and those who attended schools with an ESL program, (b) students receiving no bilingual hours and those with bilingual hours, and
(c) students whose hane language was English and those who SJ;Oke a
language other than Eng 1 ish at hone.
The result of reading achieverent gains, which is sunmarized here
for LEP sub{X)pulation groups, sh<:Ms the same pattern as obtained for
matherratics arrl language achievement gains.
differences

~re

Statistically significant

found in favor of LEP student subgroups who had less

difficulty with English language usage.

Those LEP sttrlents with low

initial achieverrent continued to have problens and thus scored less on
achievement tests.

This again refers to the issue of selection bias,

which was mentioned previously.
The results of the

~

tests for roodi:rlg' arrl rnatherratics achievement

gains showed no statistically significant differences between the
fanale and the male students.

The ferrale LEP sturents slightly outper-

forrred their male counterparts in language achievement gains.
It must be emphasized that on the basis of the breakdown analysis,
the

~-test

results, and cornp:rrison of the means of achievement gains,

ESL did not have a significant positive effect on achievement.
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SU~Y

OF REGRESSION RESULTS

Intrcxluction
As a first step in arriving at a priori notions concerning effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education programs, the methodological
approach known as regression analysis .was used.

In particular, the

instrumental variable technique in econometric theory was utilized.
Several examples of work done in this area include Wonnacott and WJnnacott (1984), Bridge (1979), Cramer (1971), and Maddala (1977).

This

method involved using OLS est.inators, where awropriate, to estimate
parameter values.

It gives alternative estimators to the OLS estimator

for situations where the OLS does not retain its desirable properties.
The results of the OLS suggests it may be a poor next step in the
analysis to use a simple regression mcdel.

Because if actual nurnl:er of

hours in FSL is used as the independent variable in the simple regression nroel, the variable will be oorrelatErl negatively with the
achievement gains in reading, mathenatics, and language usage.

'!he

negative correlation is associated with the students' initial low
achievement and language difficulty.

The preliminary finding of the

regression mcxlels for achievement gains is evidence of selectivity bias
which was present while assigning students into the ESL/bilingual
program.
The regression results as presented in the previous chapter
indicate that the actual number of ESL and bilingual hours

~e

corre-

lated negatively with percent reading, mathematics, arrl language gains.
These independent variables had negative correlation when they

~re

introduced into the regression equation alone or with other variables
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proxying for various characteristics.
analysis and using the actual

n~r

With the simple regression
of ESL/bilingual hours as an

independent variable, it is hard for the researcher to truly assess the
inpact of the ESL/bilingual program.

The result surrma.rized here makes it appear as if the ESL/bilingual
program has no :p:>sitive effect on achievement gains.

But the reason

for the negative effect is due to the selectivity bias crre.ted initially through a selection process.

To assess the true effect of ESL/

bilingual hours on various achievement gains, one must first ranove or
minimize the influence of the error created by the selection bias.
According to Kennedy ( 19 84) and other researchers the usual OLS
estirrate of the slope coefficient is biased and inconsistent in the
simple regression rrodel with errors in the indeperrlent variable.

One

must obtain additional information because such a model is underidentified, and thus consistent estimation is not possible.
ways for dealing with this problem.

There are

~

The first is weighted regression,

which assllllEs that the error covariance matrix is known to the
researcher.

The seoond, preferred by the present researcher, is the IV

estimation.

It assumes the existence of a set of variables which is

correlated with the true explanatory variables but uncorrelated with
the error term.
The means and standard deviations of the variables in the regression equations are reported in Table XIII.
signs are presentErl in Table XIV.

The expected regression
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TABLE XIII
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE VARIABLES
IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION
Variable
~

Std.
Dev.

Variable Meaning

1.422
.730
5. 578

2.094
• 070
1.900

Predicted values of ESL hours
Percent neighborhood high sch<:xJl grad •
St\.rlent grade level

.536
.095
• 289

• 499
.058
.454

.131
11.955
• 246

.121
2.077
.148

.491
• 853
.419

• 500
.354
• 494

BHAT
FSIZE
RTIPPS

• 544
2.993
3. 520

.462
.188
1.382

Predicted values of bilingual hours
Neighborhood family size
Time in Portland Public School

PRG

3.527
3.873
2.646

4.354
3.705
3.532

Percent reading gain
Percent mathematics gain
Percent language usage gain

Naire

EHAT
PHSG
GRADE
RHMIANG
PPLEVL
DL2
PAPSCH
RAGE
PIDNE
RMALE

RACED
LGD

p~

PLG

Hane language
Percent neighborhoa:l below p:>verty level
English profic. less than native lang •
Percent Asian per school
Age of student
Percent neighborhoa:l little or no Eng •
Male dummy
St\.rlent race dunny
language group dunmy
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TABLE XIV

CG1PARISON OF THE RmlliSSION AND THE PREDICTED SIGNS
OF THE VARIABLES IN THE RmlliSSION EQUATICN
Regression and Predicted Signsa
Independent Variables

Reading
Gain

Math
Gain

Language

Gain

Predicted values of ESL hours

- (+)

+ (+)

- ( +)

Time in Portland Public Schools

-

-

(-)

-

(-)

Neighborhood percent little or
no English

+ (-)

+ (-)

-

( -)

Neighborhood percent high
schoo 1 graduate

+ ( +)

+ ( +)

+ (+)

M:i le durrrrny

-

(-)

+ ( +)

-

Student race

-

(-)

-

(-)

+ ( -)

St trlent grade level

+ ( +)

+ (+)

+ (+)

Hane language

+ (-)

-

(-)

-

(-)

Neighborhood family size

-

(-)

-

(-)

-

(-)

Student's language group

-

(-)

+ (+)

+ ( +)

English proficiency less than
native language

+ (-)

-

(-)

+ (-)

Neighborhood percent below
poverty level

+ (-)

-

(-)

+ (-)

Percent Asian per school

+ (-)

- ( +)

+ (-)

Age of student

-

(-)

-

(-)

-

(-)

Predicted values of bilingual
hours

-

(-)

+ ( +)

-

(-)

aThe predicted signs are in parentheses.

(-)

(-)
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Obtaining Instrumental Variables
The instrumental variable method and how to obtain an instrurrental
variable estimator

~e

explained in the previous chapter.

'!he tech-

nique involves regressing each endogenous variable being used as a
regressor on the exogenous variables in the system.

Then the estimated

values of these errlogenous variables from these regressions are used as
required instrurrental variables.

The results of the regression equa-

tions 3-16 and 3-17 are presented in Tables YN and YNI.
As Table XV indicates, all the instrumental variables used to
estimate the value of FSL instructional hours met the criteria previously specified in Chapter III for being chosen.

These variables were

highly correlated with the regressors for which they Y.ere acting as
instruments.
The t ratios were all statistically significant beyorrl the . 01
level.

Similar results Y.ere obtained for estimating bilingual hours

(Table XVI) .

Whether or not a schx>l has an ESL program and hane

language were all highly correlated with bilingual hours.
As previously stated in Chapter III, one of the problems with the
instrumental variable technique is the arbitrary nature of choosing an
instrurrental variable.

Besides, finding a convenient set of variables

is sanetimes difficult.
predicted values

~re

Fran the results of these two regressions,

generatErl.

ESLHRS (named EHAT) and the

The estinatErl values of the weekly

~ekly

BHR.S (narred BHAT) will no.v be

included in the structural eqmtions.

These new instrumental vari-

ables, together with the other predetermined variables,
evaluate the effectiveness of the FSL/bilingual program.

~re

used to

The results
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TABLE YN
REGRESSION RESULTS TO OBTAIN ESTIMATED
VAlDES OF ESL HOURS
bl

s2

t3

Percent Asian per school

2.96

0.59

4.95*

Not proficient in English

2.49

0.64

3.83*

Age of student

0.25

0.03

7.04*

Eng. prof. less than native language

3.95

0.16

23. 57*

Independent Variables

Constant
~le size
R2

-3.18
1,136
.57

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.
*Significant at better than • 01 level.

TABLE YNI
REGRESSION RESULTS TO OBTAIN ESTIMATED
VALUES OF BILINGUAL HOORS
bl

s2

t3

Whether or not school has ESL prog.

0.81

0.15

5.40*

Whether hane lang. is other than Eng.

0.44

0.14

3.05*

Independent Variable

Constant
~le size
R2

10.22
1,136
.59

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.
*Significant at better than .01 level.
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of the regression analyses for the percentage gains are presented in
the remainder of this chapter.
Regression Results for
Reading Achievement
Several regression equations were specified, first using all the
variables in the system and then controlling for selected variables.
The hypothesis that an ESL/bilingual

prog~

may or may not increase

_r:ercentage gains in reading, mathematics, and English language usage
was examined.
The result of the regression run for percent reading gain is shown
in Table XVII, with all of the variables introduced into the equation.
The predicted values of ESL hours (EHAT) and predicted values of bilingual hours had negative correlations with percent reading gains.

In

Table XVIII proxies for each of the school, program, neighborhood, and
_r:ersonal characteristics were chosen to explain the percentage gains in
rooding.
The predicted values of ESL hours sean to have minor positive
impact (Table XVIII); its coefficient is not statistically significant.
Additionally, the regression coefficients and signs for this variable
2
vary fran equation to equation; the overall R is only .077, there is
nothing consistent or persistent about the effect of ESL and bilingual
hours on reading achievanent.

Based upon the data presented here, not

much can be said about the effectiveness of the ESL and bilingual
program on reading achievement gains.
The reason for this result may be due to:
of the program on language

achiev~ent

(a) the concentration

and ccmnunication corrpetence
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TABLE XVII
REGRESSICN RESUL'IS FOR PERCENr RFADIN3 GAINS

WITH AIL VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION
Independent Variables

bl

s2

t3
-

Time in Portland Public Schools

-0.19

0.14

-1.33

Neighl:or. percent little or no Eng.

1. 34

1.43

0.93

Neighbor. percent high school grad.

1. 72

2.82

0.61

Male dummy variable

-0.33

0.33

-0.97

Students' race

-0. 05

0.52

-0.10

Students' grade level

0.07

0.28

0.24

Hane language

0.68

0.42

1.60

Neighl:orhood family size·

-0.36

1.00

-0.36

Students' language group

-0.16

0.38

-0.44

Eng. prof. less than native language

1.39

2.41

0.57

Neighbor. percent below :poverty level

2. 06

3.52

0.58

Percent Asian per school

2.77

2.55

1.08

Predicted values of bilingual hours

-0.38

0.51

-0.73

Age of stu::lent

-0.52

0.30

-1. 73***

Predicted values of ESL hours

-0. 23

0.61

-0.37

Constant
Sample size
R2

9.08
640
0.077

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.
***Significant at the .10 level.
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TABLE XVIII
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR PERCENT READING GAINS WI'IH VARIABLES
FOR PERSCNAL, SaDOL, NEIGHBCRHOOD, AND
PRCX;RAM CHARACIERISTICS

bl

s2

Tine in Portland Public Schools

-0.11

0.13

-0.84

Male durrmy variable

-0.28

0.33

-0.84

1.04

2.38

0.44

-0.60

0.09

-6.43*

0.19

0.10

Indeperrlent Variables

Neighlx>r. percent high sctnol grad.
Age of student
Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
~le size
R2

t3

1.87***

4.90
640
0.06

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.
*Significant at better than .01 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.

which may divert attention fran rooding for sore students; (b) LEP
students' being pulled-out of the regular English classes.

When they

are pulled-out, they have less e:>q:Dsure to English, arrl this may
eventually have negative impact on their reading performance; (c) the
short evaluation pericrl--one school year rray not be enough for the
students to show significant irnproverent in academic reading; and (d)
rooding materials and tests may be culturally biased.
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Regression Results for
Mathematics Achievement
The results for regression runs for percent mathematics achievement gains are presented in Tables XIX through XXI.

As Table XIX indi-

cates, all but one of the parameters have the expected regression sign,
and six of those with correct signs w=re statistically significant at
the . 01 level or better.

The predicterl values of FSL and bilingual

hours both showed positive irrpact on mathematics achievarent.

'!he

fonner was moderately significant at the .10 level, while the latter
was statistically significant at the .05 level.

Both variables appear

to benefit the LEP stlrlents in increasing their mathematics achievement.

'!he strong association of predicted values of ESL and bilingual

hours (Tables XX and XXI) may suggest that using one to supplarent the
other is helpful in achieving gains in rnathamtics.
Matheratics has the strongest and most robust results among the
subject areas examined in the present dissertation.

No rnatter what set

of characteristics was introduced into the regression, the effect of
ESL and bilingual hours resically ramined unchanged.

The regression

coefficients do not vary signs and level of significance; the results
are robust.
One can at least have sorre confidence that the ESL/bilingual
program really helps in sane imp::>rtant areas represented by matherratics
achievement.

Mathematics is a value for a lot of other academic sub-

jects which are not language related.

This might irrply that the

ESL/bilingual programs are also helpful in other areas that were not
tested for because reading and language are directly related to the
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TABLE XIX

REX;RESSION RESULTS FOR PERCENT MATHEMATICS GAIN3
WITH ALL VARIABLES

t3

bl

s2

-0.19

0.12

Neighbor. percent little or no Eng.

0.04

1.21

0.03

Neighbor. percent high school grad.

5.30

2.38

2.25**

Male dummy variable

0.49

0.28

1. 74***

-0.44

0.44

-1.00

0.13

0.23

0.56

Hane language

-0.35

0.36

-0.98

Neighborhood family size

-0.27

0.84

-0.33

Students' language group

0.04

0.32

0.15

Eng. prof. less than native language

-2.87

2.03

-1.41

Neighbor. percent below poverty level

-1.06

2.96

-0.35

Percent Asian per school

-2.68

2.15

-1.24

0.87

0.43

-0.83

0.25

0.86

0.51

Independent Variables
Time in Portland Public Schools

Students' race
St trlents' grade 1evel

Predicted values of bilingual hours
Age of sttrlent
Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
Sample size
R2

-1.61***

2.00**
-3.28*
1.67***

10.67
640
0.094

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the •05 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.
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TABLE XX

_...•

REX:iRESSION RESULTS FOR PERCENT MATHEMATICS GAIN3
WITH DIFFERENr SErS OF VARIABLES

bl

s2

t3

Predicted values of bilingual hours

1.00

0.42

2.36*

Male dummy variable

0. 51

0.28

1.79***

Neighbor. percent high school graduate

5.46

2.37

2.29**

-0.85

0.25

-3.32*

0.04

0.32

0.13

Neigh}:x)r. :r;:ercent little or no Eng.

-0.24

1.13

-0.21

Eng. prof. less than native language

-3.00

2.03

-1.47

Students' race

-0.41

0.44

-0.94

Neighbor. percent below I:XJVerty level

-1.02

2.82

-0.36

Hane language

-0.52

0.34

-1.52

Percent Asian per school

-2.83

2.15

-1.31

Students' grade level

0.11

0.23

0.48

Predicted values of FSL hours

0.96

0. 51

l. 85***

Inde:r;:endent Variables

Age of stu:lent
Students' language group

Constant
Sample size
R2

9.25
640
0.090

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the es~ate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.
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TABLE XXI
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR PERCENT MA'IHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENT

WITH VARIABLES FOR PERSONAL, S<liOOL, NEIGHOORHOOD,
AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS
bl

s2

t3

-0.23

0.11

-2.02*

M:ile durrmy variable

0.46

0.28

1.65***

Neighlx>r. percent high sclnol grad.

5.37

2.01

2.67*

-0.51

0.07

-6.50*

0.16

0.08

Independent Variables
Tine in Portland Public Schools

Age of student
Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
~le size
R2

1.94**

4.90
640
0.06

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

ESL/bilingual approacl'Es.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.

For the less intensive language subjects,

the only subject examined is mathematics.

And mathenatics, science,

social sttrlies, arrl geography are all represented by mathenatics since
there are no standardized testing results for them.
From the results presentErl here it can be ernrnasized that the less
intensive language area, the substantive area is the one in which
ESL/bilingual programs seen to have a consistent, persistent, I_X)sitive
impact.

Therefore, one can argue that the real benefits of an

ESL/bilingual program are not in the language acquisition necessarily
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but in the a01Uisition of the less intensive language academic
subjects.
Regression Results for Language
Usage Achievement
The results of the rSjTession runs for percent language achieverrent are

pre~ented

in Tables XXII and XXIII.

Of the 15 variables for

which results are presentErl in Table XXII, 5, including the major
variables (EHAT and BHAT), had

unex~ed

variables were statistically significant.

signs, and none of these
Similarly, nonstatistically

significant results were found with a different set of characteristics
in Table XXIII.

In one rSjTession result (Table XXIV) ESL hours had

moderate to significant positive correlation with language achievement.
The predicted values of ESL hours were statistically significant at the
.05 level.

This is the only case in which predicted values of ESL

hours appear to have a positive and statistically significant effect on
language achievement.

There were one or two other results which were

positive, but they were not statistically significant.

In essence, one

cannot have much confidence in this result because of the variations in
the rSjTession signs, coefficients, and levels of significance.
REGRESSION RESULTS OF OOME arHER VARIABLES WHICH
MAY INFLUENCE LEP STUDENTS' ACEIEVEMENr
Age
Age of the student is usErl as personal characteristics.
empirical results indicate that the age variable has a

The

statistic~

ally significant correlation with all the dependent variables
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TABLE XXII
REX;RESSICN RESUL'IS WITH ALL VARIABLES
FDR PERCENT lANGUAGE USAGE GAINS
bl

s2

t3

-0.11

0.11

-0.99

Neighl::or. percent little or no Eng.

0.04

1.18

0.04

Neighbor. percent high school graduate

2.32

2.33

0.99

Male dummy variable

-0.32

0.28

-1.14

Students' race

-0.34

0.43

-0.79

0.63

0.23

Hane language

-0.12

0.35

-0.36

Neighl::orhood family size

-0.53

0.83

-0.64

Students' 1anguage group

0.47

0.31

1. 50

Eng. prof. less than native 1anguage

1.22

1.99

0.61

Neighbor. percent below poverty level

1.65

2. 91

0.56

Percent Asian per school

3.33

2.11

1.57

Predicted values of bilingual hours

-0.67

0.42

-1.58

Age of stooent

-0.51

0.25

-2.26**

Predicted values of ESL hours

-0.13

0.50

-0.26

Independent Variables
Time in Portland Public Schools

Students' grade level

Constant
Sample size
R2

2.70*

5.53
640
0.041

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .OS level.
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TABLE XXIII
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR PERCENI' lANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT
WITH DIFFERmr SEI'S OF rnARAcrERISTICS
bl

s2

t3

Neighborhood family size

-0.49

0.78

-0.63

Predicted value of bilingual hours

-0.58

0.41

-1.38

Male dumny variable

-0.30

0.27

-1.09

Neighbor. percent high sc}xx)l grad.

3.04

2.29

1.33

Students' grade level

0.66

0.23

2.87*

Eng. prof. less than native language

1.24

1.99

0.62

Percent Asian per school

3.02

1.96

1. 54

Neighbor. percent belo.v poverty level

2.00

2.87

0.69

Hane language

-0.20

0.33

-0.60

Age of sttrlent

-0.11

0.24

-2.16**

Predicted values of ESL hours

-0.11

0.50

-0.22

Independent Variables

Constant
Sample size
R2

4.44
640
0.036

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE XXIV
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR PERCENI' lANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT
USI~ SELECT.ED PERSCNAL, SCH<X>L, NEIGHB<EHOCD,

AND PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS
bl

s2

t3

-0.27

0.27

-0.98

Percent Asian per school

1.29

1.22

1.07

Students' grade level

0.63

0.23

2.74*

Neighbor. percent high school grad.

2.58

1.98

1.30

Hare language

-0.48

0.27

-1. 73***

Age of student

-0.60

0.21

-2.81*

0.17

0.08

Independent Variables
Male dummy variable

Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
Sample size

R2

2.12**

4.45
640
0.032

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.

(reading, mathematics, language usage).

The fact that age is negative

and statistically significant (12. < .05 or better) may indicate that LEP
students continue to have problems academically even with the help they
receive from ESL/bi lingual classes.

When many LEP students first

enrolled in U.S. schools, they were below their grade level in corrparison with their agemates because of their la.v initial achievement and
language problems.
instruction.

Thus they were selectEd. to receive ESL/bilingual
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The fact that the coefficient of age was consistently negative and
statistically significant is important.

It

canfi~

Collier's (1987)

study of the relationship between LEP students' age at arrival, prior
education, and acquisition of acad:roic skills.

Collier reported that

LEP students who had entered the ESL/bilingual education program
between the ages of 8 and 11 had taken 2 to 5 years on the average to
approximate the 50th percentile on national standardized tests of
reading, language arts, arrl science.

He indicated that tmse who

entered the program at age 12 and al:x:>ve 'M2re only at about the 40th
percentile on rrost tests after 4 years of ESL and rrainstre:un instruction.

'!he average age of LEP students in the present study was 11.9

years.

This is the age group that Collier found to encounter heavy

cognitive academic dema.nd.
Tine in Portland Public
Schools (TIPPS)
The length of tine LEI? students spent in the PPS system was negatively correlated with their academic gains in all subject areas.
However, the variable was not statistically significant in any of the
reading and language usage regressions.

Thus not much can be said

al:x:>ut the effect of t:irre in the PPS system on stud=nt achieverrents in
reading and language usage.
Time in the PPS system has a negative and statistically significant correlation with students' mathematics achieverrent.

In rrost of

the regression results for mathematics achievement (see Tables XX and
XXI), the coefficient of tirre in the PPS system is statistically
significant (Q < .05 or better).

The fact that TIPPS is negative and
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statistically significant is im:pJrtant because it further explains the
substantial problem of the selection issue.

Students who were pre-

selected into the ESL/bilingual program on the basis of their lav
initial adrievement arrl language problems continue to have problems
and, therefore, are spending a longer t.llne in the

p~ram.

The mean time for LEP stlrlents in the PPS system is 3.5 years, arrl
if rrost of the students are 12 years and over, it follows, then, that
they "WOuld likely encounter problems with cognitive academic language
demands (Collier, 1987).

What this implies is that these students will

take a much looger time than 3.5 years to show progress on standardizErl
achieverrent tests.

This finding sup:pJrts what many researchers,

including Cummins (1984, 1986), have discoverErl:

There is a time lag

between the developrrent of social interactive language skills, pranoted
by ESL/bilingual education programs, and the full developrrent of
academic language skills.
Percent Neighborhood High
School Graduates ( PHSG)
This variable is a proxy for a broader set of neighborhocrl characteristics that nay individually affect students' achievanent.

Its

coefficients show :pJSitive associations with all subject areas in the
regression results.

But one cannot explain the variable's effect on

reading and language usage achievanent since none of the coefficients
for these subjects Y.ere statistically significant.

The relationship

with academic gains in mathematics was statistically significant (Q
.05 or better) in most of the regressions for this subject.

This

<
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result rray mean that there is same set of neighborhood characteristics
that ma.y be contributing to students' achieverrent in ma.thamtics.
Students' Grade Level
The inde:rxmdent variable, grade level, contributes positively and
significantly (J2

< .01) to gains in language usage. The coefficient of

this variable was statistically significant for language achievement
whether in the full regression rrodel or the reduced rrodel with whatever
sets of ch:rracteristics.

This indicates that students in the higrer

grade levels learn language skills rrore quickly in L2.

This finding is

consistent with the findings reported by Burnham and Pina ( 19 86) and
Krashen and Biber ( 1988).

Other surrounding factors might also

contribute to improvement in language achievement.
~stlander

For example,

and Stephany (1983) have observed that LEP students' experi-

ences, such as socializing, SJ;Orts activities, travelling, shopping,
listening to the radio, and watching television, ma.y contribute to
English 1earning.
The empirical results presented here indicate that the ESL/bilingual education program in the PPS system has strong supJ;Ort for nonlanguage academic achievement, such as in IlE.thernatics.

The program

appears to have rninirral effect on language usage, and no effect was
found on reading achievement.

CHAPI'ER V

SUMMARY AND ffiNCWSICNS
Su.1MARY

Cbe of the major purposes of this dissertation was to assess the
irrpact of the PPS district's ESL/bilingual education program.

Another

purp::>se was to detennine the extent to which tine, neighborhood, and
personal characteristics explain LEP students' gains in English arrl
other academic subjects.
Chapter I began by examining the broader issues on which
ESL/bilingual education has been debated for the past 15 to 20 years.
It discussed the growing J;X:>pulaticn of LEP sttrlents in the U.S. educational system, and the need for school districts and state educational
policy makers to be aware of the implications of this growth.

The

increasing need, combined with the diminishing financial resources,
makes it imperative to evaluate the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual
education prcqrarns.
Chapter II provided a review of the literature relating to (a)
theories and issues relevant to FSL/bilingual education, (b)

im:p:~.ct

of

legislative arrl judicial actions on ESL/bilingual education, (c) estinating the growing number of LEP children in the school systan, and (d)
relevant research on the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education.
The third chapter described the rrethods used to analyze the data.
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Appropriate statistical techniques necessary to deal with the problan
of selection bias were presented.

Chapter IV presentErl tre errpirical

findings as they relate to the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education
programs.

The final chapter provides a surmacy arrl tre ccnclusions of

the study.
General Issues on LEP Education
An increasing number of Uniterl States public schools during the

1990s face the challenge of educating LEP students.

The challenge has

become even greater as the nurrber of LEP students continues to grav in

IIDSt of the United States (Casas & Furlong, 1986; Olsen, 1991}.

There

have been efforts during the last 15 years by ma.ny educators to establish and irnplanent effective FSL/bilingual education programs for LEP
students.

HO\\ever, many practitioners in the field have found that

solid errpirical evidence evaluating the effectiveness of their
ESL/bilingual education programs has been unavailable for use when
ma.king decisions affecting instructional practices (Medrano, 1988;
Rossell, 1988; Willig, 1985, 1987}.

The present dissertation is an

attempt to provide answers to sane of the most pressing questions
re:Jarding the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual education prajrams in
improving LEP students' achieverrent skills in reading, natharatics, and
English language usage.

School, neighborhood, and personal character-

istics -w:rre also included to examine and control for their effects on
student achievement.
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Hypotheses
Several hypotheses were generated regarding school, neighborlx>od,

and p:=rsonal characteristics as they relate to achievement skills in
reading, nathematics, and English language usage.

The first set of

hypotheses was related to percentage gains in reading achievement.

'Ihe

second set was related to p:=rcentage gains in nattana tics achievement.
'Ihe final set was related to J?ercentage gains in English language
usage.
Several variables and proxies representing characteristics of the
neighborhood, school, and background infonnation were used to explain
the academic progress of LEP students in reading, nathema tics, and
English language usage.
characteristics were

The variables representing school-related

~kly

ESL hours, bilingual hours, tirre in PPS

system, student's grade level, p:=rcent Southeast Asians :t;:er school, and
whether the student's school had an ESL/bilingual program.

Recent

research in this area has s:tnm that school-related characteristics rray
affect the academic achievement of sOIIE LEP students (Krashen
1988; Ramirez, 1986).

&

Biber,

The variables examined under neighborhood char-

acteristics included p:=rcent high school graduate, percent little or no
English, J?ercent below fX>Verty level, and neighborhood family size.
There rray be other irnfX)rtant family or personal characteristics tha.t
individually may have significant influence on LEP students' academic
achievement.

SinCE data on such family factors were not available,

proxies for certain neighborhood characteristics were used.

Ovando and

Collier ( 1985) have irrlicated that the amount of social interaction
within the daily conmunity with L2 sp:=akers may influence the rate of
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academic achievement of LEP students.

In other words, LEP students'

neighborhcxrl environment may influence rates of progress in re:tding,

rrathanatics, and Fnglish language usage.
The variables representing personal characteristics incl\rled the
student's age, bane language, gender, race, level of Fnglish language
proficiency, and language group.

These variables nay interact to

influence the academic progress of LEP students.
The sets of hypotheses mentioned earlier were tested using (a) the
PPS district's achievement data, (b) the FSL/bilingual education program's reoords on background infonnation, and (c) tract data from the
1980 census.

The census data were used to identify certain general

ch:rracteristics of the population in the census tract where a tarticular student lives.

The sample consisted of 1,136 LEP students from a

total of 1,223 identified LEP students fran Grades 3

thro~h

8 who were

enrolled in the PPS district's ESL/bilingual program in Portland,
Oregon.
In analyzing these data, the researcrer attenpted to address three
najor concerns.

The first was the effectiveness of the PPS district's

ESL/bilingual education program.
biases of likely correlations.

The second concern was control for
Finally, the concern about };X)Ssibility

of specification and selection biases was examined.

'Ib ad:lress these

concerns, the methodology suggested by other researchers was used.
Wonnacott and Wonnacott ( 1984), Kennedy ( 1984) and others have suggested using the instrumental variable technique to solve statistical
problems relating to possible biases.

The use of the instrumental

variable estimation technique is more appropriate to correct biases
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associated with assigning LEP students to ESL/bilingual hours than
alternative methods.

SinCE the variables (ESL and bilingual hours)

used were conterrporaneousl y correlated with the disturbance term, other
variables were found from among the variable list to act as instrurents
for these regressors.

Using these rew instruments, predicted values of

both ESL and bilingual hours \\ere generaterl.

These new values became

the new instrumental variables which were included in the regression
rncrlels.
SUMWffiY FINDINGS FOR ACHIEVEMENT GAINS IN RFADiffi,
MATHEMATICS, AND LAtGJAGE USAGE
Reading Achievement
The errpirical findings for this study do not show that the PPS
district's ESL/bilingual education program is effective in
its LEP students' reading achieverrent.

~roving

None of the regression results

for this subject were statistically significant.

There IllClY be one or

two cases where minor :rx>sitive imp:tct of ESL was found, but none was
statistically significant.

After going through all the analysis, the

ESL/bilingual characteristics and the estimates of their coefficients
changed signs and level of significance (Tables XVII and XVIII and
Ap:p=ndix K).

From these results it is difficult to estimate the real

impact of the ESL/bilingual program on students' reading achievarent.
Mathematics Achievement
There is ample evidence suggesting that the PPS district's
ESL/bilingual education program has teen effective in significantly
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increasing the rate of progress that LEP students make in rnatherratics
achievement.

The coefficients for prErlicted values of both bilingual

and ESL hours showed positive irrp3.cts with achievement gains in rrathernatics.

The two variables were found to have a statistically signifi-

cant correlation
XX) .

(£

< •05 or better) with rnatherratics (Tables XIX arrl

The consistent, persistent, p:>sitive correlation was found even

when different subsets of variables w=re userl in the regression mxlel
(Appendix L) .

With this result, one can con£ identl y say that the

ESL/bilingual program is beneficial to the LEP students in increasing
their achievement gains in mathematics skills.
tically significant (£

The stronger, statis-

< .05 or better) correlation of bilingual hours,

in canparison to ESL hours, may irrlicate that the students' native
languages were used, where p:>Ssible, to explain rrathema.tics concepts.
One may conclude from these results that the use of LEP students'
native languages is useful in assisting them to increase their acadanic
gains in mathematics.
The finding reported here parallels that of Gonzales (1990,
p. iii) and Medrano ( 1988), who indicate that bilingual Erlucation
programs seem to be effective in producing superior academic achievement in rrathematics.

This result also confinns the study by Gersten,

Woodward, and Moore (1988) that shows statistically significant effects
on rrathematics problem solving and rrathematics concepts.
On the basis of the analysis presentErl here, one can conclude that
the effectiveness of the Portland (Oregon) Public School district's
ESL/bilingual program nay not be in language usage and reading but
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in the less intensive language academic subjects as represented by
mathematics results.
Language Usage Achievement
The result for language achievement indicates negative arrl not
statistically significant coefficients for both ESL and bilingual hours
in the full arrl rErluced regression models.
On only one occasion (see Table XXIV) ~e the predicted values of

ESL hours statistically significant (12.

<

.05), which appear to indicate

that the ESL/bilingual program ha.d a positive effect on LEP students'
language gains.

This result is really not as strong as it may

ap~r

since in other regression results with different subsets of characteristics
~re

(A~ndices K

through M) both negative and txJSitive coefficients

rep:>rted for predicted values of ESL hours.

cients were statistically significant.

None of the coeffi-

With these mixed results, it

is difficult to say with certainty, one way or the other, that the
ESL/bilingual program is effective in prorroting language achievement.
arHER VARIABLES IN:LUDED '!0 ASSESS THEIR INFLUENCE

ON LEP S'IUDENrS' ACHIEVEMENT

The students' time in PPS was included to assess its influence on
LEP students' achievement.

The variable was found to have a negative

and strong association with mathematics achievement.

Because this

variable is negative and statistically significant, it may explain why
same students with initial language problems are still in ESL/bilingual
program while those without leave it.
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Age of the student was examined and found to have a negative
correlation arrl statistically significant coefficients with all subject
areas.

'Ibis result indicates that if an older LEP student enters the

PPS system fran another country arrl is placed in a class based on his
or her age, the student may be behind academically when oomp:rred with
the other students of the same age.

It is a different situation when

a younger student enters the PPS system.
The proportion of sttrlents' neighborhood p:>pulation who are high
school graduates and students' grade level v.ere also examined.

'!he

first of these variables had a positive and statistically significant
correlation with rna thematics achievarent, indicating there may
cannunity factors influencing matlanatics gains.

re

other

The grade level was

strongly related to language usage gains.
The reader must interpret the results presented here with caution.
Although the major variables showed p:>sitive and statistically significant effects on the less intensive language subject area, the combined
effects of the variables in explaining superiority in achievement gains
2
(R )

~re minimal .
CONCLUSIONS
At the beginning of this dissertation sane major questions

~re

asked regarding L:EP students' acad:mic achievement in reading, matherratics, and language usage.

The questions are restated here and brief

answers provided.
First, is an FSL/bilingual education program an effective approach
for improving L:EP students' reading, mathematics, and language usage
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achieverent?

Based upon the data presented here, the ESL/bilingual

education program has a strong effect in improving mathematics
achieveTIEnt.

The program's effect on language usage is

~ak,

arrl

it ap{Ears to have no effect on rooding achievement.
Seoond, does the arrount of ESL/bilingual instruction influence the
academic achievement of LEP students in rooding, rrathematics, and
English language usage?

The amount of ESL/bilingual instruction has a

positive and strong influence on LEP students' mathematics achievement,
minor influence on language usage, and no statistically significant
influence on reading.
Third, do the personal background characteristics of LEP students
influence their academic gains in reading, rrathenatics, and English
language usage?

The age of the student was the personal mckgrourrl

characteristic examined here.

Age was negatively and strongly oorre-

lated with all the subject aroos identifia:l here.

It has strong

influence in explaining LEP students' academic progress.
Fourth, what neighborhood factors influence LEP students' achievement gains in reading, rrathematics, and English language usage?

The

percentage of LEP students' neighlx>rhood J::X>PUlation who are high school
graduates sl'laved a strong influence on rrathematics achievement regardless of what sets of variables were used in the regression equation.
The variable shaved no effect on reading and language usage.
In surrmary, the results presented here are not so strong.

But the

author has demonstrated that the FSL/bi lingual Erlucation prQ3Yam in the
PPS system ap:t;:ears to have sore benefits in tenns of rrathe:na.tics and
language that simpler statistical techniques tend not to shCM.

This
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technique needs to be awlied to a larger sarrple and more refinErl estimates.

This research has demonstrated that tre district's program is

likely to have p::>sitive impact, but because of the continuing statistical problems and the rrethcrls used to address them, confidence in the
estinated parameters is not high.

This simply irrlicates that the

program is valuable arrl there is room for more research arrl direction.
LIMITATICNS OF THE S'IUDY

This study was limited in the following areas:
1.

The researcher was unable to exp:md this ana.lysis to include
current data.

Because the data used in ·this analysis were

fairly old, the researcher had intended to collect current
data and, using the same rrethodology, make a comp:rrison of the
ESL/bi lingual effectiveness in the two time periods.

HCJNever,

the author was unable to make the comparison for the follCJNing
reasons:

(a) the district now uses different data collection

rnethcrls; they only irrlicate whether or not LEP students p:rrticip:tted in the program.

The data analyzed here

sh~d

the

actual number of hours; (b) there have been changes in the
population characteristics, thus making any meaningful comp:trison difficult; arrl (c) inability to collect the neighborhocrl variables because of the time constraint to finish this
project.
2.

Relevant farnil y characteristics which may further explain LEP
students' acadEmic achieverrent were not analyzed.

The author
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was unable to obtain data on LEP students' parents' educational level, ocrnpation/social econanic status, prior schooling, and literacy in Ll.

Other factors such as differences in

the LEP students' language groups, their access to support

systems fran churches and resources fran ccmnunity organizations when they first settled in the U.S., their prior education in both Ll and L2, etc. before coming to the Uni terl
States are factors that can influence LEP sttrlents' acade:nic
success.
~re

3.

Data on these factors were not available; thus they

not examined.

Future studies should include them.

The study IXJpulation used in this investigation cane fran only
one urban schx>l district.
not be applicable to

other~

The results from this stu::ly nay
larger school districts and corrmu-

nities with large populations of LEP speakers.
4.

As in rrost other LEP educational programs, the district's
ESL/bilingual education students are reclassified or rrovErl out
of the program as they are thought to be sufficiently proficient in oral English or as they reach a certain percentile on
a standardized test.
perfonn

~11

This nakes the LEP group appear to not

because children who knav less English always

join the group, while the top achievers are pulled into the
traditional classroom (Willig, 1985, p. 304).
5.

The study pericrl was only one acade:nic school year.

The time

nay be too short for LEP students to show significant academic
progress.

Thus long-tenn effects of ESL/bilingual ooucation

could not be determined.
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6.

'Ihe Fbrtland Achievement Test used to evaluate the outccme of
the data focuses only on academic

achiev~nt,

rratics, reading, and language usage.
are not discussed.

i.e., rratre-

Other outcane rreasures

Additionally, there rray l::e possible cul-

ture bias in the reading achievement tests.
7.

'Ihis study only analyzed and discusserl quantitative effects
of FSL/bilingual education; the qualitative characteristics
Vv'2re not examined.
IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

Che of the major objectives of this dissertation was to provide
ad:li tional empirical data that policy decision makers and practitioners
in the field could use in designing, implementing, and refining educational programs for LEP students.

Specifically, the question of the

effectiveness of the Fbrtland Public School district's ESL/bilingual
education program was addresserl.

Baserl on the data, the conclusion can

be rrade that program at the PPS district is effective in increasing the
rate of LEP students' achievement gains in mathematics.
Sorre major implications can be drawn fran this finding.

First,

the data seem to indicate that ESL hours have a negative irrpact on
language gains, and a positive and strong effect on less intensive
language acadEmic gains.
tions of a trade-off

This is a reasonable result, and its implica-

be~en

language and other subjects discussed.

seans appropriate when an ESL/bilingual education program is designed
or refined to include a way to l:elance raising students' academic

It
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achievenent in reading and language usage, where LEP students are
pulled-out, and matherratics and other areas.
Seoond, the results seem to suggest that using part ESL and part
bilingual education to suwlenent each other is effective in improving
the nathematics achieverrent.

Fran these results one may say that the

policy of using the students' native language to further explain
academic concepts taught in classrooms is appropriate.
Third, Currmins {1984) and others have suggested that it takes
approxinately 5-7 years, on the average, for language minority students
to approach grade nonrs in academic aspects of English proficiency and
other subjects.

Sonetines a student's language abilities may app:ar

sufficient to get along in face-to-face social interactions, but they
are often not developed to the p::>int of being able to succeed academically in reading, mathematics, arrl language usage.

In light of these

findings, the average of 3. 5 years which LEP students s:p=nd in the
ESL/bilingual program may seem inadequa.te.
Finally, Milk {1985) suggested that ho:rrogeneous grouping leads to
relatively little use of the

~aker

language and oonsequently works

against the student's obtaining appropriate input for second language
learning.

The district's decision to rrove fran the pull-out

ESL;bi 1 ingual program in which LEP students are taken out of their
regular classrooms and given special instruction to a self-contained
ESL;bilingual program, where p::>ssible, is highly rea:mnended.
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RELUMMENDATIONS FOR FUIURE RESFARClf
At the outset of this project the researcher had pro!;X)sed to
evaluate four variants of ESL/bilingual Erlucation prcxjrams.

The

intention was to find which of the four variants (ESL program, bilingual
program, bilingual aide, and basic skills) was IIDSt effective in educating LEP students.

As the project progressed, it becarre clear that tre

main pro;Jrarn in the PPS system for LEP students was the ESL program.
The other aspects of the program

~re

supJ;Ort services, with bilingual

hours being the one with enough data worth examining at that tirre.

The

lack of useful data on the otrer variants led the researcrer to focus
on the effectiveness of the ESL/bilingual education program.

Future

research should include analysis of bilingual aide and basic skills
hours to assess the effectiveness of ESL/bilingual Erlucation pro;Jrams.
A cost-effectiveness analysis of ESL/bilingual education program
was first included in this study, but it was later dropP=(i.

The

researcher had wanted to know whether or not the ESL/bilingual education pro;Jrarn was rrore or less cost-effective than other alternatives in
increasing cognitive development of LEI? students.

A cost-effectiveness

study was found to be useful in making I;Olicy decisions in the
Honolulu, Hawaii school district (Yap, 1988).
For various reasons, the availability of data for the present
study was spotty, but rrore irnt:ertantly the district was reluctant to
release such data.

If oost data can be obtained, future research

efforts are encouraged to include a cost-effectiveness of FSL/bilingual
education program.
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Although the present study has provided infonnation on the effectiveness of the PPS district's ESL/bilingual education prOjrarn as well
as variables associated with increased academic skills, other aspects
of the prOjrarn require further investigation.

For example, there is a

need to conduct rrore research on the longitudinal effects of an
ESL/bilingual education program (M=drano, 1988; Saldate, Mishra,
~ina,

1985) .

&

What happens to LEP students' academic P=r'fonnance 4 or

5 years after p3.rticip3.tion in an ESL;bilingual education program?
Future research needs to investigate classroom situations like
pullout versus self-contained classes.

Presently there are two

Newcx:mers Centers in the Portland Public School district at Vestal
Elanentary School and Hosford Middle School.
contained ESL;bilingual education programs.

These centers have selfIt will be necessa:ry for

future research to cc::>rrpare the academic perfomanres of the students in
the pullout classes with those in the self-contained classes.
Future investigation should be directed to the interdependencies
bet~n

the student's native language and the second language.

Although this has not been a rrajor consideration in this study, it
could have an i:rrportant bearing on a program's effect.

For exanple, do

LEP students who rraintain their native language have higher or lo\\er
academic achievanent gains than LEP students who could not rraintain
their native language?
While not within the

sco~

of the present dissertation, current

research has suggested that teachers and p3.rents play a significant
role in the academic progress of their language divergent children.
M:>re research that examines these variables needs to be conducted.
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The empirical results presented in Chapter IV show that the IIDdel
used is reasonably adequate, although it does require nodifications in
light of sone findings, pcrrticularly the inability to obtain reasonable
predicted values of bilingual hours.

Additionally, the measure for

ESL/bilingual education program effectiveness should not be limited to
only academic achieverrent.

It may include such measures as suspension

rate, dro:I;X)ut rate, and high school graduation rate.

These variables

are recommended for inclusion in future research studies.
The present study does not make any generalization that all pullout ESL/bilingual programs are effective.
the Portland case only.

The conclusion pertains to

M:lce-Matluck ( 1986) cautioned against drawing

nationwide conclusions fran one study, saying, "the notion that
ESL/bilingual education programs are the sane everywhere is a fallacy"
(p. 474).
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Language

ESL/Bil.

Language .

ESL/Bil.

Mandarin (Vietnam)
Mien
Non.egian
Pashtu
Persian

5
129
1
2

107
31
1
2
0

Polish
Portuguese
Rananian
Romany (Gypsy)
Russian

9
8
89
1
538

Dari
Dutch
English
Fijian
Firm ish

1
0
20
3
0

Samoan
Serbo-croatian
Spanish
svalish
Tagalog (Phil.)

5
0
399
1
25

French

1
0
1
1
17

Thai
Tigrinya
Turkish
Ukranian
Urdu (Pakistan, India)

7
8
1
27
0

American Indian
.Amharic
Arabic
Annenian
Cambodian
cantonese (China)
Cantonese (Vietnam
Chau Chu
Czechoslovakian
Danish

Gennan

Greek
Hebrew
Hindi

0
4

12
0
87

4

Hrrong
Hungarian
Italian
Japanese
Korean

122
1
1
17
28

Vietnamese
Vietnarrese Chinese
other Languages
Other African Languages
other Indian Languages

689
30
19
7
1

Lao
M3.lay Indonesian
M3.ndarin (China)
Mandarin (Cambodia)

156
1
18

Other Pacific Isl.
other Slavic Languages
Missing:

12

0

TOTAlS

0

173
2,822

Note: Fran Portland Public Schools ESL/Bilingual Staff Handbook, 19901991 (p. 2).
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1. Pmerican Indian
2. Amharic
3. Arabic
4. Annenian
5. Bengali
6. Burmese
7. Carn1:xxlian
8. Cantonese Chinese
9. Cantonese Vietnamese
10. Chau Chu
11. Czechoslovakian
12. Danish
13. Dari
14. Dutch
15. English
16. Fijian
17. Finnish
18. French
19. German
20. Greek
21. Hebrew
22. Hindi
23. Hmong
24. Hungarian
25. Ilocano (Philippines)
26. Italian
27. Jap:mese
28. Korean
29. Lao

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Malay (Indonesian)
Marrlarin Chinese
Mandarin Cambcrlian
Mandarin Vietnamese
Mien
Norwegian
Pashtu
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Rananian
Romany (Gyp:;y)
Russian
Sanoan
Serbo-Croatian (Yugoslavian)
Slovak
Slovian (Yugoslavian)
Spanish
~ish

Tagalog (Philit;:pines)
Thai
Tigrinya
Turkish
Ukranian
Urdu (Pakistan, India)
Vietnamese
Vietnamese Chinese
Yid:lish
Others

Note: Adapted fran the Portland Public Schools ESL/Bilingual Staff
Handbook, 1982-1983 (p. 4).
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Asian

Total

Percent Asian

Abernethy
Ainsworth
Alaneda
Applegate
Arleta

74
15
12
19
26

354
474
649
230
436

20.9
3.2
1.9
8.3
6.0

Astor
Atkinson
Ball
Beach
Beaumont

11
44
11
50
19

415
368
233
586
649

2.7
12.0
4.7
8.5
2.9

Bin:ranead
Boise BCBC
Bridger
Bridlenile
Brooklyn

51
20
19
32
14

609
157
219
486
157

8.4
12.7
8.7
6.6
8.9

Buckman
Capitol Hill
Chapman
Chief Joseph
Clarendon

54
13
3
11
18

348
321
332
353
369

15.5
4.1
0.9
0.3
4.9

Clark
Creston
Duniway
Edwards
Eliot ECEX:

22
27
18
4
17

416
378
369
266
604

5.3
7.1
4.9
0.4
2.8

Faubion
FernY.DOd
George
Glencoe
Glenhaven

15
24
107
24
118

334
528
531
454
250

4.5
4.6
20.0
5.3
47.2

18
50
45
10
5

542
551
367
383
200

4.0
9.1
12.2
2.6
2.5

School
Elementa!Y and Middle

Gray
Gregory Heights
Grout
Hayhurst
Hollyrocxl

172

(continued)
School

Asian

Total

Percent Asian

Hosford
Humboldt ECEC
Irvington ~c
James John
Kellogg

93
12
21
54
51

669
514
539
470
602

13.9
2.3
3.9
11.5
8.5

Kelly
Kenton
King ECEC
Lane
I.aurelhurst

10
16
12
18
51

605
302
629
421
424

1.7
5.3
1.9
4.2
12.0

Lee
Lent
Lewis
Llew:=llyn
Maple\\O:Xl

16
39
16
29
5

394
415
297
455
281

4.1
9.4
5.4
6.4
1.8

M3.rkham
Marysville
Meek
Metro. Learning Center
Mt. Tabor

19
16
40
6
30

561
383
297
248
502

3.4
4.2
13.5
2.4
6.0

Ockley Green
Peninsula
Portsrrouth
Rice
Richmond

55
6
21
84
30

674
465
380
157
326

8.2
1.3
5.5
53.5
9.2

Rieke
Rigler
Rose City Park
Sabin BCBC
Scott

10
79
53
4
41

138
471
497
582
453

7.2
16.8
10.7
0.7
9.1

Sellwood
Sitton
Smith
Stephenson
Sunnyside

58
11
12
8
47

533
485
320
364
333

10.9
2.3
3.8
2.2
14.1

173

(continued)
Asian

Total

Percent Asian

Vernon BCOC
Vestal
West Sylvan
Whitaker
Wilcox

25
52
10
82
30

586
346
501
978
187

4.3
15.0
2.0
8.4
16.0

V\bodlawn
Woodmere
Woodstock
Youngston

13
7
34
10

488
205
486
166

2.7
3.0
7.0
6.0

2,367

33,445

7.1

Benson
Cleveland
Franklin
Grant
Jefferson

147
218
162
140
98

1,583
1,395
1,501
1,756
1,427

9.3
15.6
10.8
7.9
6.9

Lincoln
Madison
Marshall
Roosevelt
Wilson

101
289
102
114
61

1,385
1,561
1,190
1,142
1,880

7.3
18.5
8.6
9.9
3.2

1,432

14,820

9.7

School

TOTAL ELEMENrARY AND
MIDDIE SQIOOIS
Secon~

TOTAL SECONDARY SCHOOLS
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Goals
Language

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reading

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mathematics

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

'!he student can recognize and use fumamental
sentence and paragraph structure.
The student can use resic grarrmar correctly.
The student can punctuate oorrectly.
The student can capitalize correctly.
The student can spell correctly.
The student can write with coherence, clarity,
economy, and consistency.
'Ihe student can interpret meanings of comronly
used words.
The student can canpreherrl the literal meanirq or
explicit content of written materials.
The student can interpret implied and related
meanings from the content and presentation of
written materials.
The student can evaluate the intent, validity, arrl
worth of written materials.
The student can add whole nurrbers.
The student can subtract whole numbers.
The student can multiply whole numbers.
The student can divide whole numbers.
The student can order, canpare, renarre, and
represent whole numbers.
The student can order, canpare, renarre' and
represent functional numbers (fractions, decimals,
and ~rcents) .
The student can canpute with fractions.
The student can compute with decimals and
percents.
The student can use know ledge of georretry.
The student can use knCMledge of measurE?J:rent.
The student can interpret and use graphs,
statistics, and probability.
The student can solve story (word) problans.
The student can use the strategies and processes
of problen solving.
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Returning PPS students

New HLCTI'f students

\or'ho are HlDI'E

Enroll as forecast in
spring. lE/B Program
will provide alpha
list of forecast
students to Primary
and Middle Schools)

Fill out HLID* and sent

I

E/B. Dara

1f E./ B
Program
in school

Check alpha

lis~;

1f no E/ 8
Program
in school

in your school

if on

I£ you have enrollmt:nt
papers fran fiB Program,
~-

c.

Call E/B Data clerk to
check if previously
enrolled in f.Sl./
Bilingual classes

~r\(

1£ no .E/B Progra

a.

Call Data aerk (5834)
re; possible in-district
transfer.

b.

Cleek response to
question 4 on HLID.

list,~·

b.

n

-'-

7

If School with
fiB Program
a.

Trmsfer students frau
other PPS sc:boals

.

lf no papers but pare.'lt
says assessment done, call
fiB office (58~4). Papers
may be delayed or lost.
Do not enroll before
calling E/B office.
If response.to.question
14·on.HLID is a, b, or c,
call fiB clerk (5832)
for assessment appointment.
Do not·enroll. Do not
sena to El S office.

lf response to question
14 is d or.. e. (speaks
English only or .English
better than hane language), enroll.
Note: See 3.4.2.2 on
page 22 regarding
H1.l D form.

Assessment
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

fiB Assessment Specialist works with
students and determines appropriate placement.
fiB office sends a copy of the f/B Registration
to building registration person.
Student is enrolled at sdlool.
fiB staff designs program.
Instruction begins.
fiB staff add name to E/B comouteriz.ed class list.

*Home Language Identification Form (HLID)

Acronvms
Hl.OTE:

HLID:
SOT:

Abbreviation for Home Language Other Than English
Home Language Identification Form
Student Data Transfer: The Portland Public Schools' Registration
Form
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Percent Southeast
Asian

City Location

Penson
Cleveland
Franklin
Grant
Jefferson

9.3
16.0
11.0
7.9
6.9

Northeast
Southeast
Southeast
Northeast
North

Lincoln
M3.dison
Marshall
Roosevelt
Wilson

7.3
18.5
8.6
9.9
3.2

Southwest
Northeast
Southeast
North
Southwest

High School
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Age in Years

Percent

n

8

.1

1

9

10.3

117

10

15.1

171

11

15.1

171

12

13.6

154

13

14.2

161

14

13.6

155

15

6.5

74

16

2.8

32

17

3.3

37

18

2.4

27

19

1.5

17

20

1.4

16

21

.3

3

-TarAL

100.0

1,136
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Grade level

Percent

n

3

15.1

172

4

15.4

175

5

14.1

164

6

14.0

159

7

14.8

168

8

12.9

146

9

4.3

49

10

4.4

50

11

4.7

53

100.0

1,136
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level of Proficiency

Percent

n

4.2

48

Proficient in English
(is less than native language)

40.0

454

English proficiency is as good
as proficiency in native
language

55.8

634

100.0

1,136

1.

Not proficient in English

2.
3.

'IDI'AL
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Number of
Years

Percent

n

1

13.2

150

2

20.2

229

3

23.9

272

4

22.9

260

5

13.2

:i5o

6

6.6

75

100.0

1,136
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bl

s2

t3

-0.'03

0.94

-0.03

Hane language

0. 38

0.33

1.14

Students' grade 1eve 1

9. 57

0.27

0.003

-0.30

0.33

-0.90

Percent Asian per school

3.04

2.27

1.33

Neighbor. percent high school grad. _

1. 62

2.76

0.58

Eng. prof. less than native _language

1.28

2.40

0.53

Neighbor. percent below poverty level

2. 13

3.46

0.61

Age of sttrlent

-0.50

0.30

-1.68***

Predicted values of FSL hours

-0.14

0.61

-0.24

Independent Variables
Neighlx>rhcxxl family size

Male dummy variable

Constant
Sample size
R2

7.65
640
0.073

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the es~te.
3The t statistic.
***Significant at the .10 level.
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bl

s2

t3

-0.15

0.13

-1.12

0.02

0.93

0.02

-0.30

0.33

-0.89

Percent Asian per school

2.14

1.47

1.45

Neighlx>r. :percent high scmol grad.

1.60

2.75

0.58

Students' grade level

0.003

0.27

0.01

Hone language

0. 46.

0.34

1.34

Neighbor. percent below poverty level

1.90

3.47

0.54

-0.57

0.26

-2.22*

0.11

0.11

1.07

Independent Variables
Tirre in Portland Public Schools
Neighborhood family size
Male dummy variable

Age of sttrlent
Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
Sample size
R2

9.00
640
0.074

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.
*Significant at the .05 level.
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bl

s2

t3

Stmdents' language group

0.07

0.32

0.23

M:ile durrrny variable

0.47

0.25

1. 65***

Neighbor. :percent little or no Eng.

-0.32

1.14

-0.28

Age of student

-0.86

0.25

-3.35*

Neighbor. :percent belav poverty level

-1.29

2.83

-0.45

Hane language

-0.09

0.29

-0.31

Eng. prof. less than native language

-2.92

2.04

-1.43

Students' race

-0.36

0.44

-0.82

5.11

2.38

-1.47

2.08

-0.70

St lrlents' grade level

0.15

0.23

0.66

Predicted values of FSL hours

0.98

0.51

1.89***

Independent Variables

Neighbor. percent high sch:>ol grad.
Percent Asian per school

Constant
Sample size
R2

2.14**

9.48
640
0.082

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.
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bl

s2

t3

-0.25

0.79

-0.32

Predicted values of bilingual

0.97

0.42

2.27**

Male dummy variable

0. 51

0.28

1. 79***

Neighbor. percent high school grad.

5.53

2.33

2.36*

Stlildents' grade level

0.11

0.23

0.47

Eng. prof. less than native language

-2.99

2.03

-1.47

Percent Asian per school

-3.03

2.00

-1.51

Neighbor. percent below poverty level

-0.41

2.92

-0.14

Hare language

-0.55

0.34

-1.61***

Age of student

-0.83

0.25

-3.29*

0.95

0.51

Independent Variables
Neighborhood family size

Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
~le size
R2

1.85***

9.46
640
0.088

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estimate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.
***Significant at the .10 level.
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bl

s2

t3

Time in Portland Public Schools

-0.08

0.11

-0.69

Neighborhood farrdly size

-0.36

0.77

-0.46

Male dummy variable

-0.27

0.27

-1.00

Percent Asian per school

1.40

1.22

1.15

NeighOOr. percent high schx>l grad.

3. 25

2.28

1.42

Students' grade level

0.63

0.23

2.76*

-0.42

0.28

-1.48

1.97

2.87

0.68

-0.60

0.21

-2. 78*

0.14

0.09

1.59

Independent Variables

Hare

language

Neighbor. percent below poverty level
Age of stt.rlent
Predicted values of ESL hours
Constant
Sample size
R2

5.05
640
0.034

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estDnate.
3The t statistic.
*Significant at the .01 level.
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bl

s2

t3

-0.39

0.77

-0.50

Hane language

0.46

0.28

-1.65

Students' grade level

0.63

0.23

2. 76*

-0.28

0.27

1.00

Percent Asian per school

2.24

1.88

1.19

Neighbor. percent high school grad.

3.21

2.28

1.40

Eng. prof. less than native language

1.18

1.99

0.59

"N=ighbor. percent below poverty level

2.07

2.87

0.72

Age of stu:lent

-0.53

0.24

-2.13**

Predicted values of ESL hours

-0.12

0.50

-0.24

Independent Variables
Neighborhood family size

Male durrmy variable

Constant
Sample size
R2

4.41
640
0.033

lThe parameter estimate.
2standard error of the estbnate.
3The t statistic.

*Significant at the .01 level.
**Significant at the .05 level.

